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GRI DISCLAIMER 

LEGAL NOTICE this report was prepared by Colorado State University as 

an account of work sponsored by the Gas Research Institute (GR!). 

Neither GRI, members of GRI, nor any person acting behalf of either: 

a. Makes any warranty of representation, expressed or implied 

with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 

the information contained in this report, or that the use of 

any information, apparatus. method or process disclosed in 

this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

b. Assumes any liability with respect to the use of, or for 

damages resulting from the use of, any infonnation, 

apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report. 
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Title 

RESEARCH SUMMARY 

Guideline for Fluid Modeling of Liquefied Natural Gas 
Cloud Dispersion. Volume II: Technical Support 
Document 

Accession Code: GRI-86/0102.2 

Contractor Colorado State University 
Fort Collins. Colorado 80523 

Principal Robert N. Meroney 
Investigator 

Report Period August 1984 - October 1985. Final Report 

Objective The primary intent of this report is to provide a 
technical support document which reviews the 
capabilities and limitations of physical modeling 
techniques and supports the recommendations made in 
Volume I: Instruction Guide for the fluid model 
prediction of liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage and 
transportation hazards. 

Technical 
Perspective 

Results 

Measurements of the behavior of simulated liquefied 
natural gas clouds dispersing over small-scale models 
placed in meteorological wind tunnels permits 
evaluation of the fluid physics of dense cloud movement 
and dispersion in a controlled environment. 
Wind-tunnel data also provide guidance for health and 
safety engineers during plant design and an opportunity 
to confirm mitigation procedures. The capabilities and 
limitations of fluid modeling for dense gas cloud 
behavior are summarized. and standards to be followed 
during such studies' are recommended. 

Data from twenty six dense gas field experiments are 
compared with physical model simulations. In general 
the model clouds are very similar in appearance. they 
spread and travel at correct rates. measured 
concentrations compare very well. and peak 
concentrations are often predicted to within a factor 
of two or better. Model simulations where specific 
gravity. volume flux ratio and Froude number equality 
are maintained produce the most successful predictions 
of field concentrations. When only volum.e flux ratio 
and flux Froude number equality are stipulated. peak 
concentration isopleths are preserved. but the time of 
arrival and departure of the dense clouds are 
distorted. The value and limitations of specifying 
equality in gas cloud simulation parameters such as 



Technical 
Approach 

Project 
Implications 

specific gravity ratio; volume. mass and momentum 
source ratios; flux Froude number; Reynolds numbers; 
Peclet/ Richardson number ratios; specific heat 
capacity ratios; humidity; and terrain slope are 
examined. Ranges over which these parameters must be 
maintained or ignored are specified'. 

The open literature on the topics of wind tunnel 
simulation and dense gas dispersion were reviewed and 
critiqued for pertinent information relating to fluid 
modeling of LNG cloud dispersion. Additional model 
tests of the Burro a. China Lake test. were completed 
to verify some conclusions concerning the simulation of 
releases at small model scales under conditions of low 
level speed prototype conditions. 

This volume provides technical support for the 
Instruction Guide (Volume I) of the Guideline for Fluid 
Modeling of Liquefied Natural Gas Cloud Dispersion. 

GRI Project Manager 
Kiran M. Kothari 
Environment and Safety Research 
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with downwind distance at 1 m height for 
Burro 9 (Neff and Meroney, 1981). 

Concentration time history comparison between 
Burro 9 and Run 9, position T4 (Neff and 
Meroney. 1981) • 

Concentration time history comparison between 
Burro 9 and Run 2, position T4 (Neff and 
Meroney, 1981). 

Ground-level concentration extent comparison 
between Burro 8 and Run Sa, scale 1:85, S.G. 
= 1.38 (Meroney, 1985). m 

Ground-level concentration extent comparison 
between Burro 8 and Run Sb, scale 1:85, S.G. 
= 4.18 (Meroney, 1985). m 
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a 
A 
A 
A 

B 
Br 
BR 
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~ 
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DU mx 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Description 

Constant. Equation (4.3) 
Constant. Equation (3.3) or (3.28) 
Source exhaust area. boilof f area 
Gas cloud surface contact area 

Constant. Equation (3.3). or Bowen Ratio. Equation (3.26) 
Brinkman number 
Blockage ratio 

Calculated or measured concentration 
Drag coefficient 
Correction factor for spatial resolution 
Observed concentration 
Specific heat capacity 

Zero plane displacement 
Source diameter 
Maximum mean velocity deficit 

Voltage 
Eckert number 
Euler number 

Reduced frequency 
Coriolis parameter 
Peak reduced frequency 
Surface pattern fraction factor 
Top and bottom friction coefficients 
Lagrangian spectrum function 
Froude number. ambient reference density 
Flux Froude number 
Froude number. source reference density 

Gravitational acceleration 
Eddy spatial correlation 
Gradient wind velQcity 
Grashof number 

Obstacle height 
Surface heat transfer coefficient 
Cloud height 
Heavyside operator 

von Karman constant 
Conductivity 
Constant Equation (3.4) 
Dimensionless concentration coefficient 

Buoyancy length scale 
Length scale 
Monin-Obukhov stability length 
Integral time scale 
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M 
M 

n 
n 

p.P 
p 
Pe 
Pr 

Q 

r 
R 
Ra 
Re 

~~a 
Rt>s 
Rib 
Ri* 
Rif 
R •• 

1J 
s 
S (n) sg 
SG.sg 
St 

z. 
1 z 
0 

ZT 

Molecular weight 
Mass flux ratio 

Cyclic frequency 
Moles 

Pressure 
Power law coefficient 
Peclet number 
Prandtl number 

Source flow rate 

Radius 
Gas constant. correlation coefficient 
Rayleigh number 
Reynolds number 
Source Reynolds number. ambient reference 
Source Reynolds number. source reference 
Richardson number 
Bulk Richardson number 
Richardson number. friction velocity 
Flux Richardson number 
Correlation coefficient 

Distance downwind of an obstacle 
Longitudinal power spectral density 
Schmidt number 
Specific gravity 
Stanton number 

Time 
Time scale before viscous influence 
Temperature 

Velocity 
Velocity components 
Friction velocity 

Volume flux ratio 
Gas volume 
Frontal velocity 

Source gas exhaust velocity 

Cartesian coordinates 

Mixed layer height 
Roughness length 
Tropopause height 

Greek symbols 

a 
y 

Thermal diffusivity 
Specific heat capacity ratio 
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r 
0 
0 .. 1J 
e;ijk 
n 
e 
e * $ 
A. 
).T 
A. 
µ 
µ 
v 
1T 
p 
(J 

T 

<Ph 
~m 
~T' 
x 
n 

w 

Temperature lapse rate 
Boundary layer depth 
Kronecker delta 
Alternating tensor 
Kolmogorof f microscale 
Potential temperature 
Friction temperature 
Terrain slope 
Microscale 
Taylor microscale 
Integral lenght scale 
Dynamic viscosity 
Ekman stability parameter 
Kinematic viscosity 
Pi (3.141) 
Density 
Variance 
Time increment 
Nondimensional heat flux 
Nondimensional momentum flux 
Constant Equation (3.15) 
Concentration 
Earth rotation rate 

Superscript symbols 

* 
Overbar denotes average 
Molar value 
Fluctuating component 

Subscript symbols 

a 
g,o 
i,j ,k 
m 
p 
R 

Ambient atmospheric conditions 
Source gas 
Summation coefficients 
Model 
Prototype 
Reference 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This document provides technical support and 

information for the recommendations found in Volume 1: 

background 

Instruction 

Guide. Guideline for Fluid Modeling of Liquefied Natural Gas Cloud 

Dispersion. The guidance is intended for use by industries and their 

consultants during the design and safety review of liquefield natural 

gas installations and by regulatory agencies. 

1.1 Background 

Natural gas is a highly desirable form of energy. since it is 

convenient to transport. Sophisticated distribution network already 

service industrialized countries. Recent efforts to expand this gas 

supply and its availability include the transport of natural gas in a 

liquefied state from distant gas fields and the storage of emergency 

supplies in "peak-shaving" facilities. Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is 

cooled to a temperature of -162°C for transportion and storage. If a 

storage tank or a pipe were to rupture and the contents spill out onto 

the earth's surface. rapid boiling of the LNG would ensue. and a 

flammable vapor cloud would result. Past studies have demonstrated 

that the cold LNG vapor plume will remain negatively buoyant for most 

of its flammable lifetime. The vapor cloud hazard will persist until 

the atmosphere has diluted the LNG vapor below the lower flammability 

limit (LFL; the maximum local concentration below which the gas is not 

flammable; 5 percent by volume for methane). The location of the LFL 

region in space and time determines 

strategies. 

regulatory and response 

It is important that accurate predictive models for LNG vapor 

cloud physics be developed. so that the associated hazards of 
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transportation and storage may be realistically assessed. Industrial 

and Government agencies have sponsored a combination of field 

measurements and analytical, numerical, and physical modeling studies 

to analyze such problems. Analytical and numerical solutions are 

valuable because of the phenomenological insight they provide, and the 

now general availability of computer facilities. But the more complex 

the boundary conditions, the less rewarding a theoretical or numerical 

solution becomes because of its lack of general validity, and the 

higher effort required to obtain the solution. Physical modeling 

permits a comparatively simple analog solution to a complex situation. 

The analog consists of the use of fluid models, in which the boundary 

conditions are simulated through a geometrical scale model, and the 

atmosphere is simulatt~d by flowing of water or a:Lr in a laboratory 

apparatus. The primary intent of this report is to review the 

capabilities and limitations of physical modeling techniques for the 

prediction of LNG storage and transportation hazards. 

Thermal effects, topography, the presence of obstacles and spray 

curtain mitigation devices can affect the dispersion of dense gas 

clouds. Fluid modeling studies are desirable mostly because such 

variables can be controlled at will, with great savings in time and 

expense over full-scale tests. The physical model inherently includes 

fluid physics for which only limited understanding can presently be 

incorporated in numerical models. 
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1.2 Summary of Support Document Contents 

This technical support document discusses constraints which exist 

on a physical model's ability to predict large scale atmospheric plume 

behavior. These constraints are due to the limited range of transport 

properties of air and water. the inherent characteristics of fluid 

turbulence. and the size range of available fluid modeling facilities. 

Section 2 considers the general similarity requirements associated 

with the governing equations of motion. thermodynamic state. and 

energy. A discussion is also provided of the relative merits of the 

concepts of model verification. validation. and calibration. Section 

3 reviews the ability of fluid modeling facilities 

significant characteristics of the atmospheric 

to reproduce the 

surf ace layer. 

Modeling limitations specifically associated with dense cloud behavior 

are discussed in Section 4. Verification of various modeling rules 

are examined in Section 5. through comparisons between field and 

laboratory measurements. 
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2.0 GENERAL SIMILARITY REQUIREMENTS 

The concept of similitude is basically simple. Two systems at 

different geometric scales will exhibit similitude if a one to one 

correspondence exists in space and time between fluid particle 

kinematics (locations. velocities. accelerations and rotations) caused 

by fluid particle dynamics (pressures. gravity. Coriolis forces. 

viscous forces. etc.). when properly scaled by characteristic scales 

of fluid properties. force. length and time. To achieve this 

similarity. however. is not trivial. The specification of 

dimensionless parameters which guarantee similarity has historically 

been the subject of much discussion and debate. 

In the nineteenth century a number of workers (most notably Lord 

Rayleigh) commonly solved problems by direct use of the similarity 

principle with the intuitive identification of relevant force ratios. 

During the early twentieth century. the force ratio methods lost favor 

and were replaced almost entirely by dimensional analysis. as 

represented by the Buckingham Pi theorem. The most systematic and 

reliable method currently used to identify relevant scaling parameters 

is the "normalization" of the governing partial differential equations 

of motion. Normalization makes the equations and boundary conditions 

nondimensional in terms of scaling variables of standard magnitude. 

In the following sections the primary similitude parameters are 

identified by applying this technique. The chapter ends with a review 

of methods necessary to verify that similitude has indeed been 

achieved. 

2.1 The Equations of Motion 

The equations of motion are the starting point for the 
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normalization procedure. Given a reference frame fixed to the surface 

of the Earth which is rotating at an angular velocity j, then for an 

incompressible atmosphere one can generate the following equations: 

Conservation of Mass 

au. 
1 = 0 ox. 
1 

Conservation of Momentum 

au. u.au. 
- 1 + __J___!_ + 2 u r. = Ot OX. £ijk kHj 

J 

Conservation of Energy 

oT + aT U at ax. i 
1 

-· K 
a2T 

.ax.ax. 
1 1 

Conservation of Species 

ax + u ax at i ax. 
1 

= a a2x ax.ax. 
1 1 

Equation of State 

P/p = RT/M 

+ 

1 
p 

Ui aP --p ax. 
1 

The Cartesian index convention has been used, where 

taken vertically upward, U. is a component of 
1 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

the axis is 

the instantaneous 

velocity, £ .. k is the alternating tensor (if any two of the indices i, 1J 
j, or k are equal, the component is zero; if i, j, and k are all 
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unequal and in cyclic order. the component is +1; but if not in cyclic 

order, the component is -1), o .. is the Kronecker delta (equal to 1 if 1J 
the two indices are equal and 0 if unequal). and the summation 

convention is followed (whenever a suffix is repeated in a term it is 

to be given all possible values and the terms are to be added). 

The next step is to identify characteristic scales through which 

the equations will be normalized. Reference quantities are usually 

identified through specified boundary conditions. Choosen are L. 

length; UR. velocity; p R' density; QR' rotational speed; TR. 

absolute temperature; !::. TR. temperature deviation; g. gravitational 

constant; PR. reference pressure; and µR' kR. DR. CpR. which are the 

reference viscosity, conductivity. diffusivity and specific heat 

capacity respectively. The dimensionless variables are: 

x. x! = 1 
1 1 

UR 
t i t =1 

u. 
U! = i 

1 UR 

p' = 
n. 

n~ = J 
J ~ 

T' = T 
oTR 

Introducing these dimensionless variables in Equations 2.1 to 2.5 

yields: 

au! 
1 ax! = 0 
1 

au~ au~ 
1 + U'. ~ 1, + 2 c U'AI = at' J uX. ~ 0

• "k k~'° J 0 1J J 

a2T1 aT' 
u~ 

aT' 1 
at' + ax~ Pe 1 = ax~ax! 

1 1 1 

( 2 .1 a) 

Eu aP' + Ri P' ax! 
1 

' u. aP' (2.3a) l. + EuEc ~ ax~ 
1 
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(2.4a) 

(2.Sa) 

where Ro ::: UR/L~ is the Rossby number. 

Eu 2 is the Euler number. = PR/ ( p RUR) 

Re = P RURL/ ~ is the Reynolds number. 

Ri 2 is the Richardson number. ::: gR fl TRL/ (TR UR) 

Pe = P RCpRURL/kR is the Peclet number. 

Pr = uRCpR/kR is the Prandtl number. 

Sc = llR/ ( p RDR) is the Schmidt number. and 
2 Ee = UR/ ( CpR fl TR) is the Eckert number. 

The physical significance of these parameters will be discussed at 

some length in later paragraphs. 

"Exact" similarity requires equality of the nondimensional 

coefficients listed above for the physical model and the prototype 

situation. If separate length scales are chosen for the different 

coordinate directions additional parameters are generated; however. 

current wisdom is that distorted geometric scaling is not justified. 

Furthermore boundary conditions governing the flow domain of 

interest must also be similar for the model and prototype. Surface 

boundary conditions would require similarity of the following 

features: 

1) Topographical relief. 
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2) Surface roughness distribution. 

3) Surface temperature distribution. and 

4) Reproduction of associated obstacles. buildings. fences. source 

areas. etc. 

Similarity of the approach-flow characteristics requires similarity of 

the following flow features: 

1) Distributions of mean and turbulent velocities. 

2) Distributions of 

humidities. and 

mean and fluctuating 

3) Distributions of turbulent scales and energies. 

temperatures and 

Similarity of the boundary conditions aloft would require similarity 

of the following features: 

1) The upper stream line should follow a similar trajectory with 

respect to the ground surf ace. and 

2) The longitudinal pressure gradient should be nearly zero. 

These seven equations and associated boundary conditions contain 

seven unknowns. u1 • u2 • u3 • T. p. P • and X. so that (in principle) 

their solutions can be determined. Any prototype and model flow which 

is constrained by the same scaled initial and boundary conditions, and 

for which all the dimensionless coefficients identified above are 

invariant. must have a unique solution in terms of the dimensionless 

variables. The non-dimensional equations apply to both laminar and 

turbulent flows; hence it is not necessary to know a prio:ri whether 

the flow is laminar or turbulent. 

It is not necessary to actually solve the differential equations 

if one uses a laboratory facility as an analog computer. If all the 

foregoing requirements could be met simultaneously. all scales of 

motion ranging from micro to mesoscale. ie. 10-3 to 103 m. could be 
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simulated within the modeled flow field. 

Unfortunately. all similarity requirements cannot be satisfied 

simultaneously and modelers must use partial or approximate 

similitude. Hence. model conditions must be chosen which are designed 

to simulate most accurately those scales of motion which are of 

greatest significance for the application (Cermak. 1975). 

2.2 The Dimensionless Parameters 

Kline (1965) observed that. in engineering work. it is often not 

feasible to mathematically model all aspects of the behavior of the 

prototype. Rather. it becomes necessary to determine under what 

conditions some parameters can be neglected. For example. this 

approach is the essence of perturbation analysis used for inner and 

outer expansions in boundary layer theory. In both mathematical 

analysis and physical modeling it is helpful to use order-of-magnitude 

analysis of the individual terms in the equations of motion to 

eliminate insignificant terms. Since the dimensionless variables have 

been scaled to be of order one. 0(1). the relative importance of each 

term lies in the magnitude 

coefficients. 

of the associated dimensionless 

It is generally impossible to simultaneously match all of the 

dimensionless parameters when the ratio of the prototype and model 

length scales is greater than about 10. Consider the behavior of the 

Reynolds and Richardson numbers: 

Re = P RURL/µR and Ri = g 6 TRL/ (TRU~) 
If one models an L?l7 spill in a wind tunnel. the property values of P. 

µ and g are identical. and TR is roughly the same. Equality of 

Reynolds numbers between model and prototype then requires an increase 

of 10 fold in the flow velocity. But to match the Richardson number 
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criterion if L is decreased by 10 and UR is increased by 10. 

must be increased by 10001 Such an increase in temperature difference 

(or density difference) is obviously impractical. 

Because of the difference in kinematic viscosity between air and 

water. a factor of about 15 in Reynolds number may be gained by 

modeling an atmospheric phenomenon in a water facility. but then the 

Peclet number and Reynolds number criteria can not be met 

simultaneously. Also the Prandtl number in air is of order one. 

whereas its value in water is about 10. 

Consider the roles played by each dimensionless parameter in some 

detail. Barnett (1964) summarizes the majority of the relevant 

dimensionless parameters used by fluid mechanists and meteorologists. 

Only those parameters identified during the normalization of the 

equations of motion in section 2.1 are considered. 

Rossby Number: [UR/ (L~)] 

The Rossby number is a measure of the relative magnitudes of the 

advective or local accelerations as compared to Coriolis 

accelerations. Local accelerations result from unsteadiness or 

divergence in the flow field. Coriolis accelerations result from the 

fact that we all live on a non-inertial reference system (the surface 

of the Earth). Since the Earth's Coriolis accele:rations (or forces) 

are relatively small. they only become important when motions persist 

over distances long enough for the associated spatial deviations to 

become significant. If the Rossby number is large. Coriolis 

accelerations are small. A nearly infinite model Rossby number exists 

in most laboratory wind tunnels and water channels. 

Euler Number: 

The Euler number compares the relative magnitude of pressure 
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fluctuations and inertial accelerations. Since PR is usually of order 

p Ru;. this parameter is of order one and is automatically simulated 

in air. 

Reynolds Number: [ P RURL/Jl R] 

The magnitude of the Reynolds number indicates the relative 

importance of inertial forces and viscous or frictional forces. It 

imposes very strong limitations on rigorous simulation. since scale 

reductions of 1:100 to 1:1000 commonly result in model Reynolds 

numbers two to three orders of magnitude smaller than those found in 

the atmosphere. Thus the viscous forces are relatively more important 

in the model than in the prototype. If strict Reynolds number equality 

is required, no atmospheric phenomena could be modeled. Various 

arguments have been proposed to justify the use of smaller Reynolds 

numbers in model studies. Snyder (1972) reviews suggested concepts of 

the laminar flow analogy. dissipation scaling. and Reynolds number 

independence. He concludes that only Reynolds number independence is 

a viable possibility. This concept will be discussed further in 

sections 3.3.2 and 4.2. 

R_ichardson N~_!>~ [g /1 TRL/ ( TRU~)] 

A large value of the Richardson number implies that buoyancy 

forces are very large compared to inertial forces. Thermal effects or 

density differences become less important as the Richardson number 

decreases toward unity. The Richardson number can also be considered 

as the inverse square of a densimetric 

Fr= UR/[g( /1 TR/TR)L]O.S. Alternatively Ri = Gr/Re2 
Froude number. 

= 

Ra/(RePe). In this case. Gr and Ra are known as the Grashof numbers 

and Rayleigh numbers. respectively. The Grashof number is important 

when flow motions are driven by free convection. The Rayleigh number 
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The Rayleigh number is often used to typify the onset of cellular 

convections driven by temperature differences. 

The Richardson number is not necessarily a difficult parameter to 

duplicate in a fluid model. Unfortunately. to match model and 

prototype Richardson numbers for typical scale reductions of 1:100 to 

1:1000 using reasonable temperature or density differences. it is 

necessary to decrease the mean flow speeds substantially. Yet to 

match the Reynolds number requires that the flow speed in the model be 

increased; hence, a conflict arises. Specific problems related to 

simulations of atmospheric flows and dense gases will be' discussed in 

sections 3 .3 .3 and 4. 2 .1, resp1ectively. 

Peel et Number: [ P RCpRURL/kR] or [URL/DR] 

The Peclet number can also be expressed as the product of a 

Reynolds number and the Prandtl number or the Schmidt number, ie., 

RePr or ReSc. The parameter is a measure of the ability of the fluid 

to advect heat or mass compared with its ability to disperse heat or 

mass by molecular transport. The Peclet number of ten becomes 

important when Reynolds number independence does not exist. In such 

cases the relative ability of the fluid to transport heat or mass by 

molecular collision and the rate of transport provided by turbulent 

motions become comparable. Such a situation can produce incorrectly 

simulated plume entrainment and transport rates. 

Prandtl Number: [µRCpR/kR] 

The Prandtl number is the ratio of the momentum diffusivity to 

the thermal diffusivity. It indicates the: relative ability of the 

fluid to transport momentum as compared to heat via molecular 

processes. If air is used to simulate the atmosphere, this parameter 

is automatically satisfied. The Prandtl number is a weak function of 
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air temperature. In water the Prandtl number is about 10 times larger 

than it is in air. and varies with temperature. This parameter always 

appears multiplied by the Reynolds number. The product or thermal 

Peclet number is. thus. the governing parameter. 

The Schmidt number is the ratio of momentum diffusivity to mass 

diffusivity. It also indicates the relative ability of the fluid to 

transport momentum versus mass species by molecular processes. If air 

is used to simulate the atmosphere. then the magnitude of the Schmidt 

number will be dependent on the model tracer gas chosen; however. it 

will usually be close to a value of one. However. the Schmidt number 

for typical tracers such as sodium chloride or alcohol dispersing in 

water is nearly 800; hence. Schmidt number equality is unlikely in 

water facilities. This parameter always appears multiplied by the 

Reynolds number. The product or mass Peclet number is. thus. the 

governing parameter. 

Eckert Number: 

The Eckert number indicates the ratio of kinetic to excess 

internal energy. Eckert numbers are not normally equal when equal 

Richardson numbers are achieved. This compromise with exact 

similarity has not been found to have significant effect on the 

similarity of wind characteristics. The Eckert number is also equal 

to a Mach number squared. and this is generally small compared to 

unity for both laboratory and atmospheric flows. Its sir~all value in 

the energy equation (2.3a) suggests that viscous dissipation or 

compression do not affect temperature distributions significantly. In 

some texts the Eckert number is expressed as (Br/Pr). where 

The Brinkman number 
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relates the rate of viscous dissipation to conductive heat transfer 

which will occur over the reference temperature difference. 

2.3 Verification 

The intent of verification is to determine the performance of a 

model (analytical, numerical or physical) in the context of a 

particular application (Knox, 1984). Within the process one attempts 

to learn the range of conditions of reliable model application, to 

identify conditions of failure, and to determine the level of 

confidence that can be placed in the model solutions. Usually models 

are constructed and used in response to specific technical questions 

or regulatory requirements. In one situation ensemble average 

behavior may be needed; in another situation exact replication is 

necessary. Of ten a s,:>l ution is sought which prov ides upper bounds on 

all potentially undesirable consequence. The same model may not 

perform all jobs; hence, the desired model result should be specified 

before evaluation begins. 

The American Meteorological Society and the Electric Power 

Research Institute sponsored workshops which recommended that a 

rigorous research effort be made to evaluate the ability of numerical 

models to predict ambient air pollution (Egan et al •• 1981; Hilst, 

1978; and Fox, 1981). Subsequently the air pollution research 

community established rigorous protocols prior to evaluation, a 

potpourri of tests for statistical evaluation of residuals, and rules 

to evaluate models in the context of very specific regulatory uses. 

Both EPA and EPRI sponsored operational validation projects for large 

buoyant plumes from tall stacks (Hilst, 1978; Londergan et al., 1982). 

The AMS Woods Hole conference recommended basing performance 
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evaluation on the magnitude of differences between observed and 

predicted concentrations. The recommended performance measures were 

the bias (average). the variance (noise). and the gross variability 

(gross error) of the differences. Correlation measures in space and 

time were also considered helpful. Londergan et al •• (1980) produced a 

extensive set of statistics based on the Woods Hole recommendations as 

part of the AMS review process. Reviewers concluded that most 

calculations were actually uninformative or redundant (A. M. S.,1983). 

Alternatively. Rao and Visalli (1981) emphasized the importance of 

extreme value theory to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the 

performance of models. Some Woods Hole participants felt strongly that 

scientific judgment (ie. scientific performance -- or recognition of 

cause-and-effect relationships) might prove to be the only effective 

method to distinguish among model approaches. Wheatley and Webber 

(1984) followed such an approach when they reviewed some 45 numerical 

models designed to predict denser-than-air vapor dispersion. They 

chose to differentiate among models based on whether the numerical 

models included correct and consistent fluid physics for all physical 

effects of importance within the range of scales being considered. 

All too often they found important features missing or misrepresented. 

Despite the variety of emphasis within the recent 

is clear that the engineering and scientific consensus 

balanced approach that includes both scientific 

"operational" criteria. 

literature 

recommends 

as well 

it 

a 

as 

One of the principal findings of the EPRI validation project is 

that "existing (numerical) plume models are unable to predict air 

quality impacts for a specific event; uncertainties associated with 

the magnitude and location of plume impacts are as large as the 
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predicted or observed ground level concentrations" (Bowne et al., 

1981, 1983, 1985). The concepts of "limits to predictability" and 

"inherent uncertainty of the turbulent atmosphere" have emerged in 
• I connection with the expectations of model performance. These concepts 

suggest that, even under apparently identical conditions in the 

atmosphere, the inherent uncertainties act as a barrier to the 

repeatability of experiments. For example, for air quality numerical 

models it is apparently unrealistic to predict hourly average ground 

level concentrations within a factor of two more than about 80% of the 

time (Bowne et al., 1985). Few investigations have reported numerical 

model success close to this level and, for shorter time periods, 

numerical model performance reported departs dramatically from this 

ideal. 

The data bases developed, the testing procedures evaluated, and 

the findings have been invaluable for the air pollution research 

community. However, one consequence of the exercise is that the search 

for the "perfect modeling technique" has been abandoned, and model 

validation is now considered a part of the learning process. 

Physical modeling operates under similar constraints. A physical 

model cannot possibly reproduce prototype LM; spill behavior better 

than the average of multiple replications of field experiments under 

apparently identical conditions. Meroney (1980, 1981) and Meroney et 

al. (1980) compared multiple field measurements of wind fields over 

complex terrain to fluid model experiments. ~l'he laboratory reproduced 

field behavior to within its own variability, but no better. 

Turbulence induces its own scale of variability. Meroney and Lohmeyer 

( 1983) 'found that multiple replications of a laboratory release of 

dense gas in a simulated atniospheric boundary layer showed significant 
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variations in time of cloud arrival, time of arrival of maximum 

concentration, time of departure of cloud, plume dimensions, and 

maximum concentrations. Multiple replications of fluid model studies 

of the Burro 8 China Lake LNG spill produced concentration variations 

about the mean concentration of the same magnitude as the mean. This 

point is especially significant since, to date, only individual field 

experiments have been performed; hence, it will be considered further 

in Sections 4 and 5. 
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3 .0 PHYSICAL MODELING OF THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER 

During early (1920-1955) wind tunnel studies of wind engineering 

problems researchers mistakenly presumed that the uniform-flow 

low-turbulence conditions known to be suitable for aerodynamic tests 

of flight vehicles would also be suitable for simulation of 

atmospheric flows. Comparison of model and prototype data revealed 

such wide discrepancies that many engineers concluded simulation of 

atmospheric phenomena was impossible. However, in the mid 1950s, 

several scientists realized that the shear layers and turbulence 

variations found in the atmospheric boundary layer played a critical 

role in the kinematics and dynamics of atmospheric transport phenomena 

(Jensen, 1958; Strom et al., 1957; Cermak, 1958). Jensen tested 

simple shelter belts, model buildings, and plumes from smoke stacks in 

both uniform and shear flows produced by roughening the lower 

boundary. Comparable measurements were made at full scale in the 

atmosphere. In each case the deviations of uniform flow model results 

from the field cases were considerable. Figure 3-1 displays Jensen's 

shelter belt results, and Figure 3-2 corresponds to his building 

pressure measurements. As noted, the uniform flow approximation 

considerably overpredicts the reduction of wind speeds for the fence 

study, and it also overpredicts pressure coefficient magnitudes on the 

windward and leeward sides of the model house. 

As time progressed, wind engineers learned that it was not 

sufficient to just simulate mean velocity and longitudinal turbulent 

intensity profile shapes. The scale and distribution of turbulent 

energy among eddy sizes plays an important role in plume spread or 

entrainment rates as well as the fluctuating forces on buildings. In 

order to accomplish model similitude to the atmosphere, it is 
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necessary to reproduce the important features of the atmospheric 

surface layer. The following sections review the relevant 

characteristics of the atmosphere (Sections 3.1 and 3.2). discuss 

methods to reproduce these characteristics at model scales (3.3. 3.4. 

and 3.5), and attempt to establish guidelines for modeling of the 

atmospheric surface layer (3.6). 

3.1 Mean Flow Characteristics of the Atmospheric Bounda!Y Layer 

The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is that portion of the 

atmosphere where surface drag due to the motion of the air relative to 

the ground modifies synoptic-scale motions caused by horizontal 

pressure gradients, Coriolis forces, and buoyancy. The following 

sections review some pertinent facts about the boundary layer; for 

more detailed information. one should consult meterological text books 

(e.g., Panofsky and Dutton, 1984) or review papers (e.g •• Nieuwstadt 

and van Dop, 1982). 

3.1.1 Depth of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer 

The depth of the boundary layer is highly variable 

(50 to 2000 m), but it generally increases with proximity to the 

equator, with wind speed. and as the earth surface roughens. but 

decreases at night. and is strongly modified by thermal winds, 

inversions, and stratification. Even selecting a depth for adiabatic 

(neutrally stable) conditions is difficult. Counihan (1975) reviewed 

all adiabatic atmospheric boundary layer data between 1880 to 1972. 

For high wind speeds (u10 > 5-7 m/s) Counihan recommended 600 m as a 

reasonable average boundary layer depths for both rural and urban 

cases independent of wind speed and roughness. Since it represents an 
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average of actual measurements, a value of 600 m is recommended for 

neutrally stable conditions. 

Boundary layer depth is highly dependent upon atmospheric 

stratification. At night, radiational ground cooling stabilizes the 

lower atmosphere, and effectively decouples the winds aloft from the 

effects of the earth's surface. The boundary layer may then be very 

shallow, perhaps as low as a few tens of meters (Wolfe, 1985). When 

the sun rises, convection begins and the thermally mixed layer deepens 

until mid-afternoon. The upper limit to the layer depth depends on 

the initial lapse rate strength of the elevated inversion, the wind 

speed, and the available insolation. Between noon (1300 CDT) and 

near-sunset the depth is nearly constant, even after surf ace heat 

fluxes become negative. Late afternoon depths values between 600 and 

2000 m are possible. A simple algorithm for boundary layer depth is: 

where 

o = a (L u /f ) 112 
mo * c 

0.4 ::_ a< 1.0, L is mo 
3 'w')]. and [L = -T(u*) /(kgt mo 

(3 .1) 

the Monin Obuknov similarity length 

sin(t). 0 f is the Coriolis parameter 2 c 

and u* is the friction velocity. An alternative formula (Deardorff. 

1972) yields lower heights during convective conditions: 

(3 .2) 

0. = [ (1/(30L ) + f /(0.25u*) + 1/zT ]-l mo c 
where zT is the height of the tropopause. Note that o = 0.25 u*/fc 

under neutral conditions, and 0. = 30L under very stable conditions. mo 
It is customary to use a geostrophic drag law to calculate the 

friction velocity u*: 
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(3.3) 

where G is the geostrophic wind speed. k is the von Karman constant 

(0.4) z is the surfaces aerodynamic roughness. and A and B are 
0 

constants dependent upon stability. In a critical review. Arya (1977) 

suggested values for different stability conditions: 

For neutral situations: A= 1.7 and B = 4.7. 

For stable atmospheres: 

A = ln(o/L ) - o.96(o/L ) + 2.5 mo mo 
B = 1.15(o /L ) + 1.1 mo 

For unstable atmospheres: 

A= ln(-o/L ) + ln(f o/u*) + 1.5 mo c 

B = k(fco/u*)-l + 1.8(fco/u*)exp(0.2o/Lm
0

) 

Figure 3-3 shows boundary layer depths predicted from Equations 3.1 

and 3.2 using the associated values of friction velocity shown in 

Figure 3-4~ Figure 3-5 displays the variation of the adiabatic 

boundary layer depth with roughness and gradient wind speed. An 

iteration procedure is U$ed since Equations 3.1 to 3.3 all involve u*. 

Unstable boundary layer depth varys diurnally. as the mixed layer 

penetrates capping inversions from sunrise until about 1300 when the 

solar heat flux reaches its maximum. As the heat flux levels off 

during the afternoon the mixed layer penetration height. zi. levels 

off to a maximum between 1000 and 2000 meters. Wolfe (1985) reported 

early morning mixing layer depths (Figure 3-6) from measurements at 

the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory tower near Boulder. Colorado. 

Maximum mixing layer depth may be estimated as: 
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(3 .4) 

zi = 1 (2.8/r] ~: A sin( wt) dt} l/ 2 

where r is initial lapse rate, and A is the maximum surface heat flux. 

3.1.2 Logarithmic Velocity Profiles in the Surface Layer 

The lowest 10% of the ABL is called the surface layer. It is 

characterized by the sharpest variations of wind speed, temperature, 

humidity, and turbulence characteristics with height. Counihan (1975) 

concluded the surface (or constant flux layer) could be assumed to be 

about 100 m deep during adiabatic conditions. In diabatic 

(stratified) situations one might assume that the surface layer depth 

is about equal to the absolute value of the Monin Obuk.hov length. 

Within the surface layer the mean wind-speed profile is commonly 

described by logarithmic expressions. An expression which has been 

repeatedly found to represent neutral flows in wind and water tunnels 

and in atmospheric profile measurements is: 

(3.5) 

u/u* = (l/k) ln [(z - d)/z
0

] 

where d is the zero plane displacement thickness and z is a roughness 
0 

length. The displacement thickness, d, is important for tall 

roughness elements such as agricultural crops, forests, and cities. 

When the roughness elements are short, such that z < 0.2 m, one can 
0 

set d = 0 (Snyder, 1981). The roughness length can be determined from 

representative field measurements; however, repeated experiments have 

produced the surface classifications noted in Table 3.1 (from Simiu 

and Scanlan, 1978). 

In a diabatic boundary layer during reasonably stationary time 
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periods. it is possible to define nondimensional vertical gradients of 

wind speed and temperature; i.e •• 

(3.6) 

where u* = (u'w') and 0* = (w'T') /u According to Monin Obukhov 0 0 *. 
similarity theory these non-dimensional gradients should only be a 

function of the parameter z/L • Thus. he formulated that for. mo 

unstable air: 

0m = (1 - 15 z/L )-1/4 • and mo 
unstable air: 

0 = 1 + 5 z/Lmo· m 

These expressions can be integrated to obtain expressions for the mean 

velocity profiles: 

unstable air: 

= (1/k){ln[z/z ] - 2 ln[(l+l/f )/2] o m 

stable air: 

Note. under neutral 

- ln[(l+l/0 2)/2] m 

+2 tan-1 (1/0] - ~/2}. m 

conditions where 
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equations reduce to the familiar log-law. Equation (3.5). In a 

similar manner forms for nondimensional temperature flux. 0h. and 

temperature profiles are for: 

unstable air: 

stable air: 

0h = (1 - 15 z/L )-l/5 
mo 

Hence. in unstable air: 

• and 

(3.9) 

ln[z/z] - 2 ln[(l+l/0h)/2]. for z/L < o mo 0 

and in stable air: 

(3 .10) 

ln[z/z ] + 5 z/L • for z/L > 0 1 o mo mo 

where 9 is the potential temperature. and e is the extrapolated 
0 

temperature for z = z (See Figures 3-7 and 3-8). 
0 

3.1.3 Power-law representation of the mean velocity profiles 

The mean velocity profile throughout the entire depth of the 

neutral boundary layer may also be represented by a power law with 

only small errors associated with wind veering with height; i.e •• 

(3.11) 

or (u/G) = (z/~)P 

In unstable situations the power law may work well up into the "tower 

layer" (z < 150 m) identified by Panofsky (1974). but for stable 

conditions one should limit expressions to the surface layer alone. 

The exponent. p • in the power-law description and the aerodynamic 
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roughness length. z • in the log description are functions of the 
0 

surface roughness. Rougher boundary conditions (z and p larger) 
0 

increase the momentum deficit in the mean shear flow. Although 

comprehensive data has been obtained in the atmosphere for a variety 

of different conditions. most correlations over this data base 

emphasize strong winds. The flow characteristics at lower wind speeds 

generally display a much greater variability. Unstable stratification 

reduces the effective power-law exponent, whereas stable 

stratification increases the value. Panofsky et al. (1960). Irwin 

(1979). and Huang (1979) have established theoretical relationships 

between p. z0 • and Lmo· Huang's results are shown in Figure 3-9 and 

Irwin's results are shown in Figure 3-10. Also shown in Figure 3-11 is 

the expression recommended by Counihan (1975) based on his extensive 

review of high wind data: 

where z is specified in meters. 
0 

3.2 Turbulence Characteristics of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer 

(3.12) 

The mean velocities in the surface layer determine the rate at 

which the center of gravity of a plume is transported over the ground. 

Vertical and lateral shear and wind veering with height work together 

to spread plume products over horizontal layers. The volume a plume 

occupies only increases as turbulence mixing tears the original plume 

volume into eddies and streamers which move across mean streamlines. 

Dilution finally occurs at small scales of order 1 mm as microscopic 

transport processes actually mix air and plume molecules. The 

effective rate of final plume entrainment depends upon the scales and 
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intensities of atmospheric turbulence. Statistically the turbulent 

state of the atmosphere is described in terms of moments of velocity 

fluctuations. characteristic length and time scales. or energy 

spectra. 

3.2.1 Turbulence intensity profiles 

The turbulent intensity of a boundary layer is defined as the rms 

of the fluctuating component of the velocity. cr • divided by the local u 

mean velocity. u. By correlating strong wind atmospheric data over a 

large variety of different roughness conditions ESDU (1974) concluded 

that the variation of longitudinal turbulent intensity with height up 

to 100 meters is: 

cr /u u 
2 = {0.867 + 0.556 log10 [z] - 0.246 (log10 [z])-} B 

log [z/z ] e o 

where B = 1.0 for z < .02 m. 
0 

B 0.76/z 0.07 for 0.02 < z < 1.0 m. and = 0 0 

B = 0.76 for z 
0 

> 1.0 m. 

(3.13) 

Near a smooth surface this may be approximated as e /u = 1/ln(z/z ). u 0 

Alternatively Snyder (1981) suggests a formula which extrapolates 

Counihan's data at 30 meters to other heights. ie.: 

(3 .14) 

where p is determined from Equation 3.12. Equations 3.13 and 3.14 are 

compared in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13. Meterological measurements 

for neutral flow in the lower surf ace layer suggest that 
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p. 49. 50. 114. 165-166). A turbulent boundary layer developing ove~ 

a smooth surface may also be compared to the classical results of 

Klebanoff. as given by Hinze (1975). who quotes values of cr /u = 0.22 u 

at z/ti = 0.010. 

The standard deviations of the vertical velocity. cr • w and 

temperature. crT. follow Monin-Obukhov similarity scaling. so that: 

crw/u* = 0w(z/Lm0 ). and 

crT/i* = 0 (z/Lmo) • 

where 0 w = 1.25 

= 1.25 (1-3z/L )l/3 
mo 

0T = 1.8 

= 5.0 (1-16z/L )-l/ 2 
mo 

0T = 0.95 (-z/L )-1/3 
mo 

(3.15) 

for z/Lmo > o.o. 
for z/L < mo o.o. 

for z/Lmo > o.o. 
for -1 < z/L mo < 0 .0. and 

for z/L mo < -1. 

Unfortunately. the horizontal velocity components ct and cr do not u v 

appear to obey Monin-Obukhov similarity scaling. and the data scatter 

widely. Nonetheless. some authors have persisted in presuming such 

similarity exists (Binkowski. 1979--See Figures 3-14 and 3-15). 

Convective boundary layers or mixed layers located above the 

surface layer (z > -L ) show similar behavior when scaled by the mo 
and a convective velocity,. mixed layer depth. 

w = (gz. w'T'/T) 113 • * 1 
Willis and Deardorff (1974) demonstrated such 

similarity in a laboratory water tank. Poreh and Cermak (1984) 

produced equivalent behavior in a meteorological wind tunnel. and 

Briggs (1984) measured convective boundary layer turbulence on the 

Boulder Atmospheric Observatory tower. Figure 3-16 compares water 
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tank. wind tunnel and field behavior. 

3.2.2 Shear stresses in the atmospheric surface layer 

In the near-adiabatic "constant flux" surface layer the 

correlations u'v'. w'T'. or w'q' do not vary significantly. However. 

one does expect magnitudes to decrease from surface values to near 

zero as height increase above O.lk. Hence. convenient forms for the 

flux variations are: 

(3 .16) 

-u 'w' I u 2 = w' T' I ( u e ) = ( 1 - z/ i ) 
* * * 

where one might use the expression recommended by Counihan (1975) for 

adiabatic boundary layers: 

(3.17) 

Shear stresses in near neutral and stable boundary layers appear 

to obey Monin-Obukhov similarity. unstable layers scale with mixed 

layer parameters. ie. layer height and convective velocity. 

3.2.3 Turbulence length and time scales in the surface layer. 

Frequently the size and distribution of turbulent eddies are 

characterized by time and length scales associated with mechanisms of 

their production or dissipation. For example the shape of 

correlations of turbulence fluctuations in space or time can be 

characterized by such parameter~. Consider the correlation of 

components of velocity fluctuations separated by varying increments in 

time and space. 
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(3.18) 

R .. (x.y.z; A.) 
1.J 

I 21 2 = u'. (X. Y.Z;t)u'. (X+x. Y+y.Z+z;t+A)/ u'. u'. 
1. J 1. J 

where x. y. z. and g are increments of separation. When x = y = z = 0 

the product is termed a turbulence autocorrelation. when x. y. or z 

are finite the product is called a space-time correlation. Typically 

the correlation is assumed to decay in an exponential manner as the 

increment increases. The rate of decay at small increments is 

characteristic of small eddy sizes; whereas the overall gross area of 

the correlation is associated with larger or "energy containing" 

eddies; hence. integral time scales may be defined as: 

Counihan (1975) concluded that the longitudinal integral 

(3.19) 

scale Lu x 

decreased with increase of surface roughness and increased with height 

up to 200-300m. Above this level, he thought Lu was independent of x 

surface roughness and decreased with height. A swnmary of his results 

showing the variation of Lu with elevation and roughness length is x 

given in Figure 3-17. In addition. Counihan concluded other integral 

scales varied as: 

(3. 20) 
Lu = 0.3 to 0.4 Lu for 10 < z< 240 m, 
Luy = 0.5 to 0.6 Lux z x 
Lu = Luz = (Lu )/2 for 240 < z <600 m. and y x 

Lw = 0.4 z for z < 100 m. z 

The space or time scales associated with small eddies are called 

microscales. The Kolmogorov microscale depends only on dissipation, 

e:, and molecular viscosity. v and is defined by .!l = ( v3 I€) l/ 4• For 
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typical values of viscosity and dissipation in the surface layer. the 

Kolmogorov microscale is about a millimeter. It is at this scale 

that turbulent motions are finally dissipated into heat by molecular 

motions. The Taylor microscale is related to the radius of curvature 

of a correlation. R. at zero increment. One may say that it is a 

measure of the average dimension of the eddies that are mainly 

responsible for dissipation. Since the Kolmogoroft microscale depends 

primarily on fluid properties. their magnitudes do not change 

significantly between atmospheric and laboratory flows. Thus. there 

can not be similarity between turbulent flows at different geometric 

sizes with respect to the complete range of turbulent eddies present. 

Fortunately. single particle dispersion is dominated by the larger 

eddy sizes for most flows of interest; hence. the critical questions 

are: "Is the correct mix of large size eddies present?". and "Is the 

ratio of large (integral) to small (microscales) in a laboratory flow 

sufficiently large?" 

Stratification is expected to have a strong influence on the 

distribution of turbulent intensity among the various eddies sizes; 

hence. it is also expected to influence the integral scales. Stable 

stratification decreases the size of the integral scale; whereas 

unstable stratification increases that size. M:>st measurements of 

scale size in stratified flow are estimated from the peak of spectral 

distributions as discussed in the following section. 

Integral space and time scales are normally related through 

Taylor's frozen flow hypothessis. that is Lu = U*T. x There is no 

guarantee that this is correct. especially in shear flows. but it is 

frequently applied. 
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3.2.4 Power spectrum of turbulent velocity fluctuations. 

A measure of the turbulent kinetic energy associated with the 

fluctuating velocity compoent, u' is u• 2 • The random variation of 

this energy measure can be harmonically decomposed into the sum of 

cosine and sine waves of varying amplitudes and frequencies through 

the technique of Fourier integral transformations. It is convenient 

to present this energy measure at the cyclic frequency n (Hz) as the 

integral of power over an incrementally small frequency range, dn. 

Mathematically, S (n) = du• 2 (n)/dn where S (n) is the longitudinal u u 

power spectral density, and u• 2 (n) is the energy density at frequency 

n. Integrating Su(n) over all frequencies yields the total mean 

square velocity fluctuations, C1 
2 = u 

,2 u • The characteristics of the 

rms velocity fluctuation, C1 • were discussed in the previous Section u 

3 .2 .1. 

Spectral data is presented in a normalized form, such that equal 

areas on a graph represent equal fractional energies. In a 

presentation of nS (n)/u• 2 versus n/u on log-log paper, the magnitude u 

of the function is the ratio of the turbulent energy at a specific 

wave number (or wavelength characteristic of a turbulent eddy) to the 

total turbulent energy of the flow. The wave length, It • m 

characteristic of the eddies of largest energy will be at the peak of 

the curve. 

Empirical expressions have been proposed to correlate atmospheric 

spectral data. Several predictions of the spectral distribution of 

turbulent energy in a strong-wind, neutrally-stable atmosphere at a 

ten meter height are presented in Figure 3-18. There is a fairly 

large scatter among these spectral curves, as well as in the original 

data base. The Harris, Davenport, and Kaimal curves do not predict 
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any variation in the spectral distributions with changing surface 

roughness. but the ESDU curves do predict variation with changing z • 
0 

Kaimal reported that atmospheric spectra rapidly change character with 

the slightest onset of unstable density gradients. He proposed a 

neutral expression as the limit to stable distributions. and he 

included the shaded area shown in Figure 3-18 as a highly variable 

range of spectral distributions for neutral or undetectable unstable 

conditions. All the expressions predict the -2/3 decay characteristic 

of an "inertial subrange". The inertial subrange is the turbulence 

size range where no production or dissipation occurs. but convective 

stretching progressively distributes energies from larger eddies into 

smaller ones. until the energy is finally dissipated at very small 

scales by viscosity. 

The large variability found for the peak wavelength is due to the 

fairly flat variation of spectral energies at peak wavelengths and the 

large variations in predicted atmospheric spectral behavior. The 

flatness of the spectral distribution suggests there should be some 

flexibility in choosing representative model length scale ratios based 

on peak values. The large variation in atmospheric spectral behavior 

is undoubtedly due to the grouping together of measurements taken at 

many different sites. 

Empirical expressions suggested by Kaimal et al. (1972) for the 

behavior of adiabatic boundary layer spectra over homogeneous terrain 

are: 

(3 .21) 

= 105ff (1+33f) 513 

= 17f/(1+9.5) 513 
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= 2f/(1+5.3f513 >. and 

= 14f/(1+9.6f) 2 •4 • 

where f = nz/u is a nondimensional reduced frequency. 

Velocity spectra in stable and unstable air may be estimated from 

expressions suggested by Kaimal (1973) and Hojstrup (1981) 

respectively. These expressions are found to be driven by the 

parameters n = fz/U. ni = fzi/U. and zi/Lmo where i is the Cartesian 

vector index. Figures 3-19 and 3-20 display spectral variations 

suggested for stable and unstable spectra respectively. 

Dutton et al. (1980) have suggested that the peak reduced 

frequency. nm• can be well approximated for vertical spectra by 

(3.22) 

f = m 0.183 for z/Lmo < -.7. 

f = 0.482 + 0 .437z/L m mo for -.7 < z/L < mo o. and 

f = 0.482 + 0.87z/L for z/L > o. m mo mo 

as ihown in Figure 3-21 extracted from Kaimal. et al. (1972). The 

wavelength corresponding·to the peak in the logarithmic spectrum nS(n) 

can be related to n or f by A = U/n = z/ f • where nm and f are the m m m m 
cyclic and reduced freqencies at the spectral peak. The spectral peak 

may be related to the earlier discussion of the integral scales by. 

(3.23) 

L = 0.16z/f = .h /2 x m m 

Although Counihan identified apparent variations in L with roughness, x 
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there is no systematic evidence of dependence of 

roughness. 

f or m 

3.3 Partial Simulation of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer 

A on m 

Rigorous similarity requires that the eight nondimensional 

parameters identified in Section 2.2 plus a set of nondimensional 

boundary conditions must be matched in both model and prototype. For 

interactions between a heavy plume released at or near ground level 

and the atmospheric boundary layer several of the aforementioned 

parameters are unnecessarily restrictive and may be relaxed without 

causing a significant effect on the resultant concentration field 

(measurements retain value if they are known to be inherently 

conservative from a safety standpoint, or if they permit calibration 

of modules in an analytic or numerical model.) The following section 

reflect on the rationale for partial simulation of the various 

dynamic parameters. 

3.3.1 The Rossby Number 

For a large-scale flow like a midlatitude cyclone ( u ~ 10 m/s, f 

~io-4 s-1 • and L ~ 103 km; thus, Ro~ 0.1), advective accelerations 

and viscous forces are negligible compared to Coriolis force. But for 

atmospheric turbulence (u ~ 1-10 m/s, f ~ 10-4 s-1• and L ~ .001-1000 

m; thus, Ro~ 10 to 104), Coriolis forces play an insignificant role. 

Hence, we can assume the effect of rotation on turbulence can be 

neglected, even though we know the effect on large-scale mean flow 

dynamics should be retained. 

The Rossby number magnitude controls the extent to which the mean 

wind direction changes with height. However, little deviation occur 
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in the surface layer, only a few degrees of rotation occurs in the 

mixed layers of unstable flow, and no systematic variation in wind 

direction with height below 200 m appears during neutral stability 

{high wind speed) flow over flat terrain. Significant wind veering 

may occur above the stable stratification surface layer. especially 

during the night. when upper level flows may become uncoupled from the 

surface flow. 

Any veering of the wind with height will cause a gradual turning 

of the mean path of the center of a diffusion cloud. In addition, 

there is an associated effect of the vertical gradients in velocity 

and turbulence, which accelerates the dilution of the cloud. 

since the lateral spread due to turbulence alone will grow as 

while the growth due to a uniform shear flow varies as t 312• 

Indeed, 

tl/2, 

it is 

clear that the shear effect will eventually dominate the dispersion 

process. Snyder (1972. 1981) reviewed various analytical. numerical. 

and experimental studies on shear flow dispersion phenomena, and he 

concluded that effects of the Rossby number are important for passive 

plumes when transport distances exceed 5 km. 

The heights of ground level dense plumes ( ~ 1 to 10 m) are 

usually two orders of magnitude smaller than the neutral or unstable 

atmospheric boundary layer depth {600-2000m). However, the surface 

layer may only be 10 to 20 m deep under stable stratification 

conditions. Thus. shear-induced diffusion may be important during 

stable situations even if transport distances are less than 5 km. 

Nonetheless. laboratory estimates of distances to the lower 

flammability limit for dense plumes should be conservative in the 

absence of rotation effects. 
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3.3.2 The Reynolds Number 

The Reynolds number is said by Snyder (1981) to be "the most 

abused criterion in models of atmospheric flows." Scale reductions 

commonly result in model values three to four orders of magnitude 

smaller than their field counterpart values. As a consequence. 

viscous forces must be relatively more important in a laboratory 

physical model study than they are in the atmosphere. There can be no 

doubt that Reynolds number inequality results in differences between 

the model and prototype flows. The critical questions must be ''What 

are the differences?" and "Are they significant?" 

Fortunately. it is possible to circumvent the effect of Reynolds 

number in many cases. Townsend (1956) suggested that, for a flow 

system in which thermal and Coriolis effects were absent and whose 

boundary conditions were similar when normalized by the appropriate 

characteristic length L and velocity UR, the turbulent flow structure 

would be similar at all sufficiently high Reynolds numbers. Townsend 

called this hypothesis of Reynolds number independence "Reynolds 

number similarity". Exceptions must be (a) the. very small scale 

turbulent structures involved in the dissipation of turbulence into 

heat and (b) flow fields very close to boundary surfaces where the 

no-slip boundary condition results in locally very small Reynolds 

numbers. Consequently, viscosity has very little effect on the bulk of 

the fluid motions. 

The neutrally stratified atmospheric boundary layer is generally 

accepted to be a constant thickness layer in which Coriolis force and 

pressure gradient maintain profiles of velocity and shear stress. A 

wind tunnel or water channel boundary layer obtains its energy input 

from the external flow above the boundary layer; hence, the depths 
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must increase and the profiles must adjust accordingly. However. the 

lower part of the laboratory boundary layer presents an exact analog 

of the lower part of the atmospheric boundary layer. To what height 

this correspondance is maintained depends on the nature of the lower 

surface and the stratification of the flow. Within the atmospheric 

surface layer the flow scales with friction velocity. u*. roughness 

length. z
0

• and Monin-Obukhov length. Lmo· Measurements by many 

experimentalists reveal the same behavior is true in the laboratory. 

Figure 3-22 displays mean velocity and temperature profiles from a 

meteorological wind tunnel and the atmosphere log-linear profiles. 

Experimentalists have successfully reproduced atmospheric mean profile 

behavior for neutral flows (Jensen. 1958; Counihan. 1969). stable 

flows (Chuang and Cermak. 1966; Arya and Plate. 1969). unstable flows 

(Arya. 1975; Mery. et al. 1 1974). suburban regions (Castro. et al •• 

1975). and even mixed layers (Poreh and Cermak. 1984). 

How does such similarity come about in the face of such strong 

Reynolds number inequality? First. for simple flat plate and pipe 

flow situations it has long been observed that the surface drag 

coefficient becomes invariant with respect to Reynolds number when the 

surface is "sufficiently rough" and "sufficiently long". Cermak 

(1975) prepared Figure 3-23 to document that typical wind-tunnel 

conditions fall within the envelope where total surface drag becomes 

constant for a specified surface length roughness length ratio. Since 

the surface friction coefficient (/cf = u*/Uk) is invariant. then the 

normalized mean velocity profiles will also be invariant. 

Secondly. the gross structure of the turbulence may also be 

similar over a very wide range of Reynolds numbers. The atmosphere 

contains time and space scales associated with mechanical and thermal 
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turbulence produced by roughness and differential heating, motions 

caused by frontal systems, the diurnal changes, seasonal variations, 

and annual changes. The smaller scale aerodynamic driven motions are 

called "turbulence", fronts are part of "weather", and seasonal and 

annual variations are classified as "climatological" information. 

Van der Hoven (1957) examined spectra derived from measurements 

of horizontal wind components at various towers. He found in all 

cases that there is a small-scale maximum, between 10-2 and 10-3 Hz, 
-5 -6 and a large-scale maximum between 10 and 10 Hz, with a gap in 

between centered near frequencies of 3x10-4 Hz (or periods of about 

one hour) (see Figure 3-24). The large scale maximum is associated 

with weather and climatological variations, whereas the small scale 

maximum at higher frequencies is associated ~rith roughness, terrain 

shape, and surface heating. Spectra of vertical motions contain a 

-2 -3 strong turbulent peak between 10 and 10 Hz but negligible energy 

at low frequencies. 

It is the smaller scales of motion below the spectral gap region 

that are simulated in fluid modeling facilities. Motions associated 

with the larger scales are often called meandering, and dispersion 

associated with these movements is dealt with using separate 

statistics. As a consequence the equivalent upper limit for averaging 

time in laboratory facilities must be about 10 to 20 minutes. This is 

an averaging range similar to that used in most of the data which 

contributed to the famous Pasquill-Gifford dispersion curves. 

Figure 3-25 shows that a reduced Reynolds number changes only the 

higher frequency portion of an Eulerian spectral energy distribution. 

The ratio of the integral scale to the microscale of turbulence is a 

measure of the width of the spectrum (or the range of eddy sizes in 
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the turbulence). Snyder (1981) argues that the Reynold number effect 

on the separation between energy-containing and dissipation scales may 

be represented by the formula: 

( A I 11 ) 
( A I 11 )m 

p 
= R 3/4 
~ Rep = 

(3-24) 

L 3/4 
~ p 

assuming that the flow speed and viscosity are the same in field and 

model. Hence. at a scale of 1:100. a seven-decade-wide atmospheric 

spectrum is modeled by a 5 1/2-decade-wide laboratory spectrum. On 

the other hand. if the velocity is controlled by a Froude number 

criterion. then the velocity scales as 1112• and a seven-decade-wide 

atmospheric spectrum is modeled by only a 4 1/2-decade-wide laboratory 

spectrum. 

To determine whether such deviation from field scale behavior is 

critical. one must consider the contribution of individual scales to 

dispersion. Consider the spectral form of the Taylor diffusion 

equation proposed by Batchelor (1949): 

(3-25) 

y • 2 (T) = v • 2 Tl r ;L (n) { sin [1TnT] I (1TnT)} 2 dn J 0 ~-
where y2 (T) is mean-square particle displacement. v• 2 is variance of 

particle velocities. T is travel time from source. n is frequency. and 

F1 (n) is the Lagrangian spectrum function. The squared term under the 

integral is very small when n > 1/T and is near unity when n < 0.1/T; 

consequently it behaves as a filter function as shown in F~gure 3-26. 

Thus. at very small travel times all scales of turbulence contribute 

to the dispersion with the same weight. but for larger travel times 

the larger scales of turbulence progressively dominate the dispersion 

process. Thus. eddies with scales less than one-tenth of the plume 
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diameter or depth do not contribute significantly to the spread of the 

plume. 

Unfortunately. there is no precise definition as to which portion 

of a spectrum is dominant in dispersing ground level dense plumes. 

When finite size clouds are under consideration. it is more likely 

that the smallest scales contribute less to the total dispersion. On 

the other hand. dense gas clouds. while often large horizontally. 

dimensions. may have rather small vertical dimensions. Thus. small 

eddies may still be important to vertical entrainment. Corrsin (1961) 

argued that during puff dispersion the principal contribution to 

dispersion comes from eddies of the same size as the particle pair 

separation; hence. puff diffusion in a model will depend somewhat more 

strongly upon the model Reynolds number. 

The most convincing evidence for the presence of adequate 

Reynolds number magnitude is obtained when laboratory evidence over a 

range of Reynolds numbers show that no strong deviations in plume 

decay rate or plume growth occur. Hatcher and Meroney (1977) plotted 

curves for the growth and concentration decay of plumes released in 

stable. neutral. and unstable simulated atmospheric boundary layers. 

Chaudhry and Meroney (1973) compared the dispersion of elevated and 

ground level point source plumes in simulated neutral and stable flows 

against atmospheric data. Figure 3-27 indicates the tunnel results 

follow the Lagrangian similarity behavior also found by Horst (1979) 

in atmospheric flows. Yang and Meroney (1973) found that measurements 

of dispersing puffs in a simulated atmospheric boundary layer 

reproduced field scale decay rates when integrated over space and 

time. Neff and Meroney (1982) examined neutrally buoyant gas releases 

from a ground source area source over a threefold range of Reynolds 
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numbers that included wind-tunnel speeds varying from 21 to 63 cm/sec 

at a 2 cm reference height above the wind-tunnel floor. Figure 3-28 

does not indicate any systematic deviations in decay rate at the lower 

velocities. 

Li and Meroney (1984) measured Eulerian space-time correlations 

in a low-speed simulated atmospheric boundary layer in which they also 

measured plume dispersion. They found that neutral, stable and 

unstable shear flows reproduced the plume growth behavior found in the 

atmosphere by Draxler (1976). Earlier Panofsky (1982) had suggested 

that reproduction of such behavior in the laboratory would be a 

convincing argument that fluid model facilities 

essence of atmospheric dispersion. Figures 

could reproduce the 

3-29 and 30 compare 

dispersion rates for both ground level and elevated releases. and in 

neutral and stratified environments. 

A consequence of low model Reynolds numbers will be shear 

near the ground which are more laminar like in profile shape. 

turbulence will not contain scaled eddys of the smaller sizes. 

changes in the near flow field affect a gas plume in two ways: 

a) the lower model velocities near the surface will not 

undiluted gases downward as fast as prototype velocities. 

will tend to provide non-conservative estimates of LFL •• but 

flows 

and 

These 

carry 

This 

b) the absence of smaller eddys in the model will slow two-particle 

dispersion resulting in higher instantaneous concentrations and 

narrower plumes. 

Over some range of Reynolds numbers these two effects will 

compensate resulting in correct predictions of the LFL but narower 

plumes. 

Since most experiments have not documented the model turbulence 
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fields at low tunnel speeds. it is not possible to assign magnitudes 

to the perturbations expected at low Reynolds numbers. 

3.3.3 The Richardson Number 

Although most wind tunnel investigations are conducted with 

neutrally stratified boundary layers. there are circumstances when the 

stratification of the atmosphere must be considered. In particular. 

air pollution and dispersion problems are of ten critical during 

stratified conditions. Unstable stratification may be expected to 

mitigate hazards by accelerating plume dilution. whereas stable 

stratification may permit high concentrations to persist. The 

stability state of the atmosphere is typically characterized by the 

Richardson number. 

The atmospheric gradient Richardson number can be computed from 

averaged quantities through the equation 

Ri ~ ~ (rd - r) ( 1 + 
0 ~ 0 7 ) I [ (; ~ ) 2 

+ ( ~ ~ n (3-26) 

where b and bd are the actual and dry adiabatic potential temperature 

lapse rates. and B = [cp(T2-T1)]/[(z2-z1)(q2-q1)] is the Bowen ratio 

of sensible to latent heat flux at the surface. The Ri number can be 

taken to represent the ratio of the relative importance of convective 

and mechanical turbulence. Negative Ri numbers of large value 

indicate strong convection and weak mechanical turbulence; zero Ri 

numbers imply purely mechanical turbulence. Positive Ri numbers 

less than some critical value. Ri , suggest the presence of 
eritical 

mechanical turbulence damped by the density-induced buoyancy forces; 

for larger positive Ri numbers. turbulence essentially disappears. 

since the stratification overpowers production by wind shear. The 
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critical Richardson number has a value near 0.25. 

Other stability parameters which are frequently used are the flux 

Richardson number, the bulk Richardson number, the Ekman stability 

parameter, or the Monin-Obukhov similarity length: 

The flux Richardson Number: 

The bulk Richardson Number: 

The Ekman stability Parameter: 

The Monin-Obukhov Length: 

Rif = S w't' 
T u'w' (du/dz) 

Rib 2 = gz (dT/dz - r) 
T u 2 

f = ku --·-
L mo 

£ L c mo 

= 3 
-Tu*-

k g w't' 

The Richardson Ri, number, is a local parameter rather than a 

global one, since it is based on local flow conditions, but it is 

inherently related to other parameters such as the Monin-Obukhov 

stability length. Table 3-2 displays typical values for the various 

stability parameters prepared by Snyder (1981). Golder ( 197 2) 

considered the relationships among different stability parameters in 

the surface layer, and he produced Figure 3-31 to show the 

relationship between Ri, Rib and z/z
0

• Note that Ri always approaches 

zero as z goes to zero at the surface, where mechanical turbulence 

production due to shear is a maximum. Since dense plumes hug the 

ground their dilution usually occurs in an environment governed by 

simple mechanical turbulence. Hence, in most cases, the effect of 

atmospheric Ri number on local mixing may be minimal. Indeed, the 

larger local stratification induced by the presence of the dense gas 

cloud itself may dominate any ambient stratification effects. 

A few laboratory facilities exist which can control 

stratification. Wind tunnel ~emperatures are generally controlled 
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through upstream heat exchangers. injection of heated air. or the use 

of a thermal boundary layer permitted to grow over long segments of 

heated or cooled surfaces (Plate and Cermak. 1963; Teunissen. 1975; 

Ogawa et al., 1985; Schon and Mery, 1971). Water channels maintain 

stratification using either heat or. more frequently. layered salt 

water (Hunt et al •• 1978; Snyder, et al •• 1979). 

Arya (1969, 1975) performed velocity, temperature, and turbulence 

measurements in the lowest 15% of a 70 cm deep boundary layer over a 

smooth surface, where conditions ranged from unstable to moderately 

stable (-0.3 < z/L < 0.3). Free stream flow speeds varied from 3 to mo 
9 m/s 1 and temperature differences were about 40°C across the boundary 

layer. Cermak, Shrivastava, and Poreh (1983) reported mean velocity 

and turbulence measurements made for a variety of simulated 

atmospheric boundary layers over different surface roughness. Free 

stream flow speeds varied from 2.4 to 3.0 m/s and temperature 

differences were from 150° to -so0 c across the boundary layer. Poreh 

and Cermak (1984) reproduced unstable lapse conditions including mixed 

layers and elevated inversions. They reproduced the characteristics 

of convective boundary layer turbulence measured in the atmosphere 

(See Figures 3-10 and 3-33). 

Diffusion studies made by Chaudhry and Meroney (1973) in stable 

boundary layers investigated previously by Arya have shown agreement 

of experimental results with Lagrangian similarity theory. Horst 

(1979) tested Lagrangian similarity predictions (See Figure 3-32) of 

crosswind-integrated ground concentration against the Prairie Grass 

diffusion experiment (Barad. 1958) and an experiment at Idaho Falls 

(Islitzer and Dumbauld. 1963). He reported good agreement for all 

stabilities at distances x/z out to 2 x 105 • Poreh and Cermak (1984, . 0 
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1985) released plumes in their modeled mixing layer (See Figure 3-33). 

Their plumes exhibited the plume lofting typical of ground sources and 

the descent typical of elevated sources. predicted from water tank 

experiments by Willis and Deardorff (1974. 1976. 1978) and numerically 

by Lamb (1982). 

Staff at the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory at the Ecole Centrale de 

Lyon have studied unstable wind tunnel boundary layers and compared 

them with the atmospheric boundary layer (Schon and Mery. 1978). Flow 

speeds were typically 2 to 4 mis and the floor temperature was 

maintained 50°C above ambient. Comparisons with the Kansas data 

(Haugen et al •• 1971) were quite satisfactory. but longitudinal 

turbulence intensities exhibited a slight Reynolds number dependence. 

and spectral energy was too low in the high frequency portions of the 

spectra. The most unstable flow they studied had a Monin-Obukhov 

scale length of about -1 m at model scales. or -500 to -1000 when 

scaled to the atmosphere. 

Failure to simulate approach flow Richardson numbers will result 

in model concentrations which overpredict LFL distances under stable 

field conditions. and underpredict LFL distances under stable field 

conditions. These effects are likely to be important only for flat 

homogeneous and unobstructed terrain spills where wake dilution by 

obstacles is unimportant. 

3.4 Boundary and Initial Conditions 

Normalization of the governing partial differential equations of 

fluid mechanics identified flow and property parameters which must be 

identical if particle kinematics and dynamics are to be similar 

between model and prototype flows. Fluid modelers have ~lso found 
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that for the overall model and prototype flow field to be identical 

the non-dimensional boundary conditions must be identical. Batchelor 

(1953) comments that exact similitude in boundary conditions would 

certainly be sufficient to assure exact similarity for every possible 

fluid realization; however he suggests that in some circumstances this 

may well be over-sufficient. Since all the boundary conditions cannot 

be completely specified for atmospheric flows, scientists attempt to 

simulate boundary conditions during numerical or physical modeling 

over the ensemble average. It is not now possible, however. to 

specify anything but the first few moments of the ensemble. Snyder 

(1981) observes "It is not known if the specification of only the 

first few moments is sufficient; it is plausible. from physical 

experience, that such a specification is sufficient." 

Armitt and Counihan (1968) have given qualitative arguments which 

conclude that. for the study of plume dispersal. the mean velocity 

flow field, the turbulent intensity, and the spectrum of energy for 

each velocity component at the lower frequencies must be reproduced in 

the upwind flow field. 

The presence of fluid viscosity automatically assures that the 

mean velocity at all solid boundaries is zero (no-slip); hence, 

geometrical similarity between model and prototype is required. Yet 

what detail is necessary in the model to assure flow similarity? Must 

every door knob, leaf, and window fenester be included1 Jensen (1958) 

suggested that, if the roughness length of the prototype can be 

estimated, then the model should be scaled such that: 

(zom/z0 p) = (Lm/Lp) 

where L /L is the model scale ratio. m p 
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This equation implies that 



details of the surface smaller than the irregularities required to 

produce z will 
0 

have very little effect 

Experiments performed in sand roughened 

on the overall flow. 

pipes suggests that 

z = k /30. where ks is mean diameter of uniformly distributed sand 0 s 

grains (Schlichting. 1968). If there were only one combination of 

roughness elements and their distribution which corresponded to each 

z
0 

value. then it would probably be impossible to model a rough earth 

surface. Fortunately, any required z
0 

can be obtained by a suitable 

arrangement of roughness elements and externally impressed 

disturbances -- such as by grids or fences at the inlet of the wind 

tunnel test section. 

Another difficulty is that fluid flow close to a smooth boundary 

is not Reynolds number independent. since the no-slip condition at the 

surface is a viscous constraint. A viscous sublayer exists adjacent 

to the wall where turbulence diminishes to zero. In some cases scaled 

roughness elements, k • would be buried within this sublayer. But sm 
atmospheric flows are almost always aerodynamically rough; thus, it is 

necessary that modeled roughness be large enough to extend beyond the 

viscous sublayer which would exist in the absence of the roughness. 

In other words, the model surface must also be aerodynamically rough. 

A criterion which insures that the flow is aerodynamically rough is 

Re* = u*z/ " > 2.5. 

At Re* below 2.5 it is observed that the mean velocity profiles 

in turbulent pipe flow lose similarity in shape and deviate from the 

universal curve of a rough wall turbulent boundary layer. 

above 2.5. it is observed that the surface drag coefficient (and thus 

the normalized velocity profile) is invariant with respect to 

increasing Re*. For Re* between 0.11 and 2.5, the velocity profiles 
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are more characteristic of smooth wall turbulent boundary layers. and 

for values below 0.11. the growth of a laminar sublayer on the wall is 

observed to increase with decreasing Re*. 

Extrapolation of these results from pipe flow measurements to a 

simulated atmospheric boundary layer may cause a slight shift in the 

magnitude of the minimum Re* requirement. It is the distribution of 

turbulent velocities which has the greatest effect on dispersion. It 

si the mean wind shear. however. which generates the turbulent 

velocities. It is possible that the specification of a minimum Re* of 

2.5 is overly conservative for dispersion simulation. To define the 

lower limit of Re* for which turbulent dispersion is invariant in a 

particular model setting. the investigator should perform several 

passive plume releases at decreasing wind speeds. Significant changes 

of concentrations or plume dimensions signal the lower limit for 

similar plumes. 

The presence of a non-passive plume could significantly change 

the Re* range over which dispersion invariance exists. Velocities 

within a heavy plume released at ground level have been observed to be 

significantly less than those in the approach flow. The 

laminarization of the velocity field within the dense plume under 

these circumstances is highly possible; hence. the effect of surface 

Re* magnitude on plume dispersion similarity can only be evaluated by 

direct comparison to field results. 

The smallest z
0 

which can be obtained in most wind tunnels is of 

the order of 0.001 cm. Measurements made by Neff and Meroney (1982) 

over a smooth floor wind tunnel at speeds between 0.20 to 1.0 m/s 

produced a roughness length near z
0 

= 0.01 cm and Re* between 0 .67 

and 3.3. If length scaling were based upon z alone. a model scale of 
0 
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1:250 would be representative of farmland, and a model scale of 1:1000 

would be appropriate for a rural setting with a few trees. This 

correspondence between scale and terrain type suggests a definite 

limitation to the ability of a wind tunnel to model a large release of 

heavy gas over a smooth surface (ice, mud flats, calm open sea). 

Failure to simulate z
0 

properly due to thick laminar sublayers 

would normally result in lower ambient turbulence intensities. Lower 

turbulence intensities would tend to diminish dispersion and increase 

model LFL values. Relamarization during dispersion of cold dense 

field plumes may produce the same effects. Hence, field and model 

values of LFL will not deviate significantly. 

3.5 Simulation of Atmospheric Motions Perturbed by Buildings, 

Obstacles. and Terrain 

Often atmospheric turbulence may cause only weak dispersive 

effects compared to the turbulence generated by buildings. obstacles, 

and terrain. Yet the magnitude of the perturbations depends upon the 

incident flow turbule:nce scale and intensity, details of the obstacle 

shape and surface roughness, and the size of the pbstacle compared to 

the boundary layer depth. Geometrical scaling implies that the ratio 

of the building height to length scale must be matched and. of course. 

that all other building length scales be reduced to this same ratio. 

Several questions should be considered when modeling flows which 

include surface obstacles: 

a.) What size obstacles should be disregarded? 
b.) What detail or roughness on a obstacle need be included? 
c.) To what upwind distance should all obstacles be included? 
d.) At what point does the size of a modeled obstacle become too 

big for the wind tunnel (i.e •• blockage effects)? 
e.) What is the effect on the flow field of mismatching obstacle 

and approach flow length scales? 
f.) What is the minimum all<>Wable model obstruction Reynolds 
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number? 

Obstacle sizes to be disregarded: 

Boundary layer studies of rough surf aces reveal that if 

protuberances are of a size k. such that u*k/v < s. they will have 

little effect on the flow in a turbulent boundary layer. Thus. 

assuming a laboratory wind speed of 1 m/s and a typical friction 

coefficient Cf/2 = (u*/u) 2 = .0025. obstacles of size less than 2 mm 

would go unnoticed. 

Required obstacle surface detail or roughness: 

Another question that always arises is "How much detail is 

required for the building or obstacle model?" The answer is. of 

course. dependent upon the size of the protuberance compared to the 

plume and the dominant eddies of mixing. If the obstruction is large 

enough to modify the separated wake over the main obstacle. then it 

must be included. Often an equivalent obstacle surface roughness 

suffices. Snyder (1981) concludes a generic surface roughness 

criterion might be u*k/v > 20. For a 1 m/s laboratory flow this 

results in model roughness elements equal to about 6 mm. But since 

the exterior flow is usually highly turbulent. the body typically 

includes a highly unsteady wake. and the u* value to be used should be 

that acting on the building surface. rather than that of the approach 

flow. Hence. even this roughness may 1be unnecessarily large. In the 

absence of field information. smoke visualization studies of the 

influence of various size perturbations on the obstacle wake behavior 

would be appropriate. 

Upstream fetch to be modeled: 

Suppose there is another building. tree line. fence. tank. or 

obstacle some distance. s. upstream of a potential LH:; release 
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location; is it necessary to include this obstacle in the wind-tunnel 

model? Hunt (1974) showed that the velocity deficit in the wakes of 

cubes and cylinders is given approximately by: 

DU /U(h) = A (s/h)-3/ 2 
mx 

downwind of the separation bubble. where DU mx 

(3-28) 

is the maximum mean 

velocity deficit created by the obstacle. h is the height of the 

obstacle. S is the distance downstream of the obstacle. and A is a 

constant dependent upon the obstacle shape. orientation. boundary 

layer thickness. etc. Typically. A= 2.5. but it may range from 1.5 

to 5.0. If we desire that the velocity at the spill site be within 3% 

of its undisturbed value. Snyder (1981) recommends that any upstream 

obstacle as high as s/20 be included upstream in the model of the 

spill site. If the obstacle's width is much greater than its height 

(for example. a fence or ridge). one should include it in the physical 

model if its height is greater than s/100. 

Blockage effects: 

Because of the influence of wind tunnel walls on the behavior of 

the flow past models. it is desirable to use small models or big 

tunnels. or both. . On the other hand. larger models are not only 

easier to work with. but they may be needed for similarity reasons to 

achieve large enough Reynolds numbers. It is possible to identify 

three different types of .effects of wind tunnel constraints. The 

first is the simple "solid blockage" effect which arises because the 

fluid stream is unable to expand laterally as it normally would in 

unconfined flow. The second effect. called "wake blockage". results 

because the accelerated flow between an obstacle and the tunnel walls. 

continues to "pinch" the wake flow region and reduce its normal 
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lateral rate of growth. The third effect is produced by the growth of 

boundary layers on the tunnel walls which produce "wall boundary 

interference." Tunnel blockage can cause separation and reattachment 

locations to vary, produce higher velocities, larger wake turbulence, 

and modify the dispersion patterns in the vicinity of obstructions. 

The ratio of the cross-sectional area of a model obstacle to that 

of the tunnel is called the "blockage ratio". BR. Mass continuity 

produces an average velocity speed-up of S = BR/(1-BR). Although wind 

tunnels with adjustable ceilings can compensate to some extent by 

raising the roof locally, this is not a perfect solution to the 

problem. Measurements on building and cooling tower models placed in 

different size wind tunnel test section reveal major changes in the 

character of pressure distributions,. separation, and wake growth in 

the presence of flow restricted by wind-tunnel side walls (Farell et 

al., 1977). Figure 3-34 displays the variation of the base pressure 

coefficient,. Cpb' for various wall mounted shapes with total blockage 

ratio, BR. Open-jet tunnels appear to avoid most of the wake blockage 

effect. 

Blockage corrections,. which are conventionally applied in 

aeronautical tunnels, can not usually be applied to the typical 

asymmetric model configuration placed against the wall of a 

meteorological wind tunnel (Ranga Raju and Singh, 197 6) • 

Conventional wisdom now suggests the "rule of thumb" that blockage 

ratios greater than 5% should be avoided. 

Effect of scale mismatch on flow-around obstaeles: 

Some dense gas simulations require a model scale of small scale 

ratio, but the only available boundary layer turbulence environment is 

characterized by a larger scale ratio. Experimentalists have 
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generally accepted the mismatch. and rationalized that since the shear 

produced by the dense gravity current and nearby obstacles dominate 

the mixing process the exact state of the background approach flow is 

unimportant (Neff and Meroney. 1982; Kothari 

1982). Hunt (1981) examined the influence 

obstacle scale mismatch on wind tunnel 

and Meroney. 

of boundary 

measurements of 

1981 and 

layer to 

surf ace 

pressures on model buildings. He found that the effect of using a 

model twice the correct size is to underestimate the magnitude of all 

mean pressures. by i.) 5% on the front face. ii.) 20% on negative 

peaks. and iii.) 30% on base pressures. The effect of using a model 

half the correct size is to overestimate the magnitude of all mean 

pressures • by i.) 5% on the front face. ii.) 6% on negative peaks, 

and iii.) 30% on base pressures. These variations result because the 

character of separation and reattachment around an obstacle is very 

sensitive to the level of turbulence intensity and eddy size in the 

approach flow (See Figure 3-35) • A relatively small model encounters 

eddies that are proportionally too large. which tends to broaden the 

spread of the shear layer which forms across the separation 

streamlines. This increased entrainment red'ilces the pressure 

immediately behind the body, causing the cavity length to shrink in 

size. This modifies the curvature of the streamlines. the location of 

reattachment points. and the width of the wake region. 

Humphries and Vincent (1976) and Vincent (1977. 1978) reported 

experiments with disks and cubes using uniform smooth. uniform 

turbulent. and turbulent boundary layers as incident flows.. The model 

height. or scale. was varied. and the variation in pressures. cavity 

size. and cavity pollution retention time was found to vary with a 

dimensionless turbulence parameter T = ( urm/U) ( \/H) • where Ax is the 
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integral length scale. As shown in Figure 3-36, when A increases then 

cavity retention time decreases. cavity dimensions decrease and 

obstacle drag increases. The effect of turbulence intensity is well 

established (Bearman. 1978), but the effect of the independent 

variation of integral scale is less certain. Lee (1977) has reported 

data which show a 15% to 20% variation of drag coefficients with 

longitudinal turbulence scale of the approach flow, Lux. Petty (1979) 

investigated the effects of the length scale of approaching turbulence 

on the base pressure of a square prism. He found these effects are 

probably small. although it seems that the larger the relative scale 

of the turbulence • the less effect it has. 

One must conclude that mismatching the obstacle and flow scales 

may indeed influence plume dispersion, but it is not possible to 

specify an error magnitude for the practice. Hosker (1984) 

recommended that experiments should be performed which independently 

examine the effects of turbulence intensity. shear flow. and 

turbulence integral scales on the flow field about simple building 

shapes. Such experiments would be very valuable for the evaluation of 

physical models of LNG spills in the presence of surface obstacles. 

Minimum Reynolds number criterion will be discussed separately in 

Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 for sharp edged and rounded obstacles 

respectively. 

3.5.1 Simulation of the flow over sharp-edged obstacles 

A number of authors have discussed flow studies about simple 

cubical or rectangular sharp-edged obstacles. An extensive review 

about such flow fields and the subsequent character of diffusion near 

obstacles has been provided by Hosker (1984). Peterka. Meroney and 
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Kothari (1985) describe typical flow deviations which result from the 

presence of a sharp-edged building. 

Figure 3-37 illustrates the main features of the flow around a 

sharp-edged building. Typically. when the approach flow is normal to 

the building face. the flow separates from the ground upwind of the 

building and produces a "horse-shoe"-shaped vortex which wraps around 

the base of the building. The surface streamline reattaches on the 

front of the building. and 

building's forward face. An 

fluid parcels move 

elevated streamline 

up and 

flows 

down 

over 

the 

the 

obstacle. dips down behind. and stagnates on the surface at the end of 

the recirculating cavity immediately downwind of the building. 

Sometimes separation streamlines from the forward building edges 

reattach to the same face. yet in other cases the streamlines enter 

the downwind cavity and mingle with the other recirculating fluid. 

Air which enters the cavity departs through turbulent mixing across 

the dividing streamlines. mingles with downwind-pointing vortices and 

is ejected laterally out of the cavity. or leaves suddenly during an 

exhalation when the entire cavity appears to collapse and then reform. 

When the building is oriented obliquely to the wind. flow over 

the front side walls does not separate. but strong recirculation 

occurs on the downwind faces. Flow over the roof of ten produces 

counter-rotating "delta-wing" vortices which increase mixing over the 

top and in the wake of the building. These vortices can cause 

reattachment of the flow in the middle of the roof and serious plume 

downwash in the near wake. Other features of the flow near the 

building include vertical vortices produced by the vertical corners of 

the building. 

The highly mixed region downwind of an obstacle can lead to rapid 
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mixing of an otherwise sluggishly dispersing dense gas plume. Such 

passive means of reducing concentrations may inadvertently or by 

design mitigate hazards from LNG spills (See Kothari and Meroney. 

1981. 1982; McQuaid. 1985). 

During laboratory tests of dense gas dispersion about model 

obstacles it is desirable that the flow structure and associated 

dispersion be Reynolds number independent. Only a few systematic 

studies have been made on Reynolds number independence relating to 

atmospheric modeling. Dagliesh (1975) compared wind tunnel and 

full-scale measurements of pressures on the Commerce Court Tower. 

Montreal. Canada (Figure 3-38). The wind tunnel values were provided 

at the design stage and are represented by open circles. The solid 

lines join average values of estimates derived from actual 

observations of pressure differences on the building; the shaded areas 

indicate the standard deviation of the full scale estimates. It is 

seen that the agreement between model and full-scale measurements of 

the mean pressures are very good. However. it appears that 

wind-tunnel data on local fluctuating pressures attributable to vortex 

shedding differ at some points significantly from the pressures on the 

prototype. In this study. the model Reynolds number was about 

6 Re = 10 • whereas the prototype values were about three orders of 

magnitude larger. Tunnel velocities were of course much higher {U ::. 
m 

15.2 m/s) than those commonly used to model dense gas dispersion (U < m 

2 m./s). 

Golden (1961) measured the concentration patterns above the roof 

of model cubes in a wind tunnel. Two sizes of cubes were used to vary 

the Reynolds number from 1000 to 94.000. The concentration isopleths 

in the fluid above the cube roof showed only slight variations over 
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the entire range of Reynolds numbers studied. The maximum 

concentration on the roof itself was found to vary strongly with 

Reynolds numbers less than 11,000, but to be invariant with Reynolds 

numbers between 11,000 and 94,000. Frequently modelers quote Golden's 

experiments as justification for presuming dispersion invariance when 

obstacle Reynolds numbers exceed 11,000. However, Golden's "11,000 

rule" is limited to the measurement of concentrations at only one 

point on the roof of smooth-walled cubes placed in an uniform 

approach flow of very low turbulent intensity. It is probably quite 

conservative, because the shear and high turbulence in a simulated 

atmospheric boundary layer are likely to further reduce the critical 

Reynolds number. Indeed Halitsky (1968) observed that for dispersion 

in the wake region no change in isoconcentration isopleths from 

passive gas releases was found to occur for values of Reynolds number 

as low as 3300. 

Fackrell and Pea:cce (1981) examined wind tunnel measurements of . 
near-wake parameters for many different building shapes in a variety 

of boundary layer flows. Measurements of recirculation region 

(cavity) characteristics at Reynolds numbers of 5000 and upwards 

showed no significant differences in residence time or recirculation 

region length. They concluded their results were independent of 

Reynolds number. 

Flow around sharp-edged obstacles will remain kinematically 

similar at very low Reynolds numbers. Wake width variation will be 

minimal, and obstacle generated turbulence scales and intensity will 

only vary slowly as Reynolds number decreases. Gas clouds dispersing 

in this environment will remain similar at very low model speeds. 
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3.5.2 Simulation of flow over rounded obstacles 

Flow around a smo~th cylinder is Reynolds number dependent. This 

dependence reflects changes in the nature of the boundary layer that 

forms over the cylinder and its behavior in the vicinity of the flow 

separation. At low Reynolds numbers. the boundary layer is laminar. 

and separation occurs easily under the influence of even modest 

positive pressure gradients. At higher Reynolds numbers. the boundary 

layer becomes turbulent and flow separation is delayed; i.e •• the flow 

can move farther along a curved surface without separation. At 

prototype scales. obstacles are large enough that only turbulent 

separation occurs. However. model flows are usually at such low 

Reynolds numbers that the local boundary layer growing over a curved 

surface would be laminar. Most modelers attempt the reproduction of 

full-scale similarity around curved surfaces by artificially 

roughening the model surface to force transition to turbulence in 

these laminar boundary layers. This can be done by providing the 

surface with special (or artificial) roughness elements. for example. 

sandpaper. thin wires. or grooves. The height of the roughness. k. 

should be such that Uk/ v > 400 and k/R <.; 0.01. where U is the mean 

wind speed at obstacle height and R is the characteristic obstacle 

radius of curvature. Szechenyi (1975) studied flows about rough 

circular cylinders and obtained the results in Fig. 3-39. As 

Reynolds number decreases. roughening the surface 

effective. Fage and Warsap (1929) prepared Fig. 3-40 

becomes less 

which displays 

the effect of increasing the surface roughness of cylinders on their 

drag coefficient. As shown eventually. even ridiculously large 

roughness is ineffective. 

But for dense gas dispersion studies most curved or cylindrical 
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obstacles of interest are not extremely long cylinders. Typically. 

such spills occur near storage tanks. ships. or tank cars. Flow 

studies by Roper (1967) and Symes and Meroney (1970) about truncated 

cylinders immersed in deep turbulent shear layers suggest that the 

approach flow turbulence. the shear flow. and wall-bound vortices are 

similar down to rather low Reynolds numbers (Re = 2.7 x 102 - 3.7 x 

104). Hosker (1984) reviewed a number of studies which report flow 

measurements about ground-mounted obstacles -- cylinders. hemispheres. 

spheres. cones. and cone frustrums. He observed that all model 

studies report the presence of a horseshoe vortex on the ground. 

elevated vortex pairs due to the bending over at roof level of the 

spiral vortices generated behind the sides of the bodies. and other 

qualitative features seen in low speed flows which are similar to 

those observed in high speed turbulent flow. Hc:>sker noted that for 

curved obstacles placed in turbulent shear layers only turbulence 

details of minor importance to the dispersing plume depended on on 

obstacle Reynolds number. 

Niemann and Ruhwedel (1980) compared pressures and forces about a 

1:333 scale model to a full scale hyperbolic cooling tower shell. They 

roughened their model with vertical ribs of height 0.09 mm and width 

0.77 mm. producing a roughness coefficient of k/2R = .0006 and 

roughness Reynolds number. R~ > 270. Fig. 3-41 compares measured 

meridion forces on the cooling tower model and prototype. Model 

Reynolds numbers were between 4.5 x 105 and 6.0 x 105• and this 

corresponding to U > 45 m/s. But again these speeds are much higher m 
than is appropriate for dense gas experiments. 

Halitsky et al.(1963) examined dispersion about a smooth-model 

nuclear-reactor containment building (a hemis~here fitted on a 
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vertical cylinder) and found a critical Reynolds number greater than 

79.000. (Yet this critical Reynolds number was for flow very close to 

the vessel wall. The behavior of concentration isopleths further 

downwind are likely to be less Reynolds number dependent.) 

As Snyder (1981) observed "the more streamlined is the object. 

the larger is the critical Reynolds number." In the extreme case of an 

airfoil the changes resulting from the movement of separation bubbles 

can be very dramatic indeed. as shown in Figure 3-42 from Mueller and 

Batill (1982). 

Although the details of fluid motions around rounded obstacles 

vary significantly with Reynolds number. the gross features of the 

flow do not change. Even small models at low wind speeds will produce 

horse-shoe shaped ground vortexes. elevated pairs. and regular vortex 

shedding. If the internal boundary layer over the obstacle is 

laminar. then the wake region will be broader and less intense. Gas 

clouds dispersing in this environment will dilute slower and model LFL 

distances will be conservatively too large. 

3.5.3 Terrain. slope and roughness effects 

Model requirements for simulating neutral flow over hilly terrain 

are essentially the same as those for modeling that around buildings. 

Terrain. however. is generally much more irregular. roughness is 

distributed in random asymmetric patches. and stratification may play 

an important role. Terrain slope is very important during dense gas 

dispersion. because the fluid motions are strongly gravity driven. and 

the gases will tend to drift downhill and along contour lines 

constrained by terrain contours. 

Since model velc·cities are normally quite lcw. it is necessary to 
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roughen the surf ace to assure turbulent separation. The same 

roughness criterion as for buildings should be applied. i.e •• 

In this case. however. 

since the dense gas cloud tends to hug the surface. care must be taken 

that roughness elements are not large compared with the depth of the 

cloud itself! For this reason the common practice of constructing 

models from layers of plywood. expanded plastic foam. or cardboard 

must be considered carefully, or the model terrain steps will exceed 

the plume gravity head height. 

Enough upwind terrain fetch must be included in the model that 

the boundary layer has reached an equilibrium condition. 

Two-dimensional ridges should be included if their height is greater 

than 1/100th their distance upwind from the spill location. while 

three-dimensional hills may be ignored if their height is less than 

1/20th their upwind distance (Snyder. 1981). Note that the 

recommendations indicate the fetch required to include local anomalies 

introduced by the unique terrain features; they do not indicate the 

fetch required to establish an equilibrium boundary layer depth. 

Since an LNG plume is buoyancy dominated. surf ace slope can act 

to either accelerate or decelerate a dense plume lying on that 

surface. Criteria used to decide if slope effects are significant 

are discussed below. For even modest slopes. downslope flow due to 

gravitational effects can be as rapid as the outflow due to gravity 

spreading. de Nevers (1984) showed that even a 1.15° slope would 

produce velocities greater than the gravity head velocities for a 

hypothetical LPG spill of 20 kg/sec of propane (54 3 -1 m s and a 

specific gravity of 1.43) only 10 seconds after the start of the flow. 

A criterion for including slope, $,influence based on de Nevers 
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calculations is: 

(3-29) 

·2 sine < 1 
[(SG)(ft + fb) + (2H Cn)/( R )] 

where ft and fb are the top and bottom friction coefficients 

respectively (f ~ 0.005), Cn is the form drag coefficient CCn ~ 1) 1 R 

is cloud radius. H is cloud height, and SG is the local dense gas 

specific gravity. 

Fay and Ranck (1983) proposed a similar. but somewhat simpler 

criterion for releases of gas volumes driven by wind into adverse 

slopes. Their analysis suggested slope effects may be ignored if: 

(3-30) 

1/Ri* = u~/(g'H) >>; B. 

where His local cloud depth and g' = gAp/p. 

Hall et al. (1974) measured the behavior of continuous releases 

of dense gas on up and down slopes of 1 in 12 (~4.76°). produced by 

adjusting the boards on the meteorological wind tunnel floor to which 

the surface roughness was attached. Because of blockage effects 

caused by the ramps • the flows were associated with accelerating and 

decelerating flows respectively. On the downhill slope. there was 

very little upstream movement of the gas and the plume was relatively 

narrow. while on the uphill slope. the plume was very wide. and 

upstream movement was considerable. A slight lateral slope of only 

0.2° was believed to cause a distinct asymmetry of the plume during 

the upstream slope condition. 

Meroney et al. (1977) also performed continuous dense gas spills 

on 1 in 50 (1.15°) up-sloping ramps. They included the presence of up 
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- and downwind model storage tanks in some tests. At low wind speeds 

enough dense gas eventually collected outside the ruptured model tank 

for the vapor to begin to travel continuously upwind. The storage 

tanks definitely sheltered a portion of the cloud. and enhanced the 

tendency of the gas to pool and then move upwind. The flow was very 

sensitive to start-up conditions. and random perturbations could cause 

the vapor motion to switch from upwind to a downwind character. 

Perturbations in source exhaust. perturbations in the approach wind 

field. or irregularities in the ramp construction sometimes caused a 

marked asymmetry in the vapor cloud. 

Alessio et al. (1981) examined two models of a crater-shaped 

valley. 6 km in diameter. open on the West and East sides. close to 

Grosseto. Italy. The height of the valley walls was about 120 m. The 

hypothetical source was a geothermal well which vented large 

quantities of water vapor and carbon dioxide at high velocities from a 

0.25-0.4 m diameter well hole. One model was at a scale of 1:4000 and 

the other was at a scale of 1:3000. reproducing an area of about 50 

km2 and 30 km2• respectively. The authors permitted the source 

density ratio to vary. but specified emission Richardson numbers. The 

laboratory devices were a pair of large water tanks. and the source 

was a salt-water mixture emitted into clear water. The authors 

compared their average spread rates to algorithms suggested by Britter 

(1979). and felt their agreement was reasonable. See Fig. 3-43 which 

shows the initial formation of a toroidal annulus. followed by 

movement along terrain channels. 

Surf ace slope must be included when modeling dense gas 

dispersion. Gravity flows generate most of the turbulence and motions 

which spread and dilute a dense gas cloud. Criterion described by 



Equations (3-29) or (3-30) may be used to evaluate critical slope 

angles. Terrain slope may either accelerate or slow the dilution of a 

gas cloud. The slope may cause the cloud to pool or it may deflect 

the cloud laterally. 

3.6 Summary and Recommendations 

Similarity criteria for modeling atmospheric flows in air or 

water have been derived in Section 2.1 and described in Section 2.2. 

Rigorous similarity would require that the eight nondimensional 

parameters, plus a set of nondimensional boundary conditions, be 

matched in both model and prototype. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 the 

arguments for partial simulation were presented. The following 

constraints were identified: 

a.) Geometric similarity (i.e., undistorted models) is required to 
maintain similarity in particle kinematics, and the appropriate 
ratio between vertical and horizontal turbulence velocity scales. 

b.) In the atmospheric boundary layer, the Rossby number governs the 
extent to which the mean wind direction changes with height. 
Coriolis effects are expected to have the largest effect above 
stable stratification surface layers at night. Coriolis effects 
on atmospheric turbulence near the ground, appears to be minimal. 
The presence of terrain, therm.al winds, or surface obstacles will 
minimize the influence of the earth's rotation. Since dense gas 
plumes remain near the ground, neglected surface shear-induced 
diffusion may be compared with other effects. However, over 
smooth flat terrain ( e.g., water surfaces), Coriolis forces 
should be considered in estimating plume dispersion beyond about 
5 km. 

c.) Reynolds number equality is not strictly possible between 
laboratory and prototype simulations of dense gas dispersion in 
an atmospheric surface layer. Heuristic arguments and 
experimental evidence indicate that it is not necessary to match 
Reynolds numbers if the model Reynolds number is "sufficiently" 
large. Modelers can not attempt to simulate all scales of 
atmospheric motion, but they should seek to match turbulen~ 

integral scale ratios. and maintain the integral-to-dissipation 
scale ratio as large as possible. Most validation work to date 
has emphasized the high wind speed boundary layer suitable for 
simulating building loading problems. Low model Reynolds numbers 
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result in shear flow mean and turbulent profile distortions. 
These distortions are likely to balance one another such that gas 
cloud growth remains the same to quite low Reynolds numbers. 
Most model experiments have been performed at tunnel speeds above 
0.5 m/sec; hence, there is not enough experience with such plans 
to specify confidently the nature of model cloud behavior at 
lower shear layer speeds. 

d.) A broad range of atmospheric stratification conditions can be 
simulated in special meteorological wind tunnels or water 
tunnels; hence, Richardson number equality is conceptually 
possible even if difficult. Unfortunately, equality of 
Richardson number usually imposes low fluid speeds, which reduce 
model Reynolds numbers. As noted in Section 3.3.3 failure to 
simulate the approach flow Richardson number will result in 
erroneous model values of gas cloud LFL. If the field flow is 
stabily stratified, model gas cloud LFL values may be too large. 

e.) The mean velocity profile is logarithmic in the surface layer. 
Its depth is about 100 m under neutral conditions, and is 
proportional to the Monin-Obukhov similarity length, L , under 
stratified conditions. Jensen's criterion that (z /L) mg (z /L) 
be satisfied is normally a necessary condition. §omefimes 0thi~ 
would result in roughness immersed in a laminar sublayer. 
Maintaining an aerodynamically rough ground surface takes 
precedence over Jensen's criteria; hence, it is important that 
the roughness Reynolds number be kept as large as possible, 
(i.e., Re*= u*k/v > 2.5). Since the smallest z which can be 
obtained in most tunnels is 0.001 cm, it is n&t possible to 
simulate the large release of heavy gas ove,r a smooth surface 
(e.g., ice, mud flats, open sea). 

f .) Since dense gas dispersion occurs in only the lowest level of the 
atmospheric boundary layer, it may be satisfactory to simulate 
only the bottom 100 m of the flow field. In such a case, some of 
the larger eddy scales would be missing. The effect on the 
dispersion of dense gases is unknown, but it is likely that the 
critical vertical mass transport rate would only be slightly 
influenced. 

g.) During neutral and unstable conditions, the surface layer 
properties extend to about 100 m depth, but during stable 
conditions the layer may only be 10 to 20 m in depth. During 
near-neutral situations, Monin-Obukhov similarity may be presumed 
to exist, and during lapse conditions convective scaling by 
convection velocity and mixing layer depth seems appropriate. 
Above the surface layer, wind veering with height is significant 
during neutral and stable flows. Incorporation of stratification 
during simulation of small dense gas spills may not be necessary, 
since the plume remains very near the ground where the local 
Richardson number is quite small. But for large dense gas 
releases, the mixing capacity of the diabatic atmosphere may be 
dominant once the initial mechanical mixing generated by the 
release conditions has decayed. 

h.) When smooth-faced buildings, fences, or other sharp edged 
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obstructions are close to the release site. the obstacles should 
be modeled if their heights exceed s/100 or s/20 for 
two-dimensional or three-dimensional shapes. respectively. Yet 
for kinematic similarity. any wind-tunnel blockage should be 
limited to 5% (10% in a tunnel with an adjustable ceiling). If 
possible. the obstruction Reynolds number should be maintained 
above 10.000 if the source is on the obstacle and nearby 
concentrations are critical. If concentration isopleths some 
distance from the obstacle are more interesting. then the 
obstruction Reynolds number only needs to exceed 3000. These 
recommendations are based on passive plume behavior in a very few 
experiments. 

i.} The surface of the obstacles should be covered with roughness. 
such that the roughness Reynolds number. Re* ~ 20-100. In some 
cases. this results in an unacceptable surface roughness. ie. k ~ 
O(Lobstacle). 

j.) Simulation of flow over complex terrain requires the same 
modeling restrictions as flow over other obstacles. However. 
most terrain undulations would be considered cuxved; hence. the 
sharp-edged building minimum Reynolds numbc~r criteria may be too 
lenient. Roughness should obey Jensen's criterion and the 
minimum roughness Reynolds number constraint. Since this may 
result in rather large roughness elements. there is some conflict 
with the desire to simulate the low lying dense gas plume. 
Simulation of a large dense gas cloud flowing about rounded 
grassy hills may result in the model simulant moving in what 
appears to be a suburban housing district! 
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TABLE 3-1. VALUES OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS LENGTH FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF 
SURFACES a 

Type of Surface 

Sand 

Sea Surface 

Snow surface 

Mown Grass (~0.01 m) 

Low grass, steppe 

Fallow field 

High grass 

Palmetto 

Pine forest (Mean height of trees: 15 m; 
one tree per 10 m2 ; zd ~ 12 m) 

Outskirts of towns, suburbs 

Centers of towns 

Centers of large cities 

z 
0 

(cm) 

0.01 0. l 

0.0003b - o.sc 
0.1 0.6 

0.1 1 

1 4 

2 3 

4 10 

10 30 

90 - 100 

20 40d 

35 45d 

60 sod 

(a) From Simiu and Scanlan (1978) and Snyder (1981). 

(b) Wind speed at 10 m above surface = 1.5 m/sec. 

(c) Wind speed at 10 m above surface > 15 m/sec. 

(d) These values are exceptionally small; see text. 
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TABLE 3-2. TYPICAL VALUES FOR THE VARIOUS STABILITY PARAMETERS 

Qualitative 
description 

Highly 
unstable 

Unstable 

Slightly 
unstable 

Neutral 

Slightly 
stable 

Stable 

Highly 
stable 

Pasquill-Gifford L,m z/L 
category 

Ri Fr 

A -5 -2 -s -2 -0.03 

B -10 -1 -2 -1 -0.02 

c -20 -0.5 -1 -o.s -0.01 

D 00 0 0 0 0 00 

E 100 0.1 0.07 0.07 0.004 16 

F 20 0.5 0.14 0.14 0.05 7 

G 10 1 0.17 0.17 0.17 5 

µ 

-4000 0.3 

-120 0.3 

-60 0.3 

0 0.3 

12 0.3 

40 0.2 

100 0.1 

(a) The assumed height of the anemometer and upper thermometer was 10 m; the 
lower thermometer: 2 m. A roughness length of 0.01 m was also assumed in 
the calculations. 

(b) The friction velocity listed is that value used in calculating µ. 

(c) From Snyder (1981). 
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Figure 3-1. Comparison between shelter curves from measurements in 
nature. Shelter is a 3.5 m high screen and z = 4.5 cm, 

0 modeled by a 5 cm fence and a rough corrugated paper 
tunnel bottom. (Jensen, 1958). 
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Figure 3-2. Wind load on a house in nature, and on a corresponding 
house in various tunnel tests. House height/roughness 
length in prototype was 170. (Jensen, 1958; Davenport, 
1982). 
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Figure 3-6. Early morning mixing layer depths, as measured on the 
Boulder Atmospheric Observatory tower, Boulder, CO (Wolfe, 
1985). 
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Figure 3-43. Water tunnel simulation of the spread of co2 from a well 
opening in a crater-shaped valley near Grosseto, Italy. 
Note initial toroidal annulus followed by terrain-
channeled plume movement. These figures correspond to 
real times oft= 0.5, 1, 1,5 and 2 hrs. (Alessio et al., 
1981). 
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4.0 PHYSICAL MODELING OF DENSE PLUME DISPERSION 

Much of the present understanding of the dispersion of plumes. 

clouds. particles. and the mixing of fluid parcels results from 

laboratory experience. Turbulence measurements behind grids in wind 

tunnels established the foundation for statistical mixing theories; 

measurements downwind of jets and model chimneys guided the 

development of plume rise and trajectory algorithms; tracer studies in 

heated tanks have explained the confusing nature of ground and 

elevated plumes in convective boundary layers. Researchers have 

examined dispersion as influenced by: 

o point, line. area. and volume sources; 

o ground and elevated release locations; 

o passive. buoyant. and dense gases; 

o light and heavy particles; 

o particles which sublimate; 

o gases which chemically react; 

o terrain which is smooth. rough. undulating, or mountainous; 

o surfaces covered with vegetation, ice. snow. or sand; 

o neutral. stable and unstable stratification; 

o coastal boundary layers; convective boundary layers; 

o and even diffusion in anabatic and katabatic winds. 

Experiments have considered the effect on dispersion of transportation 

vehicles (cars. trucks, trains, airplanes. ships. and even the space 

shuttle). buildings. building clusters (fossil fuel power plants, 

nuclear reactors, chemical processing facilities). cooling towers, 

fences, trees, forests. water and steam spray curtains, etc •• etc •• 

Chapter 4.0 reviews the simulation criteria of the mean and 
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turbulent structure of the atmosphere. It is also necessary to 

properly scale the kinematics and dynamics of the source. 

additional dynamics introduced by the characteristics of the 

itself. In Section 4.1 the method of similitude is used to 

pertinent property and flow parameters. Negative buoyancy 

thermal effects of heat transfer and latent heat release 

plumes introduce interesting aspects to the model problem. 

and any 

effluent 

identify 

and the 

near cold 

Partial 

simulation of plume motions is considered in Section 4.2. where the 

implications of relaxing some requirements are discussed. In such 

cases concentration measurements must of ten be corrected before they 

can be applied to prototype situations as explained in Section 4.3. 

4.1 Similitude of Plume Motions 

A useful criterion for diffusion modeling is that all patterns of 

isoconcentration must be geometrically similar in model and prototype 

(Plate. 1982). Hence. the trajectory of the center of mass of a gas 

cloud must be geometrically similar. as well as the growth of the 

cloud dimensions about the center of mass in space and time. 

The same equations of motion derived for the atmospheric boundary 

layer in Section 2.1 govern plume motion. Dispersion will be 

dominated in the near field by initial source conditions. It is 

convenient to use the approach of similitude (Kline. 1965). The 

method of similitude obtains scaling parameters by reasoning that the 

mass ratios. force ratios. energy ratios. and property ratios should 

be equal in both model and prototype. When one considers the dynamics 

of gaseous plume behavior. the following important parameters are 

identified: 
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Length Scale Ration = [D/L] 

Specific Gravity Ratio = f P I P l g a 

Momentum Flux Ratio = [ p gw!As' ( p 8 U!Aa)] = 
= [ pgQ2/( paU~4)] 

Densimetric Froude No. = 
relative to the inertia 
of air 

or. 

Densimetric Froude No. = [ p -gQ!/ (g { p g - p a} L 5)] 
relative to the inertia 
of the plume 

or. 

Flux Froude No. = ( p ·a u! L/ ( g { P g - P a } Q) ] 

Plume Reynolds No. = [Wg D/ v g] or [U D/ v 8 ] or [Vf H/v 8 ] 

Peclet No./Richardson No. Ratio= [pa u3/(g {pg - P 
8

} D)] 

Plume Stanton No. = [h /5. E) R/ ( p Cpg U M ] s g 
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Specific Heat Capacity ratio 

Humidity = r P v/ Pa] 

Terrain slope = [S] 

Ideally these parameters must be equal at equivalent scaled locations 

and times over the entire lifetime of a dispersion episode. Usually 

it is argued that if the initial values of these parameters are equal. 

and if the surrounding flow fields are similar, then all subsequent 

plume motions and dilution must remain identical. This equality is 

restricted, of course, to the normal variance expectations that each 

atmospheric flow is a single realization from larger ensembles. The 

following sections consider the physical role played by each 

parameter. 

4.1.1 Specific gravity ratio: 

It is necessary to maintain equality of the plume specif i~ 

gravity ratio, P g/ P a• over the plume's entire lifetime. to obtain 

simultaneous simulation of all (4-1) parameters. Unfortunately the 

requirement for equality of the plume gas specific gravity ratio leads 

to several complications in practice. These are: 

1. Equality of the source gas specific gravity between a model and 
its atmospheff2 equivalent leads to a wind speed scaling of 
U = (L /L ) U • For a significant range of atmospheric wind 
s~eeds,mth~s relRtionship leads to wind tunnel speeds at which 
there is a loss of Reynolds number invariance in the approach 
flow. To avoid this problem one could build a larger wind tunnel 
than those commonly in use today; thus. permitting scaling of the 
atmospheric flow at a larger length scale; or one could use a 
modified scaling scheme which relaxes equality of some of the 
previously mentioned plume parameters. Several alternative 
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scaling schemes are presented in Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.4. 

2. A hot or cold plume in the atmosphere is frequently simulated in 
the laboratory by an isothermal plume formed from a different gas 
of appropriate molecular weight. Unless the specific heat 
capacity of both the entrained air and the source gas in the 
actual situation are identical. this practice will lead to a 
nonsimilar variation of the local plume density ratio as the 
plume mixes with air. This behavior is discussed in Section 
4.2.4. 

4.1.2 Volume. mass and momentum. source ratios 

If the model and prototype specific gravity and volume ratios are 

equal. then all of these parameters are simulated. However. if the 

density ratio is exaggerated. a multitude of different recommendations 

for the priority of simulation of these ratios exists. 

Elevated Source Release: 

Table 4-1 from Snyder (1981) summarizes a list of these sets of 

parameters as used by nine modeling laboratories. Although various 

authors of fer assurance that their methods have been proven or 

disproven by comparison with full scale conditions it is not always 

clear what criteria were used. or if minimum Re number requirements 

were met. Isyumov and Tanaka (1979) compare plume trajectories. 

maximum ground level concentrations. and entrainment behind model 

buildings using a variety of these approximation models. But Snyder 

(1981) concluded that none of the approximate techniques can be 

recommended for modeling the near-field rise of buoyant plumes. Poreh 

and Kacherginsky (1981) also reviewed a cross-section of ideas. and 

they concluded that only two critical parameters exist the 

dimensionless buoyancy flux. and the dimensionless momentum. flux: 

(4-2) 

Dimensionless Buoyancy Flux = [ p u2 /(APgL)] (U /W ) (L 2 /D2) and a a a g 
= (P w2) I ( P u2) • g g a a Dimensionless Momentum Flux 
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Poreh's approach seems to be similar to the buoyancy length scale 

method proposed by CALSPAN in Table 4-1. Distortions permitted under 

this approach are indicated in Figure 4-1. Poreh also commented that 

further systematic testing of approximate models is essential to 

determine their limitations. 

Ground-level-Source Release! 

Most of the discussion concerning the significance of these 

specific gravity ratios revolves around the simulation of near- and 

far-field plume rise from chimneys. However. many dense gas release 

scenarios do not involve high speed release through a stack. pipe or 

chimney. Rather. they result from the boiloff from spills of 

cryogenic LNG on the ground or water. In such cases. the concern is 

not necessarily the matching of initial source momentum or mass flux. 

but the effect of increasing the density in the advective terms of the 

equations of motion during plume motions. In other words. plume 

inertia is increased. and the Bousinesqu approximation does not hold. 

The effect will be discussed further in Section 4.2.1. and 4.2.2. 

4.1.3 Densimetric or flux Froude numbers 

The effluent Froude number expresses the ratio of inertial to 

buoyancy forces in the effluent. Buoyancy forces play a major role in 

driving the initial fluid motions for dense gas plumes. Buoyancy 

forces tend to initiate the collapse and spreading of suddenly formed 

dense gas clouds. and they inhibit subsequent vertical mixing with the 

ambient air. There is some disagreement among investigators 

concerning the definition of the appropriate Froude number. Some 

prefer to define the Froude number using the effluent density as the 

reference density. Fr : others define it with the ambient density as s 
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the reference density. Fra• 'nle choice is not arbitrary unless 

density ratio equality is maintained. Numerical box or slab models 

must make the same choice with respect to specification of the 

gravity-driven frontal velocities; i.e •• is vf ~ [g( ~ p /p a)h] 112• 

or is vf ~ [g( ~ P / P )h] l/ 2 (see Wheatley and Webber. 1984). g 

The Flux Froude number or the Buoyancy Length Scale Ratio are 

essentially identical. and are formed by combining the volume flux and 

Froude number parameters listed in Equation 4-1. 'nle attraction of 

the flux Froude parameter is its similarity to the scaling procedure 

used by Briggs (1969). which was found to be so effective in 

correlating plume rise. 

4.1.4 Plume Reynolds number 

'!Wo characteristic Reynolds numbers can be identified during 

dense gas cloud releases--a source Reynolds number. and a gravity-head 

Reynolds number. 

Source Reynolds Number 

'nle source Reynolds number characterizes the condition of the 

source gas flow during its exit from ruptured pipes. chimneys. stacks 

or vents. There are actually three possible source Reynolds numbers. 

corresponding to three different mechanisms which influence the 

near-source plume trajectory and entrainment: one for the flow inside 

the stack, Re_ = W D/ v 1 ; another for the interaction of the jet .us 0 ' 0 

exiting the stack and the ambient wind at that po:Lnt (also R8n
6
); and 

one for the ambient air interacting with the outside of the source. 

Re0 = UD/ v • When these Reynolds numbers exceed some critical a a 
values. i.e.. Re0 > Re0 minimum. the effects of the source Reynolds 

number. as well as the source Prandtl and Schmidt numbers. in both the 
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model and prototype, can normally be neglected. 

To secure fully turbulent flow within the exhaust flue. a source 

Reynolds number of about 2000 is conventionally required. Roughening 

of the stack's interior walls. and/or insertion of screens, plugs, or 

orifices upstream of the exit, which enhance turbulence and make the 

velocity profile more uniform, allow a substantial reduction of the 

required Reynolds number down to about 300. Minor variations in 

velocity profile shape that occur over this Reynolds number range are 

not believed to be significant compared with other uncertainties. 

Ricou and Spalding (1961) observed that entrainment into 

momentum-dominated jets emitted into calm surroundings increased 

substantially (by more than 20%) when R~8 fell below 15,000. Yet 

other authors such as Briggs and Snyder (1980) found that the critical 

Reynolds number for jets was approximately 2000, and for buoyant 

plumes it was as low as 200! (See Figure 4-2). As Snyder (1981) 

remarks. "it is difficult to reconcile the results of the various sets 

of experiments ••• It is evident that a basic systematic study needs to 

be undertaken to establish that Reynolds number (perhaps different 

ones for different sets of conditions) above which the rise and spread 

of model plumes is independent of Reynolds number." Dense gases 

exhausted vertically from stacks, vents, or relief valves lose 

vertical momentum and may actually descend to the ground (Hoot, 

Meroney, and Peterka, 1973). It is conceivable that critical Reynolds 

numbers for entrainment into dense plumes may be different than for 

neutral or positively buoyan'.t: gases. 

The wake behind a stack: or storage tank changes ~ith exterior 

source Reynolds number, Rena· At moderate Reynolds numbers, 

400 < Re < 105 a Karman vortex street (shedding vortices) is formed Da ' 
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downwind of the stack cylinder. but at larger Reynolds numbers. Re > Da 
105• transition to turbulence occurs earlier in the boundary layer; 

hence. the wake narrows and becomes more random in structure. 

Roughening the model stack or adding trip wires to the stack exterior 

may reduce the necessary Reynolds number by a factor of two. For a 

rectangular stack sharp corners force separation and the ranges are 

further decreased. However. the introduction of buoyancy makes these 

critical Reynolds number magnitudes very difficult to attain. Yet 

downwash of dense gas effluents will be influenced by the near-source 

flow around the stack. presenting a dilem.na: simultaneous simulation 

of the dense plumes buoyancy dynamics and source flow structure is 

often difficult. if not impossible. 

During the initial collapse of a volume of dense gas in the 

atmosphere. the cloud itself acts as an obstacle to the ambient flow. 

The interaction of the cloud and the wind results in acceleration of 

the bulk of the flow up to a speed near the characteristic speed of 

the approach flow and the wrapping-up of the windward edge of the 

cloud into a horse-shoe shaped pair of counte~-rotating vortices. 

Rottman. Simpson. and Stansby (1984) performed a series of water 

channel releases. and found that the shape of released fluids were 

similar over a range of 500 < ReDa < 2000. 

Gravity-head Reynolds Number 

As a dense plume spreads at ground level it forms a gravity head 

vortex. which tends to move over the surface with a frontal velocity. 

This frontal velocity has been examined extensively in 

salt-water. To a first approximation. it has been found that 

V f = k(g(.A.P I p 
8

)H) 112 where H is the frontal cloud depth and k is a 

constant of order one. The gravity-head Reynolds number may be 
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defined as Ref= VfH/ v 4 • Above some critical value of Ref. it is 

found that k remains constant, but below this value, k diminishes. 

(Note: in water channels, k will also be a function of the ratio of 

cloud depth to total fluid depth.) Thus, if the model Ref value is too 

low, the dense cloud will not spread upwind or laterally at the rate 

observed in a prototype cloud. 

Simpson and Britter (1979) suggested that for scale independent 

experiments, the local magnitude of Ref must be greater than 1000. At 

small Ref• the observed velocity of advance, the rate of mixing 

between the two fluids, the cloud front nose height relative to the 

head height, and the ratio of head height to the height of following 

fluid all become smaller (Figure 4-3). In the absence of entrainment, 

both frontal velocity and head height decay with time or distance for 

fixed volume releases; hence, Ref must steadily decrease. The frontal 

velocity must eventually fall below the rate of lateral cloud growth 

associated with turbulent or molecular dispersion. If this occurs 

before the local Ref falls below its critical value, then lateral 

cloud growth is essentially Reynolds number independent. 

Hunt, Rottman, and Britter (1984) postulated the existence of 

four phases of dense gas dispersion. 

0 During the initial phase, (1) the inertia of the cloud and the 
mean atmospheric flow are the dominant forces. 

0 In the gravity-spreading phase (2). the cloud buoyancy forces and 
the pressure forces associated with the external mean flow are 
dominant. 

o In the third nearly-passive phase (3), the external turbulence, 
external mean flow, and cloud buoyancy are important. 

0 Finally, during the passive phase (4), the dispersion 
controlled entirely by atmospheric turbulence. 

is 

Depending on the atmospheric and source conditions, one or even 
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more of the phases may be bypassed as the cloud evolves. In addition. 

if Reynolds numbers are too small (i.e •• viscous forces are relatively 

large enough). any phase may be cut short by the damping influence of 

viscosity. Britter (1979) prepared a table of similarity solutions 

for dense cloud behavior in plane and axisymmetric situations. 

Britter suggested that viscous forces for axisymmetric point 

source dense gas plumes will be significant after t = [Q/(g' v )] 112 
v 0 

* or t = v [Re] 112 • In a calm environment. for releases of constant 

volumes of dense gas. he discerned that both buoyancy and viscous 

forces are significant after or * t v 
= Rel/3 • 

Figure 4-4 plots the frontal position of constant-volume salt water 

releases into a fresh water-filled sector tank versus time. for 

different ratios of the initial intrusion depth to water depth. After 

an initial linear growth period, the cloud front grows as the square 

root of time (as predicted by Britter. 1979) until the cloud becomes 

so thin that viscous effects become important. causing the cloud to 

spread still more slowly. Figure 4-5 displays the change of temporal 

variation in a constant flux point source plume when viscous effects 

begin to dominate. 

Fay and Z~ba (1985) examined the area-source continuous-release 

plume spread results of Britter (1980) and Neff and Meroney (1982). 

They found that they could collapse all plume spread results on to one 

similarity curve when experiments were eliminated that fell below a 

critical Reynolds number. They also concluded that the reference 

velocity scale should be that value which occurs at the level of the 

plume rather than at an arbitrary height. but this value is constantly 

changing in a shear flow. They defined the Reynolds number as: 
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where U = 2.5 u* ln(H/z0 ). 

L = g'oQ/U3. 

H = [bQ2/3Ll/3/[{D + aL)(g' )1/3]{1 + c/Rel/2} 
0 

a= 2.2. b = 1.17, and c = 0.034, and 

g' = g (p g - a) /p a 
0 

(4-3) 

Obviously. these relations must be solved simultaneously for a 

given situation to determine magnitudes of the Reynolds number, Re, or 

the buoyancy length scale, L. When Re > 0.01, the ratio of the 

measured plume width and (D + aL) is close to one, as shown in Figure 

4-6. 

4.1.5 Peclet number/Richardson number ratio 

Researchers at Shell Laboratory. Amsterdam, have concluded that 

molecular diffusion may play an important role in the laboratory when 

scaled turbulent diffusivity is very small (Colenbrander and Puttock, 

1984; Puttock, 1985). They compared wind tunnel simulations of 

several of the Maplin Sands experiments to field data, as well as 

considering several experiments from the Neff and Meroney (1982) wind 

tunnel series. They discovered that when the parameter ratio of 

Peclet number to Richardson number is less than a critical value. 

simulations were inaccurate. Their parameter was based on the 

characteristic velocity and source scales, which gave: 

(4-4) 

where D is a molecular diffusivity. This parameter measures the 

relative rates of turbulent entrainment and molecular diffusion. When 

this parameter is too small the scaled concentrations will be smaller 
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than field values. Table 4-2 and Figure 4-7 contain the comparisons 

considered by Shell Research. A critical value of Pe/Ri based on the 

approach wind speed at a 10 meter reference height is about 1500. 

An alternative velocity scale is the friction velocity. u*. In 

this form. the expression above represents the ratio between the 

turbulent entrainment velocity. we ~ u*/Ri*. and the effective 

molecular diffusion entrainment velocity. D/H. In the full scale 

prototype. the turbulent entrainment exceeds the effective molecular 

diffusion velocity by orders of magnitude; thus. molecular effects can 

be ignored. Figure 4-8 displays data from Neff and Meroney (1982) for 

which the Pe*/Ri* ratio varies from 0.05 to 0.5. Note that 

concentrations deviate noticeably from scatter associated with 

measurement error only when Pe*/Ri* < 0.2. Also plotted on this 

figures is the result of calculations with the depth-integrated model 

DENS20 (Meroney. 1984). when microscopic diffusion is added to the 

entrainment termsr The numerical model reproduces the decrease in 

concentration as the Pe*/Ri* parameter decreases. 

Since the local density difference decreases as the cloud 

disperses. one expects molecular diffusion effects to decrease with 

time as the cloud moves downwind. Hence. the Pe*/Ri* < 0.2 criterion 

may be overly conservative in the presence of large initial mixing 

caused by collapse of a tall cloud or mixing caused by. fences. 

explosions. or water spray curtains. 

Duijm et al. (1985) considered the effects of molecular 

diffusivity during model studies of the Thorney Island field 

experiments. They found their model measurements underestimated the 

field values by a factor of 2. While this may be a molecular 

diffusion effect. it seems more likely that low concentrations were 
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caused by non-isokinetic sampling during their measurements, which 

resulted in dilution at the sampling point. Wind tunnel speeds at 

instrument height were about 0.8 mis, whereas aspiration velocities 

were near 2.8 mis: hence, experiments of Duijm et al. should be 

disregarded. Indeed, Schatzman et al. (1985) reproduced the Tilorney 

Island concentration magnitudes quite closely during similar 

wind-tunnel experiments. They report that maximum concentrations were 

essentially identical during simulations using various source gas 

density ratios, but at constant densimetric Froude number. Tilis is 

not surprising since turbulence generated by cloud collapse dominates 

the early stages of entrainment. The collapse turbulence remains high 

even at low Pe*/Ri*. 

Meroney (1984, 1985) reported the results of simulating the Burro 

No. 8 China Lake spill of 40 m3 of LNG with distorted and undistorted 

density scaling. The undistorted density ratio case (Pe*/Ri* = 0.05) 

produced a laminar-like cloud with little evidence of turbulence. Tile 

concentrations and distances to the maximum average LFL (300 m) were 

less than the prototype case (400 m). Tile distorted density ratio 

case (Pe*/Ri* = 0.60) produced a puffy turbulent cloud similar to that 

observed during the field experiment. The cloud bifurcated over the 

terrain as in full scale and produced similar magnitude concentrations 

and distance to the maximum average LFL (350-400 m). 
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4.1.6 Plume Stanton number 

Heat transfer across the boundaries of an LNG vapor plume will be 

governed by the modes of free. forced or mixed convection (Andriev, 

Neff, and Meroney. 1983). Consider the heat transfer from the ground 

surface into an idealized well-mixed cloud which is being convected 

over a plane surface (See Figure 4-9). A simple energy balance 

between the surface and the cloud volume requires: 

(4-5) 

where h = Surface heat tranfer coefficient, cs = Specific heat capacity of dense gas mixture. Pg 
p g = Plume density. 
¥ = Gas volume. 
A = Surf ace contact area. and 
T • T = Gas and wall temperatures respectively. g w 

Using the ideal gas law and nondimensionalizing the equations by 

reference scales Pa• L. /::. T = (Tw - T
0

) • and T = L/U yields: 

where p 
H* 
R 
M g 

d( p *)/dt* * * * = - [ h t::. . . ~ R/ ( p Cp U M ] p 6 T I H s . g g 

= pressure. 
= AL/V. 
= Universal gas constant. and 
= Molecular weight. 

(4-6) 

This equation shows that the bracketed term must be equal in model and 

prototype plumes in order to have the same specific gravity history. 

This term is a m~dified Stanton number. Alternatively. the bracketed 

expression may be written: 

(4-7) 
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where the first term is the classical Stanton number. St. the second 

and third terms are property ratios. and the third term is specified 

by the boundary conditions. 

Assuming property ratios are equal. the expression implies that 

model (m) and prototype (p) temperature differences must be scaled as: 

!::. T m 

(4-8) 

During forced convection of turbulent flow over a flat plate. the 

Stanton number is commonly found to equal the skin 

coefficient, Cf/2, which implies that the first bracket 

[(Cf)p/(Cf)m)] [Up/Um]. Given a sufficiently rough surface 

friction 

equals 

= 
(Cf)p; thus. incorporating these relations into Equation (4-8) above 

shows that forced convection will be properly modeled when !::. T = m 
!::. T • p 

Unfortunately, during free or mixed convection distorted 

temperature scaling would be required. For free convection from a 

horizontal plate, a common empirical relation is that the Nu= Gr113 • 

where Gr =!::. T L3 I (T v 2 ) is the Grashof number and Nu = h L/k s is the 

Nusselt number. Again, if properties are presumed constant, and if it 

is assumed that Froude number constraints specify = 
[Lm/Lp] 112• then substitution into Equation (4-8) yields: 

(4-9) 

!::. T m = [T /T ] 1/ 4 [L /L ] 3/ 8 !::. T m p m p p 

Thus, if real LNG were spilled in the laboratory. similar density 

histories could only occur if T = m (L /L ) 312 T 1 p m p an unrealistic 

requirement for the length scale ratios of practical interest. 
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Indeed. the case where one spills LNG in a scaled situation. any heat 

transfer rate by free convection will be too large in the model plume 

compared to other advective and dispersive processes. 

Accordingly. small releases of cold gases. subjected to free 

convection. that are intended to represent larger spills will always 

lose their negative buoyancy too quickly. and they will loft (or rise) 

more than the prototype release. This is true whether one is 

considering laboratory simulations or field releases. The thermal 

capacitance of a plume will vary as the volume (length scale cubed). 

whereas the surface area over which heat transfer occurs varies as the 

length scale squared; hence. one expects large~volum.e cold spills to 

respond to heat transfer more slowly than their scaled smaller 

counterpart. One may also find in the very large spill limit that 

releases of isothermal high-molecular-weight gases simulate very large 

LNG spills better than small LNG spills simulate large LNG spills. 

Leovy (1969) corJ:elated mixed-convection atnospheric data. He 

found that an empirical expression proportional to the square root of 

the temperature difference between the air and the boundary 

temperature correlated surface heat transfer coefficients over a wide 

range of convective conditions. In this case the equality required 

is: 

(4-10) 

Again thermal similitude is generally unlikely. 

The example used above presumed that no mixing occurred across 

plume boundaries; hence. all density changes were due to thermal 

transport. In actuality. mixing is usually initially rapid. and the 
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thermal driving potential • T -T • drops to small values very quickly. w g 
Once this occurs. heat transfer rates drop considerably and may play 

only a minor role in the plum.e dynamics during very large spills. 

4.1.7 Specific Heat Capacity Ratio 

The effect of molar specific heat capacity differences between 

the air and the plume can be understood by considering the adiabatic 

mixing of two volumes of ideal. constant property gas. Let source gas 

be V8 and the ambient air be Va. Consideration of the conservation of 

mass and energy for this system yields specific gravity variation 

(Skinner and Ludwig. 1978): 

~= 
Pa (T 

~v T s s 

PS - v + v p s a a 

(4-11) 

If the temperature of the air equals the temperature of the source 

gas. T = T • or if the molar specific heat capacity is equal for both o a 

* * source gas and air. Cp = Cp • then the equation 1:educes to: g a 

¥ +¥ s a 

(4-12) 

Consider two prototype cases: 1) an isothermal plume and 2) a thermal 

plume which is mostly composed of air. It does not matter how one 

models the density ratio. thermally or isothermally. as long as the 

initial density ratio value is equal for both model and prototype. 

For the case of a thermal plume whose molar specific heat capacity is 

different from air. such as an Lti:; vapor plume. the modeling of the 

density history variation with the plume can only be approximate. 
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Section 4.2.4 discusses further situations when buoyancy is not 

conserved. 

4.1.8 Humidity 

The release of latent heat through the condensation of hum.id air 

can have a very significant effect on the density history of a thermal 

plume. When the plume temperatures are below the atmospheric 

dewpoint, moist air mixed with plume gases will condense water vapor, 

release heat, and result in loss of negative buoyancy. Subsequently 

as the moisture-saturated dense plume rises above dewpoint 

temperature, mixing with ambient air results in re-evaporation of 

condensed water vapor, decrease in dense plume temperature, and a 

possible recovery of negative buoyancy. These effects are discussed 

further in Section 4.2.4. 

4.1.9 Terrain slope 

Criteria were recommended in Section 3.5.3 to determine whether 

slope effects should be included in a model study of dense gas 

dispersion. These criteria presumed the release of a finite amount of 

fluid on very modest slopes. When dense gases are released suddenly 

on slopes exceeding s0 , the cloud behaves more like a thermal than a 

gravity front (Beghin, Hopfinger, and Britter, 1981). In this case 

the plume initially accelerates. but then decelerates. The 

acceleration phase is more rapid on steeper slopes. 

Alternatively, when the source is maintained (a starting 

the frontal velocity, vf. remains reasonably constant with 8, 

plume) 

and vf 

does not vary with distance down the slope unless slopes are less than 

0.5° (Britter and Linden. 1980). In this case increased entrainment 
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as the slope steepens just balances the increase of momentum feeding 

into the gravity head by the following flow. Such clouds have much 

greater depths and markedly different shapes than zero slope plumes 

with the same initial conditions otherwise (see Britter and Linden. 

1980). 

The LNG field tests at China Lake (Koopman et al., 1979. 1981) 

and the associated isothermal wind tunnel tests (Neff and Meroney. 

1979. 1982; Meroney. 1985) which model the China Lake terrain were run 

under conditions where the dense gas cloud was driven upward along a 

slope by the wind. An adverse ground slope ce~ 0.29°) extends from 

the spill site to a distance of 150 m. beyond which the land is 

approximately level. Measurements made within this region of adverse 

slope satisfied the criterion proposed by Fay and Ranck (1983), 1/Ri* 

<< $ (in radians), for adverse slope effects. Fay and Ranck (1981) 

concluded that the cloud drift distance for a given time was much less 

than would be the case for a level surface. The retarding effects of 

the sloping ground on the drifting motion of the cloud also led to 

greater dilution at a given distance from the source than would be 

experienced on level ground. During Burro Test Number 8, the part of 

the plume which impacted the hill behaved as described above. but the 

portion of the plume which was advected over the flatter region to the 

east of the primary terrain extended perceptibly further downwind (See 

Figures 4-14 and 4-15; also Section 4.2.2). 

4.2 Partial Simulation of Plume Motions 

Again rigorous similarity requires that, for a cold gas spill. 

the nondimensional parameters identified in Section 4.1 be matched in 
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both model and prototype. Unfortunately. strict equality results in 

model conditions either impossible or very difficult to maintain in a 

laboratory facility. It is important to examine each modeling 

situation and decide if an approximation to complete plume behavior 

may be employed without a significant loss in the quality of the 

results for design or safety evaluation purposes. Sections 4.2.1 to 

4.2.4 discuss several approximation methodologies which might help 

formulate a fluid model. and they address the errors incurred in such 

approximations. 

4.2.1 The relaxation of source density equality 

The relaxation of source density equality. ie. 

[ P g/ Pa] m /:. [ P i P a] p• during the modeling of plume dispersion has 

been frequently proposed to avoid low w\ind speeds that are 

operationally difficult to maintain in most wind-tunnel facilities. 

Low wind speeds also introduce questions concerning the Reynolds 

number invariance of the approach flow. All enhanced scaling schemes 

which use the relaxation of source density equality increase the 

velocities. used in the model. The relaxation of source density 

equality prohibits simultaneous equality of the remaining plume 

parameters. One must now choose which of these parameters are 

dominant for the plume being studied. 

When dense gases are emitted from stacks. chimneys. or flues with 

significant upward momentum. then equality of the Momentum Flux Ratio 

is required near the exhaust ~~it. Depending upon the Froude number 

chosen for specifying equality of the buoyancy forces this will result 

in some distortion in plume behavior f,~rther downwind. As noted in 

Section 4.1.2. Elevated Source Releases. some authors prefer Flux 
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Froude Number equality. but care must be taken in all cases to adjust 

the concentration scaling as described in Section 4.3. Hoot et al. 

(1974) examined plume rise and fall from dense isothermal gases 

exhausted from model stacks. Since there are no field data available 

for elevated sources of dense gas. it is not possible to recommend 

with confidence any one technique for near-field simulation of dense 

gas behavior from stacks. 

4.2.2 Similarity between plum.es of negligible initial momentum 

Many dense gas release scenarios result from. boiloff from. spills 

of cryogenic liquid spilled on the ground or water. In such cases the 

concern is not to match initial source momentum.. but to correctly 

simulate the effect of density on plume buoyancy forces and inertia. 

Several alternative combinations of similarity variables are possible. 

Alternative 1: Densimetrie Froude Number and Volume Flux Ratio 

Equality 

As noted in Section 4.1.2 if the density ratio is exaggerated. 

then a multitude of different recommendations for the priority of 

simulation of the various volume. mass and momentum ratios and Froude 

numbers exist. During the ground level release of a dense plume in 

which the release momentum is small. it has been argued that the 

dominant parameters are the Densimetric Froude Number with respect to 

the air. Fra• and the Volume Flux Ratio. V. Since plume momentum is 

negligible and the Flux Froude number is simply the ratio Fr /V. then a 

the only neglected parameter of significance is the mass flux ratio. 

M. 

A number of authors have found good agreement using model 

Alternative 1. comparing tests in which the source gas specific 
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gravities were large, ie. SG > 2. Hall (1979) claimed good agreement 
0 

between two tests in which the source gas specific gravities were 2.37 

and 4.74. Neff and Meroney (1982) examined cases where source 

specific gravities ranged between 1.22 and 4.18. They found similar 

decay rates and surface concentration profiles for specific gravities 

greater than 1.7; however. lower values for lower specific gravity 

deviated from one another as shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11. It is 

likely that this deviation is caused by distortions due to microscopic 

diffusion effects. which occur when the Peclet/Richardson number ratio 

is too small (See discussion Section 4.1.5). It is not possible to 

determine whether additional deviations from the com~arison cases 

occur because of density ratio 1distortion effects alone. 

Schatzmann et al. (1985) and Meroney (1985) report simulations of 

Thorney Island and Burro series field tests, respectively. using 

Alternative 1 distorted density ratio scaling. for which microscopic 

diffusion effects are likely to be small. Both authors found 

concentration magnitudes were reasonably reproduced. but the time of 

arrival and departure of the model plumes were delayed. Figure 4-12 

and 4-13 from Schatzmann et al. compares undistorted and distorted 

density model scaling of Thorney Island Test 15. Note that the 

maximum concentrations for model and prototype are similar in both 

cases. but density distortion appears to result in extended time 

durations of cloud passage. Simulation of the Burro 8 LK; spill by 

Neff and Meroney (1981) and Meroney (1985) also found the heavy gas 

clouds moving too slowly for the density distorted model (See Figures 

4-14 and 4-15). 

Contradictory evidence is reported by Duijm et al. (1985). 

Although they acknowledge that their concentrations are too low 
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because of sample dilutions due to non-isokinetic samples or 

Peclet/Richardson ratio effects; this may not invalidate their time of 

arrival or departure results. Their figures show no extended time 

durations of plume passage. It is worthwhile to note that nonsimilar 

velocity profiles near the ground surface will also produce distorted 

times of plume duration. Neff and Meroney (1981) performed 

replication tests of the Burro Test Numbers 4. 8. and 9 at scales of 

1:85 and 1:240. Although the reference velocities were properly 

scaled. the velocity profiles near the ground during the 1:240 scale 

tests were significantly less than the field values. whereas during 

the 1:85 scale tests the velocity values were very close to the field 

values. Figures 4-16 and 4-17 compare model tests at the 1:85 and 

1:240 scales. 

Another explanation for the delayed arrival and departure of 

distorted density plumes may be the increased inertia of the source 

plume when P is exaggerated. Near the source. the Froude number 
g 

referenced to source density. Frs• will be too small if Fra is used to 

specify model velocities. Any deviations caused by this effect are 

equivalent to presuming the Boussinesq approximation does not hold 

during dense plume dispersion. There are no measurements of gravity 

current speeds for large values of specific gravity. and. therefore. 

no direct method . of resolving this uncertainty. Schatzmann and 

Policastro (1984) calculated that non-Boussinesq effects in strongly 

buoyant plumes can result in 20% greater plume rise. when fractional 

density. 6 P /Pa= 0.5. Crapper and Baines (1977. 1978) suggested 

that when fractional density exceeded 0.05 the Boussinesq 

approximation is no longer valid. They also argued that a plume 

produced by a denser fluid falling through a lighter fluid will not be 
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a mirror image of a light plume having the same absolute magnitude of 

fractional density. Indeed their calculations seem to suggest a plume 

of light fluid spreads less and a plume of heavy fluid more per unit 

length than in the Boussinesq case. Resolution of these contradictory 

results will require new measurements of near-source behavior. 

Given a large enough Reynolds number and Peclet/Richardson number 

ratio it appears that laboratory scale models can reproduce correct 

plume trajectories. plume widths. and maximum concentrations. It is 

not yet possible to conclude whether times of arrival. departure. or 

duration are distorted due to density ratio exaggeration alone. 

Alternative 2: Flux FroudeNumber and Mass Flux Ratio Equality 

An alternate enhanced scheme might be to maintain the equality of 

the Flux Froude Number. Frp and the Mass Flux Ratio. M. This scheme 

might appear logical because it is the relationship between the 

momentum of the approach flow and the inertia of the plume which 

determines how rapidly the plume gases are accelerated to the approach 
""' wind speeds. Neff and Meroney (1982) examined Alternative 2 cases 

where source specific gravities ranged from 1.38 to 4.18. Again. 

those cases where specific gravities were greater than two showed fair 

correspondence. but lower specific gravities devi1:.1.ted from the others. 

as noted in Figure 4-10. It is likely that low Peclet/Richardson 

ratios caused these deviations. It is not possible to conclude 

whether density distortion will cause other variations during 

Alternative 2 scaling at lower source specific gravity ratios. 

Alternative 3: Flux Froude Number Equality 

In this technique it is assumed that the Flux Froude N·umber. Frf• 

is the only dominant parameter: however. the Volume Flux Ratio must 

not be grossly distorted. Indeed, whenever t~e Volume Flux Ratio is 
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distorted between model and field plumes, the model concentration 

field must be rescaled to field values as explained in Section 4.3. 

Neff and Meroney '(1982) grouped plume spread data by equality in 

the Flux Froude number, Frf = L/lb for continuous area source releases 

of dense gas. Comparing plume structure between tests of equal 

buoyancy length scale determined the similarity limits for volume 

ratio distortion. There was a definite tendency at a constant Flux 

Froude number (constant lb) for increased plume growth with increasing 

Volume Flux Ratio, v (or, equivalently, decreasing Fr). a The 

magnitude of this variation cannot be definitely stated because of the 

large experimental error associated with estimation of lb (!45 %). 

This large error is primarily due to the cubic dependence of lb on the 

mean velocity, which is accurate to only +15 %. If the trends in the 

data are assumed to be solely caused by variations in Volume Flux 

Ratio, V, then within a volume ratio distortion range of 1.5 there is 

no appreciable change in lateral or upwind plume extent. 

Neff and Meroney (1982) also examined the decay of centerline 

concentrations versus downwind distance for the same set of area 

source data. It was hypothesized that plumes of equal Flux Froude 

number (equal lb) are similar; hence, normalized 

variations with downwind distance should be similar. 

concentration 

There was 

definite similarity between centerline concentration decay curves for 

volume fraction distortions up to 1.5. 

Figure 4-18 converts the variables associated with a field 

reference plume (u , Q • SG ) to those used in a physical model, as p p p 
constrained by the equality of the Densimetric Froude number, Fr • and a 

the Volume Flux Ratio, V (and thus equality of Frf). The intersecti~n 

of the dark line with the heavy dashed line representative of 
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wind-tunnel to field length scale ratio yields the unique point for 

rigid similarity. If distortion in source density is allowed 

(Alternative 1) the simulation variables may be any point along a 

dashed line characteristic of the chosen length scale. 

Figure 4-19 presents an alternative enhanced situation where only 

equality of the Flux Froude Number Ff is specified. Instead of a 

unique similarity point for undistorted density scaling at a given 

length scale ratio. there is now a locus of points along a line where 

Q • • 1 3 is proportiona to u • If distortion of plume source density is 

permissible (Alternative 3). then there is a broad band over which 

similar wind tunnel conditions can be chosen. 

4.2.3 Plume similarity when the velocity scale has been distorted 

As discussed in Sections 3~1 and 3.2 a simulated atmospheric 

boundary layer may variously be scaled by its depth. o • a roughness 

length. z 0 • an integral scale. Lui. or the scale of the spectral peak. 

(Au.) • This is because these scaling lengths have large variations 
1 m 

associated with their calculation. For example. the roughness length. 

z
0

• can be estimated by different researchers to vary over a factor of 

two in describing the same velocity profile. and a flat-topped 

turbulent spectrum may allow choices of the spectral peak to vary by a 

factor of five. '.l"his wide latitude in geometric scale partially 

explains why model length scale ratios for similar atmospheric 

situations often vary by a factor of ten in the literature. 

Fortunately such variation in model length scale ratio is permissible 

because instantaneous plume dispersion will be dominated by the scales 

of motion of the same order as the plume dimensions. 

Hence. it is not surprising that although the most judicious 
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evaluation of a boundary layer might recommend an optimum length scale 

ratio of 1:1000. other constraints. such as measurement resolution or 

Reynolds number invariance may suggest a scale ratio of 1:100 be 

imposed. Enhancing the wind-tunnel velocities in this manner is 

particularly viable if the plume being modeled only occupies a small 

portion of the boundary layer. Figure 4-20 displays the distortion in 

the mean shear flow for a length scale exaggeration of two. The 

deviation is quite small when one considers errors of this magnitude 

could be made in the estimation of the velocity profile in either 

boundary layer. The critical question is then: What amount of 

mismatch is permissible between the effective length scale ratio of a 

simulated boundary layer. and the length scale ratio desired for the 

dense gas cloud? Note that a similar distortion is involved when one 

attempts to scale the results from small scale LNG spills like the 

40 m3 Burro Series up to 25.000 m3 spill conditions (a length scale 

ratio distortion of about nine). 

The influence of scale mismatch may be determined by examining a 

series of experiments performed in the same boundary layer but at 

different imposed length scale ratios. Meroney and Neff (1982) 

examined their plume spread and concentration data with this thought 

in mind. A change of length scale between two tests usually results 

in a change in the Volume Flux Ratio. The data did not permit a 

decisive conclusion be drawn because a coupling between the distortion 

in length scale and distortion of Volume Flux Ratio existed. 

appear that a length scale distortion of 1.5 was acceptable. 

It did 

Earlier. Neff and Meroney (1981) had performed simulations of the 

Burro Test Series at scales of 1:85 and 1:240 in a boundary layer for 

which the length scale relationship was found to be about 1:1000. 
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This ratio was determined by a comparison of the mean and turbulent 

characteristics of the model wind field to those cited for strong wind 

atmospheric situations. At the 1:85 scale very good reproduction of 

the field plume structure was obtained for Burro Test 9. and good 

replication of plume centerline concentration decay was found for the 

1:240 scale tests of Burro 4. s. 7. and 9. but plume duration was 

distorted during the 1:240 tests. These observations suggest that the 

following ill-understood factors are at play: 

1. The scales of turbulent motion that are documented for 
strong wind atmospheric conditions may not be applicable to 
the low wind speed conditions of interest for heavy plume 
dispersion. and/or 

2. Large distortions in the scales of the approach flow 
turbulent motion may have little effect on the near field 
dense plume dispersion. This suggests correct modeling of 
the mean wind shear over the height of the plume may be the 
most important approach flow characteristic. 

It is not possible from such limited tests to determine 

permissible volume and length scale distortions before plume 

similarity is lost. Any additional influence caused by the presence 

of terrain or obstructions on the distortion constraints to similarity 

is also unknown. 

4.2.4 Plume modeling when buoyancy is not conser1ed. 

Most classical plume rise and entrainment theories assume that 

buoyancy is conserved during the rise and dispersion of typical fossil 

fuel generated chimney plumes. This is possible because the major 

constituent of such plumes is air, humidity plays a rather minor role. 

and the plumes do not contact the ground surface until diluted to 

near-ambient temperatures. Thus. fluid modelers can sµccessfully 

model plume buoyancy using isothermal low molecular weight mixtures of 

equivalent buoyancy. Unfortunately. there are several thermal effects 

that can change the density history of a cold ground level plWI!.e as it 
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disperses. These are: 

1. Release of latent heat during the entrainment of humid air. 

2. Thermal expansion or contraction of the plume due to 
differences in the molar siecif ii heat capacity of the plume 
source gas and air (ie. Cp # Cp ), and a g 

3. Heat transfer by conduction, convection. or radiation across 
plume boundaries. 

Loss of negative buoyancy by latent heat release 

The release of latent heat through the entrainment of humid air 

can have a very significant effect on the density history of a thermal 

plume. Assumption of adiabatic mixing of ideal constant-property 

gases permits the construction of simple formulae for the variation of 

mole fraction, x. with plume temperature, T. and humidity. 0(Meroney, 

Cermak and Neff, 1976). Andriev. Meroney, and Neff (1983) prepared 

Figure 4-21 which demonstrates variations associated with entrainment 

of humid air into a cold methane plume. The dimensionless temperature 

is defined as T* = (Ta-T)/(Ta-T0 ), where T8 is ambient temperature and 

T is initial source gas temperature. 
0 

Density of an isothermal 

high-molecular-we:i'.ght simulant mixture will vary linearly with 

concentration, but density of the real gas will vary inversely with 

temperature, T. The resultant variation of the specific gravity, SG, 

of an adiabatically mixed methane plume versus mole fraction is shown 

in Figure 4-22. 

Dry air mixing with cold methane vapor will result in a gas 

mixture which will remain negatively buoyant over its entire lifetime. 

Latent heat release from condensation of entrained water vapor will 

diminish plume density. Indeed. when adiabatically mixed with air at 

100% relative humidity. an LNG plume would become positively buoyant 

at mole fractions of 0.3. Ll'C vapor plumes will become marginally 
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buoyant for humidities slightly greater than 75% (See Figure 4-22). 

Of course for humidities less than 100%. the condensed water will 

evaporate as plume temperature rises. and eventually the plume (in the 

absence of heat transfer) will regain its negatively buoyant character 

as plume temperature rises above ambient dew point temperature. 

An isothermal model plume can not replicate the density 

variations produced by latent heat release: however. inclusion of 

humidity effects in a simple numerical box model suggests that they 

are often minor compared with surface heat transfer perturbations 

(Andriev et al •• 1983). In any event. an isothermal model gas will 

always provide an over-estimate of plume size and concentration 

magnitudes. 

Loss or gain o:f negative-buo1ancy produced by specific heat capacity 

inequality 

The effective specific gravity variation of a model LK; plume 

simulated by an isothermal source gas is not the deviation between the 

dry air curve in Figure 4-22 and a linear variation between 1.0 and 

1.55. The model mole fraction must be corrected for the larger number 

of moles of gas actually released at cryogenic conditions in the 

field. Neff and Meroney (Appendix B. 1982) calculate the implications 

of not simulating thermal capacitance effects during isothermal 

modeling of an LNG vapor cloud. Correction for source effects has a 

compensating effect. such that the errors produced by not accounting 

for specific heat capacity effects are actually small. Figure 4-23 

displays the deviation from the correct density history behavior for 

the isothermal simulation of an LNG vapor plume. Figure 4-24 displays 

the variation in the plume cross sectional area as the plume mixes 

with air for this same situation. Consideration of these two figures 
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suggests that, although an isothermal simulation of adiabatic mixing 

of an LNG vapor cloud as it entrains dry air is not exact. it is a 

very good approximation to actual behavior. 

Andriev et al. (1983) performed experiments with cold dense gases 

where source gas mixtures were prepared to provide gases which were 

all initially heavy; but they were either isothermal, cold with 

* * Cp /Cp = 1.00 (cold nitrogen gas), or g a 1.00 

(cold carbon dioxide and cold methane). Thus one could evaluate 

whether dilution resulted from adiabatic entrainment. heat transfer 

effects. or unbalanced thermal contraction. Methane-equivalent 

concentrations for the carbon dioxide runs actually exceeded the 

isothermal concentrations. which could only be due to specific heat 

capacity effects. Nonetheless. these laboratory experiments tended to 

exaggerate all thermal effects, and normally heat capacity corrections 

will be small when applied to isothermal model plume measurements. 

Loss of negative buoyancy due-to surface heat transfer 

Surface heating of the plume reduces the plume's negative 

buoyancy. The result is to decrease the local Richardson number 

thereby enhancing both dispersion by atmospheric turbulence and the 

subsequent downwind advection of the plume. As the buoyancy becomes 

positive and less stably stratified the plume may actually lift off 

the ground. Meroney (1980) found that the lift off will not occur 

immediately upon attaining positive buoyancy unless a lift off 

parameter L = g'H/u~. is sufficiently large. For large spills of LNG p 
under most wind conditions. it is not likely that significant lift off 

will occur before the lower flammability limit. LFL. is attained. 

For small field spills or laboratory scale spills, surface 

heating effects will be exaggerated. When a large temperature 
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difference or a large depth spill exists it is hypothesized that heat 

transfer will go as h L3/u. where L is the characteristic length s 
scale of the plume. U is the characteristic velocity scale. and h

8 
is 

the convective heat transfer coefficient. The thermal capacity of a 

gas cloud will vary as p 
g 

3 Cp L • g The ratio of surf ace heat 

transport to thermal capacity will be a Stanton number. h
8
/( P gCpgU). 

Since wind speed is normally scaled by a Froude number. u2/(g'L). 

smaller model scale plumes will see a temperature· increase (or density 

decrease) which does not scale to the field equivalent. Cold model 

plumes will therefore entrain air faster and lift off before the 

comparable field situation. 

Measurements on cold model plumes made by Andriev et al. (1983) 

verify the scenario projected in the previous paragraph. Although it 

is not possible to directly compare cold laboratory plumes with field 

scale plum.es. it is possible to use the model measurements to validate 

heat transfer modules in numerical models. Box and slab models 

calibrated in this manner have been compared successfully to cryogenic 

spills at Maplin Sands and China Lake (Meroney. 1984 and 1985). 

Colenbrander and Puttock (1984) described simulation of the cold 

propane spills at Maplin Sands in a wind tunnel using isothermal 

simulants. As long as Flux Froude number equality was maintained and 

the Peclet/Richardson number was sufficiently large. the isothermal 

model reproduced field concentration isopleths. Neff and Meroney 

(1981) and Meroney (1985) simulated the Burro Series 40 m3 LNG spills 

with isothermal dense gases in the wind tunnel. Model concentrations. 

plume widths. and plume trajectories were closely predicted by the 

laboratory model. The model did not reproduce the lifting of the 

maximum concentration from the ground as observed during the Burro 
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Test No. 8. 

4.2.5 Consequences of natural plume variability 

Atmospheric motions cover a range of scales from small 

dissipative eddies on the order of 1 mm to the large synoptic weather 

6 features of the order of 10 m. Although there is some evidence of 

reduction in wind energy in the frequency range {gap) between 10 min 

and one hour as exhibited by van der Hoven (1957). there is seldom a 

' complete absence of energy in this mesoscale range. But physical 

modeling and all available numerical models implicitly assume that 

transport by the mean wind can be clearly separated from diffusion by 

turbulence. The unresolved turbulent motions in the gap region can 

induce significant differences between field measurements of mean 

concentrations under seemingly identical weather conditions. In 

addition even properly modeled turbulence in a fluid facility can 

induce large concentration variations about the time-mean values 

(Fackrell and Robins. 1982a. 1982b; Meroney and Lohmeyer. 1984). 

Consider afternoon conditions with light winds and relatively 

strong convection. Lewellen and Sykes (1985) conclude that a 10 m 

diameter plume released under such conditions will have significant 

regions where the concentration fluctuation intensity. cr /c. c exceeds 

three. As shown in Figure 4-25. an instantaneous sample of the 

concentration in most of the plume region would have less than a 50% 

chance of being within an order of magnitude of its mean value. The 

sampling time must be greater than 20 times the turbulent time scale 

(to get cr /C ~ 1) before there is a 50% probability of an 

instantaneous measurement in these same regions being within a factor 

of 2 of the mean concentration predicted by a perfect fluid model. 
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Fluid and numerical models are driven by input conditions which 

are them.selves ensemble means: thus. it is not surprising that single 

realization field experiments may vary significantly from the mean 

values of model results. Fortunately measurements of concentration 

fluctuation standard deviations or ensemble measurements of multiple 

replications in the laboratory provide a means to evaluate such 

variability. Instantaneous concentration measurements in correctly 

scaled fluid model experiments may be expected to reproduce fluid 

variability caused by mechanically generated turbulence: however. 

dispersion and meandering caused by larger scale turbulence will not 

be modeled in either fluid models or in any current numerical models. 

4.3 Concentration Scaling Theory 

The local molar concentrations. measured in the model and the 

prototype will be directly proportional to the actual number of moles 

released at the source. Most plume studies measure the concentration 

magnitudes at distances far downwind from the source: hence, Snyder 

(pp. 148-150, 1981) encourages analysts to evaluate source volume flux 

rates at ambient (not stack) temperatures. Thus the conventional 

dimensionl•!SS concentration coefficient. K, may be expressed as: 

(4-13) 

K = X U L 2/Q = X U L 2/ [ (T /T )Q ] • a a s s 

where Ta and T8 are the temperatures of the ambient air and the source 

gas respectively. Qa and Q
8 

in this expression are the 

gas flow rate evaluated at ambient or source gas 

respectively. At long distances. the effects of Volume 

total source 

conditions, 

Flux Ratio 

distortion and source gas temperatures differences between a model and 
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prototype are corrected by this expression. This technique is 

completely satisfactory in the limit as concentration approaches zero. 

but in the case of modeling plume concentrations at modest dilution. 

such as is the case with flammable plumes. this relationship is not 

sati$factory. Neff and Meroney (1982) have recommended the 

alternative dimensionless concentration coefficient: 

(4-14) 

which relates the concentration distributions in plumes that are 

physically similar over their entire dilution range. 

Alternatively. consider the definition of a mole fraction. 

X = n8 /(n8 +na)• where the n
8 

and na are (local) mole per unit volume 

of traeer gas and ambient air. The local molar concentration of 

source aas will be directly related to the molar flux from the source. 

ie. 

(4-15) 

where p is vressure. A is source area. W is source exit velocity. R is 

the universal gas constant. T is the source temperature. and t is a s 
characteristic time of release. Now Q = A W will be the source volume 

flow rate. and the characteristic time of release will be proportional 

to L/U. The relationship between the molar concentration measured in 

a model and in a prototype situation is then. 

(4-16) 
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Substitution of these expressions into the defining relation for mole 

fraction produces. 

(4-17) 
0 0 

where V = [Q/(U L2)] is the Volume Flux Ratio. Thus. whenever the 

Volume Flux Ratio is not simulated. or there are different source 

temperatures used in the model and prototype; the model concentrations 

must be corrected to field values. Of course this relation presumes 

that plume kinematics and dynamics are correctly simulated in all 
0 0 

= ~. p X m· 

4.4 Summary and Recommendations 

Similarity criteria for modeling dense gas plumes have been 

described in Section 4.1 and their constraints on plume modeling 

discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Rigorous similarity would require 

that the ten nondimensional parameters identified be matched in both 

model and prototype. In Sections 4.2.1 through 4.2.4 arguments for 

partial simulation were presented. The following constraints were 

identified: 

a.) Exact simulation of ambient temperature high-molecular 
weight plume dispersion from ground or elevated sources 
requires matching (equal in model and prototype) the 
specific gravity ratio. SG. the Volume Flux Ratio. v. and a 
Froude Number. Fr • All other Froude Number and flux ratios 
are also held equfvalent if this set is specified. In 
addition the source Reynolds numbers. R~s and R':na should 
both preferably exceied 15. 000. the gravity head Reynolds 
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number should exceed 1000 1 and the Peclet/Richardson number 
ratio. Pe*/Ri*. should exceed 0.5. 

b.) In the event it is necessary to operate at low velocities. 
the source Reynolds number should exceed 2300 or. if one 
uses a trip to ensure a fully turbulent exhaust. one may 
operate as low as 300. The gravity head Reynolds number 
should not fall below 500 1 and the Peclet/Richardson number 
ratio should not fall below 0.15. 

c.) In circumstances where exact scaling of the specific gravity 
ratio and Froude numbers result in model conditions where 
Reynolds number or Peclet/Richardson number ratio criteria 
are violated. it is appropriate to consider partial 
simulation through relaxation of the source density ratio 
equality or velocity scale distortion. If possible. the 
atmospheric shear layer scales should not differ from the 
dense plume scales by more than 1.5. There is some evidence 
the situation is forgiving up to scales mismatches of a 
factor of 10; there is no evidence greater distortions are 
permitted. 

If it is felt necessary 
distortion for an elevated 
preferable to insure: 

to utilize specific 
finite-momentum source. 

gravity 
it is 

i.) A fully turbulent effluent flow. and to match 

ii.) Momentum Flux Ratio. M. and Flux Froude Number. 
Frf. (or the ratios of momentum and buoyancy length 
scales to the stack height), and arrange for 
Peclet/Richardson number to exceed 0.5. 

In order of 
necessary to 
ground-level 
match: 

decreasing "correctness". 
utilize specific gravity 

low-momentum sources, it 

if it is felt 
distortion for 

is preferable to 

i.) Densimetric Froude number. Fr , and Volume Flux 
o a Ratio, v. but arrange for Peclet/R1chardson number to 

exceed 0.15. or 

ii.) Flux Froude number. Frf• but arrange for 
Peclet/Richardson number to exceed 0.5. and Volume Flux 
Ratio. v. must not be distorted by more than a factor 
of 1.5. or 

iii.) Flux Froude number, Fr , but arrange for 
Peclet/Richardson number to exceea 0.15. 

d.) Exact simulation of cold gas clouds resulting from boil-off 
from cryogenic spills is not possible because of the 
unavoidable mismatch between prototype and model heat 
transfer rate similarity parameters. 
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e.) Errors caused by not adjusting for specific heat capacity 
effects when using an isothermal model gas to simulate cold 
prototype plumes are small. Thus an isothermal simulation 
of adiabatic mixing of an LNG vapor cloud as it entrains dry 
air is not exact. but it is a very good approximation to 
actual behavior (~5%). 

f .) A cold gas model experiment will actually overpredict plume 
dilution due to exaggerated destruction of negative buoyancy 
caused by distortion of the thermal phenomena at small model 
scales. Model experiments with isothermal dense gases will 
conservatively predict mean concentration distributions for 
cold dense gas spills. 

g.) The release of latent heat through the entrainment of humid 
air into a cold plume will diminish plume density. An 
isothermal model plume can not replicate the density 
variations produced by latent release. A cold gas model 
plume will reflect the influence of latent heat release. but 
it is not likely to be similar to a prototype plume because 
of surface heat transfer distortions discussed earlier. An 
isothermal model gas will normally provide a conservative 
estimate of cold plume size and concentration magnitudes. 

h.) Many unresolved problems concerning the modeling of 
isothermal dense plume dispersion still exist. Basic. 
systematic studies should be supported. to examine dense 
plume behavior under the marginal conditions of low Reynolds 
number and low Peclet/Richardson number ratio. 

i.) The exact entrainment roles played by the joint effects of a 
gravity head. the ambient turbulence. and the stratified 
shear layer over the top of the plume are not yet well 
defined. A limited number of laboratory studies have 
examined each of these mechanisms acting independently. but 
no data are available which examines their nonlinear 
interactions when combined in a dynamic dense gas cloud. 
Basic entrainment studies should be prepared to address this 
issue. 

j.) Terrain slope is a critical factor in determining speed. 
Slopes of 1° can dominate plume trajectories. Models must 
be accurately built. General "generic" tests will not be as 
useful for dense gases as they are for passive plum.es. Many 
results will be highly site specific. 
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TABLE 4-1. TECHNIQUES USED FOR SIMULATION OF BUOYANT PLUMES AT VARIOUS 
FLUID MODELING FACILITIES 

APPROXIMATE SIMULATIONS 

SCALING "EXACT" uwo1 CSU2/MIT3 CALSPAN4 MONASH5 BRISTOL6 CERL7 CERL8 CERL9 CERLlO 
PARAMETER SIMULATION (DMA) l1 (DVA) (BMA) (BMS) (OMS) (DVS) (BMD) 

Density ratio yes no no no no no no no no yes /lp/pa 

Fr 
w /(go~iP )112 

yes no yes no no no no no no no 
s a 

Fru 
U/(gD~/~ )1/2 

yes yes yes no yes yes no no no yes 
a 

Fr 
w /(gn~iP )1/2 

yes yes no no yes yes no no yes no 
s s 

Fru 
U/(gD~/~ )1/2 

yes no no no no no no yes yes yes 
s 

Velocity ratio yes no yes no no no no no yes no W8'U 

Momentum ratio 
for distorted stack yes 

p n2w2/(p H2U2) 
yes yes no yes no no yes yes no 

s s a s 
Mass flow rate 
p n2w /(p H2u) 

yes no no no yes no no no no no 
s s a s 

Volumetric flow rate no 
n2w /(H2u) 

yes no yes no no yes no no yes 
s s 

Buoyancy length yes no yes yes no no no no no yes 
~/H =gD~W D/(4U3p H ) s s a s 

Buoyancy length yes no no no no no yes no yes yes 
!;/H =gD~W D/(4U3p H ) s s s s 

Momentum length yes yes no yes no no yes yes no no 
i /H =p w2o/(4p u2n ) m s s s a s 

Geometric scale 
D/Hs yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes no 

Proven x x xxx x 

Disproven xx xx x x x x x 

1. University of Western Ontario, Isyumov et al., 1976. 2. Colorado State University, Cermak, 1971, 1975. 
3. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Hoult et al., 1977. 4. Calspan Corp., Skinner and Ludwig, 1978. 
5. Monash University, Melbourne, 1968 (interpreted from Isyumov and Tanaka, 1980). 6. Bristol University, 
Barrett, 1973 (interpreted from Isyumov and Tanaka, 1980). 7-10. Central Electricity Research Laboratory, 
Robins, 1980. 11. Three-letter codes in parentheses are notations of Robins, 1980 (Snyder, 1981). 
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Table 4-2 MPLIN SANDS TRIALS 
Shtll RtsHrch, A1shrd11 30 Nov 84 

TRIAL NO. I &AS I SCAlE :SPECIFIC I VELOCITY I LFL I Pt/Ri I I 

I TYPE l&RAVITY I 1/stc I I I I -------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL I 

I 
ft•plin-46 LP& ht 1.9 8.1 I 210-280 

I 
II. TUMNEL I 

"546-1 Fr-a, hllO 1.9 0.77 I 230-290 2910 
I 

"546-21 Fr hllO 4.2 l.47 250-280 12120 

"546-22 Fr-Al hl20 l.9 0.55 140-190 mo 
ACTIJAL 

"•plin-54 I LP& ht 1.85 3.8 380-520 
I 

II. TIJMJIEL 

"S54-l Fr-Ar 1:100 1.85 0.38 250-290 357 

"S54-2 Fr hlOO 4.2 0.75 450-520 1560 

------------------------------------------
Pt/Ii • UU3/f 91 D> 
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Figure 4-1. Distortion of density, diameter and velocity scales 
permitted when similarity of dimensionless buoyancy flux 
and momentum flux are considered sufficient to assure 
similarity for case (Ap/p ) = 0.2. A(x) = x /x . 
(Poreh, 1981). a P m P 
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Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-3. 
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atmospheric result from Lawson (1971). After Simpson and 
Britter, 1979. 
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Figure 4-10. Normalized centerline concentration decay with downwind 
distance for source-specific gravity relaxation tests 
(Neff and Meroney, 1982). 
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Figure 4-13. Comparison of continuous monitor measurements with model 
results for Thorney Island trial no. 15, at two subse-
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5.0 VALIDATION OF PHYSICAL MODEL APPROACH 

A single field event has a large number of uncontrolled or poorly 

specified variables. which have effects on the resultant concentration 

field that are not completely accounted for by either a physical or 

numerical modeling. The source conditions of an Lll'7 spill situation 

must be approximated because it is difficult to predict or measure the 

~ime-dependent source size and boilof f characteristics accurately in 

the field. The wind field into which an Lt«; plume is released is 

typically nonstationary. The plume may experience a wind field that 

is undergoing a change of mean wind speed. mean wind direction. and 

turbulent characteristics with time. These nonstationary factors are 

not modeled in the wind tunnel and water channel simulations. The 

wind character~stics are assumed to be constant. ie •• 

stationary. These assumptions may lead to 

resultant concentration fields depending 

nonstationarities during the field tests. 

differences 

statistically 

between the 

on the severity of the 

As noted in Section 2.3 validation of a physical or numerical 

model is only possible within the natural limits to predictability 

permitted by the turbulent nature of the flow fields. Section 4.2.5 

suggests that even if it were possible to introduce two separate field 

plumes into the same resolved wind field. there would be some variance 

in the dynamics of the two plumes due to the unresolved turbulence. 

This means that an effort to discriminate between models based on one 

data set is likely to be unjustified. The best safeguard against 

making large modeling errors will be an evaluation methodology which 

combines requirements that (a) the physical model approach be 

scientifically sound. and that (b) the modeling approach be tested 
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against a variety of observed data. 

A top priority during evaluation is to determine how accurate 

physical modeling may be under realistic conditions. One desires to 

reasonably represent the spatial and temporal distribution of the 

plume concentration. For LW hazard evaluation, the spatial 

distribution of plume concentrations appears to be more critical than 

the temporal distribution. A pattern comparability test is described 

in Section 5.1 that provides a quantitative measurement of how well 

the modeled spatial distribution of ground-level concentration agrees 

with real field observations. When possible this method is applied to 

the data in Section 5.2. 

5.1 Surface Pattern Comparability Approach 

Most model performance measures compare predicted versus observed 

values directly. Precise pairing in time and space imposes too strong 

a penalty on small misalignments, while pairing in time alone provides 

no information on spatial variability •. Lewellen and Sykes (1985) have 

proposed a novel measure of the spatial comparison between observed 

and calculated patterns which compares over increments of decreasing 

spatial resolution. Essentially it estimates how much the predicted 

pattern must be shifted in space to cover all of the observed values. 

Consider the segment of area A(x • fo) sketched in Figure 5-1. 
0 

which is defined by its position in polar coordinates, o.) • 1 

centered on the emission point and an angular displacement, ca. The 

area is bounded as shown by oi+&..o. oi-00 1 ri (l+oo). and ri (1-o.o). The 

calculated concentration field within the area A is bounded by lower 

and upper values which we define as c1 {A) c and Cu(A). c respectively. 

Given observed concentrations C (x.) at a number of points i = 1, 2, 
0 1 
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3 •••• M. one can assign calculated concentrations at these points as a 

function of A(x .• co): 
l. 

c1 (A) c 
c (x .• oe) = Co (xi) c l. 

Cu(A) c 

if 

if 

if 

(5-1) 

'c (x.) 
0 l. 

< c1 (A) c 
c1 CA) < c C (x.) 

0 1 
< Cu(A) c 

C (x.) 
0 l. 

~ Cu(A) c 

One can now calculate the fraction of the test points. fN, which yield 

calculated concentrations within a specified ratio N of the observed 

values within the sector areas defined by ki. 

(5-2) 

M 
= 1 E H{N - exp [ 3ln (~ (x., o.9)3 ]} 

M i=l C-tx.) 
0 1 

with H {f} the Heavyside step function equal to 1 or 0, depending upon 

whether f .:._ 0 or f < 0, respectively. 

A plot of fN(oe, N) gives a direct measure of how well the 

laboratory-predicted spatial distribution compares with the 

observations. As an example, consider Figure 5-2, from a comparison 

of the mass consistent MA'niEW/ADPIC numerical model with some field 

data. For N = 2, the figure shows that 90% of the observations are 

covered by a shift of 15°*in the pattern. and that this rises to 100% 

for a 25°shift. Most emergency planners should be happy to expand a 

potentially affected area by only 15° to cover model uncertainty. 

Ideally. the sum in Equation 5-2 should include all points where 

either the calculated or the observed concentrations are greater than 

background; however. it can only be applied at po:Lnts where observed 

values are available. Lewellen and Sykes note that it is possible to 

create artificial patterns of high and low concentrations which would 
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yield high values of fN; however. such patterns would not be created 

by any physically consistent modeling technique. 

Additional comparisons considered include decay rate of peak 

concentrations with distance. distances to LFL. overlays of peak 

concentration isopleths. and overlays of concentration time histories 

at measurement locations. 

5.2 Specific Laboratory/Field Comparison S~udies 

Puttock. Blackmore and Colenbrander (1982) identified over 22 

field experiment programs on dense gas emissions. A number of these 

experiments have been simulated in fluid modeling facilities. This 

section will examine the evidence for model similarity between some of 

the more recent model/field comparison studies. Table 5-1 summarizes 

prototype. model. and similarity parameter characteristics for each 

test series. All pattern comparison figures are grouped together in 

Appendix A. Section 5.2.8 summarizes total model/field comparison 

performance. 

5.2.1 AGA Capistrano tests 

Field Measurement Program 

The American Gas Association sponsored a series of more than 30 

LNG releases into diked land areas from 1.8 m to 24.4 m in diameter in 

1973 near San Clemente. California (AGA. 1974). One of these tests 

(AGA Test No. 44) was subsequently modeled by Meroney et al. (1977). 

LNG was pumped into 24.4 m diameter land areas surrounded by an 

insulated wall dike ~o.5 m high. The test area was essentially flat. 

with vegetation and minor roughness removed by grading an area about 

100 m wide and 300 m long. Thirty-six catalytic combustion sensors 
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(MSA) were distributed over the test area on short towers. Twenty-one 

sensors were mounted about 15 cm above ,the ground on five arcs ranging 

from 24 m to 293 m downwind. The MSA sensors are double-valued above 

about 10% methane concentration: hence, they are reliable only below 

7% concentration, to an accuracy of about +10% of the reading. 

There appears to be a large uncertainty in source volume and 

boil-off rate. Some investigators have presumed a constant boil-of£ 

to about 80 seconds, followed by an exponential fall, others presume 

an exponential decaying source strength from zero time. Model 

experiments were performed to examine both scenarios. 

conditions are summarized in Table 5-1. 

Model Measurement Program 

AGA Test 44 

The spill site was simulated at a 1:106 scale using a 

circular-source plenum with a porous punched plate upper surface, 

which emitted carbon dioxide at room. temperature. Concentrations were 

measured with an aspirated hot-film anemometer system accurate for 

carbon dioxide to about ±10% of reading. Variable boil-off rates were 

produced by using a programmed cam to modulate a micrometer needle 

valve in the source supply line, to follow characteristic prototype 

vapor release rates calculated from liquid-level measurements. Two 

vapor release scenarios were studied: Case I, with a constant 

boil-off to about 80 seconds, followed by an exponential fall. and 

Case II, with an exponentially falling vapor production rate from an 

initial maximum. These two bracket the maximum values used by Havens 

and Spicer (1985) in their comparison of this case against the DEGADIS 

model. Case II boiloff is now considered more likely to be correct. 

The physical model source rates did not fall off as rapidly as their 

estimates. Measurements were made on and off plume centerline for 
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equivalent distances of 48 m to 293 m from source center. Data taken 

from Meroney et al. (1974) have been corrected for source strength 

effects as suggested in Section 4.3. 

Model/Field Comparisons 

Capistrano Model Case I yielded consistently higher 

concentrations than that of the Case II test, which is to be expected 

because it describes a higher boilof f rate. Peak concentrations 

measured for both cases were larger than peak values detected by the 

MSA sensors: however it is likely that the field sensors were limited 

by response time. The model did not predict the large and 

intermittent concentration peaks at late times that were observed in 

the field. These peaks may be due to gustiness and changes in wind 

direction and speed that are present in the atmosphere, but are not 

present in the wind tunnel. Figure 5-3 compares field measurements, 

physical model, and numerical model (DEGADIS) predictions for ground 

level centerline concentration decay with downwind distance. 

Figure A-1 presents the results of the pattern test analysis for 

the Capistrano 44 test and Case II model measurements. For N = 1, a 

spatial shift of only 10° would provide 100% agreement between model 

and test results. Considering the field test measurement errors and 

the large uncertainty in source strength, this must be considered a 

quite acceptable prediction. 

5.2.2 DOE 5 m3 LNG China Lake spills (Avocet Series) 

Field Measurement Program 

During a 3-month period in the early fall of 1978 a series of 

four liquefied natural gas experiments were performed at the Naval 

Weapons Center (NWC) at China Lake, California (Koopman, Bowman, and 
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Ermak. 1979). Each of the four experiments variously referred to as 

LNG Tests No. 18, 19, 20, and 21 (or Avocet 1, 2, 3, and 4) involved 

the release of about 5 m3 of LNG through a 20 cm diameter pipe onto a 

pond of water at a rate of about 5 m3/min. Field concentration 

measurements were made over two independent measurement grids. The 

NWC established a grid of ten MSA catalytic combustor sensors on a 

square grid, and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) 

provided eight towers distributed in a V-shaped array with a variety 

of concentration sensors. thermocouples. and grab samplers. 

Subsequent analysis suggested that the MSA sensors did not respond to 

the methane cloud, either because the peak concentration fluctuations 

were too rapid for the catalytic sensor, or the concentrations were 

above the sensor limit of 7%. 

Model Measurement Program 

A 1:85 scale model of the China Lake topography was examined in a 

meteorological wind tunnel by Neff and Meroney (1979). Argon was 

released from a circular plenum centered in the middle of the test 

site pond. The Model source gas was released from a 20 m equivalent 

diameter source area, over a step-function period of time, at a 

constant boil-off rate. Concentrations were measured isokineticly. 

with an aspirated hot-film anemometer, which had an effective circular 

sampling area of ~ 1.6 m2 and an accuracy of about +15% in the range 

of 5%-15% equivalent methane concentrations. A summary of the 

prototype and model test conditions for this spill series is presented 

in Table 5-1. Test conditions were specified on the basis of tower 

measurements provided by NWC at a 2 m height on an upwind tower. 

(Later post-test evaluations showed that measurements of wind speed 

and direction made by LLNL from anemometers downwind of the spill site 
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often varied markedly in magnitude and direction from the NWC values.) 

Model/Field Comparisons 

For such small spills, the wind speeds were too large (4.9 to 

12.4 m/s) to exhibit strong density dominance. In addition, in every 

test there were large wind speed and wind direction fluctuations over 

the test periods (typically au~ 1 mis. and a 9 ~ 10°). In all field 

tests but the LNG-21 case. only the edge of the field plume touched 

the LLNL test grid. Although the background atmosphere was fairly dry 

(16%-29% relative humidity). Haselman (1980) compared plume 

temperatures and concentrations to the predictions of adiabatic mixing 

theory. and he concluded that condensed water initially evapor~ted 

from the pond may have increased plume temperatures during spills Lt{; 

18, 19 and 21. 

Model and field peak 1-m level concentrations are compared in 

Figures 5-4 to 5-7. For LNG-18 1 19, and 20, it is likely that the 

mean wind directions provided by NWC were in error; hence, the model 

plumes do not overlay the field data. For these tests the decay of 

the concentrations with distance from the source appears to agree. but 

the direction of the plume is different. The most measurement 

locations were examined for the LNG-20 and 21 models (47 and 91 points 

respectively). Fortunately. during the LNG-21 test. the LLNL test 

grid and the model test grid fully overlapped. 

Figures A-2 to A··5 present the results oj: the pattern test 

analysis. The poor showing for LNG-18. 19. and 20 are most likely due 

to the misalignment of the model. due to incorrect wind orientation 

information. The wind speed variations noted could also explain q50% 

variation in concentration magnitudes. The patterns for L:tC-21 are 

quite good; for N = 1 a spatial shift of only 12.5° would provide 100% 
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agreement between model and test results. (See Section 5.1 for 

discussion of pattern comparison nomenclature). 

5.2.3 DOE 40 m3 LNG China Lake spills (Burro Series) 

Field Measurement Program 

The Burro series of nine LNG spill experiments were performed at 

the Naval Weapons Center. China Lake. California during late summer 

1980 over a pond area which had been resculptured with earth-moving 

equipment to reduce slopes along the pond banks (Koopman et al •• 

1982). The LNG volumes released on water ranged from 24 to 39 m3 • at 

rates from 11.6 to 18.4 m3/min. with subsequent dispersion over land. 

Ninety gas sensors were distributed over an array of 30 measurement 

sites arranged in four arcs from 57 m to 800 m downwind from the 

center of the spill pond. Twenty wind-field stations were located at 

regular intervals from 800 m upwind to 900 m · downwind. and 5 

turbulence stations were located along the concentration sensor arcs. 

Thirty-three of the sensors were fast response (3 to 5 Hz) infra-red 

detectors capable of measuring even in dense fogs to within 1% 

methane. and forty-five were solid-state sensors which turned out to 

be less reliable. producing uncertainties of +20-30% below LFL and up 

to +50% errors at higher concentrations. The remaining sensors were 

MSA catalytic devices. reliable only below 10% concentrations to about 

10% of reading. The reported concentrations are based on a 10 s 

averaging time; the lowest sensor position was 1 m above ground. 

Table 5-1 summarizes the relevant field conditions for Burro Tests 4. 

5. 7. 8. and 9. The turbulent procesises in the lower atmospheric 

boundary laye~ appeared to dominate the transport and dispersion of 

gas for all experiments except Burro 8. Burro 8 was conducted under 
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very low wind-speed conditions; hence, only during this test were 

density effects dominant. Energetic rapid phase transition (RPT) 

explosions occurred during the Burro 6 and 9 tests, influenced the 

plume dispersion, and damaged the facility. 

Model Measurement Program 

Five different field test, Burros 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 were 

simulated in a meteorological wind tunnel (Neff and Meroney, 1981; 

Meroney, 1984, 1985). 

(1:240 and 1:85) and 

Burro 8 was simulated 

with two different 

over two 

simulant 

model scales 

gas specific 

gravities (1.38 and 4.18). Burro 9 was simulated over the two model 

scales but only with the 1.38 simulant gas specific gravity. Burro 4, 

5, and 7 were simulated over one model scale (1:240) and with one 

simulant gas (1.38). Model conditions are sw11marized in Table 5-1. 

Since there was no data on the variable area and variable volume 

nature of the different LNG tests the source conditions were 

approximated by providing a steady source rate for the duration of the 

spill over a constant area. Concentration measurements were made in 

sets of eight with aspirated hot-wire anemometer probes. These probes 
2 were found to aspirate isokinetically over effective areas of 2.9 m 

and 0.36 m2 for the 1:240 and 1:85 scaled models respectively. 

Cumulative errors due to the combined effect of calibration 

uncertainties and nonlinear voltage drifting during the test time are 

estimated to be approximately ±20% of the concentration value for the 

range of 5%-15% equivalent methane concentrations. Model tests 

provided an unique opportunity to examine plume variability; all tests 

were replicated between two to five times at each measurement 

location. 

All model velocities were set to the average upwind speed 
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measured at a 2 m height. Wind shear profiles for the 1:240 scale 

model and source gas specific gravities of 1.38 are not in very good 

agreement with field results. The model winds were significantly 

lower near the ground than in the field. However. distorted density 

scaling for Burro 8 {SG = 4.18) over the 1:240 model did reproduce 

field wind shear. Wind speeds measured over the 1:85 scale model 

reproduced field results for Burro 8 and 9 very closely. Model 

longitudinal turbulence measurements appeared somewhat high for the 

Burro 8 case. but model measurements for Burro 9 were found to be very 

close to the field data. 

Model/Field Comparisons 

The model was oriented in.the wind tunnel based on the average 

wind direction which occurred during the field tests. Drift in wind 

approach vector was sometimes substantial during the field tests. 

Burro 4 had significant wind direction changes. and Burro 8 

experienced a steadily declining wind speed throughout the test. 

Unfortunately for the case of model Runs 1. 3. and 8. which were 

intended to model Burro 8, the topographic model was incorrectly turned 

to 215° from North rather than the 235° as specified by the field 

measured mean wind direction. Nonetheless. comparisons were made with 

the field data by rotating the measured model data 20° to coincide 

with the field wind direction. It is unfortunate that this mistake 

occurred because Burro 8 was the run most susceptible to the 

influences of topography. The comparisons of field and model data for 

Burro 8 and model Runs 1. 3. and 8 should therefore be viewed somewhat 

skeptically when drawing conclusions about model-field comparisons. 

Indeed. it may be better to interpret Runs 1. 3. and 8 as releases 

performed under equivalent source and wind conditions to Burro a. but 
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with a different terrain orientation. 

Peak centerline concentration decay with distance are considered 

in Figures 5-8 to 5-12. Typical concentration time histories are 

noted in Figures 5-13 and 5-14. Typical ground level concentration 

contours are provided as Figures 5-15 to 5-18. 

Model Runs 4. 5. 7. 8. and 9. which correspond to Burro 4. 5. 7. 

a. and 9. were all performed at a 1:240 scale and exact specific 

gravity equality. As noted in Table 5-1 and shown in Figure 5-17 for 

Burro 9. the 1:240 series did not correctly reproduce the field wind 

shear situation. In each case the model friction velocity was 50 to 

100% too large~ and model wind speeds below the 3 m reference height 

level were too small. This mis-scaling of the approach flow 

characteristics led to distorted concentration time history profiles 

and lower concentrations. 

During Model Run 1 pure Freon was used to simulate Burro 8: 

hence. higher model wind speeds were possible. Some improvement in 

approach characteristics occurred; however. the terrain orientation 

was incorrect. 

During Model Runs 2 and 3 a 1:85 scale model of the China Lake 

spill site was used to simulate Burro 9 and 8 respectively. This new 

model scale permitted higher tunnel velocities. larger (Re*)m and 

larger (Pe*/Ri*)m. Concentration decay with downwind distance and the 

arrival and departure times of the simulated plumes now compared with 

field data much better than the earlier trials. (See Table 5-3). 

During 1984-85. model tests were performed over a new 1:85 scale 

model of the China Lake terrain for the Burro 8 flow conditions. 

These new tests (Model Runs Ba and Sb) were correctly oriented to the 

wind. used improved instrumentation. and used argon and Freon as 
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simulant gases. respectively. As shown in Figure 5-11 and Figures 

5-15 and 5-16 the model experiment reproduced the unique bifurcated 

lobed pattern seen during the field experiment. Maximum downwind 

concentrations for Run Sb agree very well with field measurements; 

although the model case did not reproduce the elevated plume behavior 

seen in the non-isothermal field plume. 

Field-model comparisons for each of the five different Burro 

tests simulated are summarized below: 

o The 1:240 scale model of Burro 4 reproduced the peak centerline 
concentration decay with downwind distance. The arrival and 
departure concentration structure of the model plume was 
significantly different from the field because of poor modeling of 
the approaching wind profile at a 1:240 scale. Lateral plume 
extent comparisons indicate that deviations in the mean wind 
direction in the field caused the field plume to be wider than the 
model plume. 

o The 1:240 scale model of Burro 5 displayed all the same comparison 
characteristics as that of Burro 4 above. In addition. it was 
observed the concentrations in the interior of the field plume 
fluctuated much more than in the model plume. This difference is 
attributed to the highly turbulent atmosphere as a result of an 
unstable potential temperature gradient into which the plume was 
released. The model simulation was performed in a neutral wind 
field. 

o The 1:240 scale model of Burro 7 did not reproduce the centerline 
concentration decay with downwind distance. This disagreement is 
attributed to the Burro 7 plume being very narrow. It is likely 
the plume center missed the field concentration senors. The model 
plume arrived later and persisted longer than the field plume 
because of model wind speeds below the reference height were less 
than the scaled field values. Lateral plume extent comparisons 
indicate that deviations in the mean wind direction observed in 
the field caused the field plume to be wider than the model plume. 
This wind direction variation of ten caused the plume to leave the 
bounds of the field sensor array. 

o Five different model simulations were considered for Burro 8. Three 
of these (Model Runs 1. 3. and 8) were performed with a 20° 
topographical model orientation error. Distortion of the plume 
initial density to obtain higher wind tunnel operating speeds 
resulted in significant improvement in approach wind 
characteristics and the avoidance of molecular diffusion effects; 
however, the distorted density did produce significantly different 
concentration histories. (See example Figures 5-13 and 5-14). The 
1:85 scale model with an isothermal Freon simulant (Run Sb) 
reproduced maximum concentration decay rates. lateral plume 
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dimensions, and plume bifurcation. Field plume thermal effects 
definitely caused some plume lofting in Burro 8; this effect was 
not simulated by the isothermal physical model. 

o Two different types of model simulations were made on the Burro 9 
plume. One was at the standard scale of 1:240, and the other was 
at a scale of 1:85 to better approximate the mean shear and total 
turbulent intensity reported in the Burro 9 wind field summary. 
Both simulations show good agreement with field data for the peak 
centerline concentration decay with downwind distance. The arrival 
and departure time structure of the model concentration time 
histories was improved for the 1:85 scale model. (See Figures 5-13 
and 5-14). Overall, the 1:85 scale model simulation of Burro 9 had 
excellent agreement with field data. 

Pattern comparison plots for the Burro Series model-field 

comparisons are provided as Figures A-6 to A-12. Pattern comparisons 

were not performed for Runs 1, 3, and 8 because of the orientation 

error. The patterns show improved model-field agreement as one changes 

from the 1:240 to 1:85 model, and from an argon to a Freon simulant. A 

pattern angle shift of from 15° to 20° produces 100% agreement with 

field data for N = 1. A shift from 10° to 15° produces agreement 

within a factor of N = 2 for all tests. 

5.2.4 HSE Porton Downs experiment 

Field Measurment Program 

The field trials used a gas source in the form of a cubical box of 

b t 3 5 .d . . 40 3 f (p· kn 1981) a ou • m si e containing m o gas 1c ett, • The gas was 

released by allowing the sides of the box (made of thin pleated 

tarpaulin material) to collapse to the ground under gravitational 

forces in about 0.17 seconds, essentially leaving a cube of dense gas 

suddenly exposed to the wind. The top surface of the box remained 

fixed in place during the experiment. A total of forty-two individual 

trials were run, covering a range of wind speeds (<0.5 7 .2 m./s), 

released gas density (specific gravity from 1.03 to 3.4), surface 

roughness (z = 2 to 150 mm), atmospheric stability (Pasquill stability 
0 
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class from B to F) and ground slope (B = o0 to 4.4°). Movement of the 

gas cloud was recorded by marking it with orange smoke and filming it. 

usually from the side and overhead. Measurements of the gas 

concentration were made with total integrated dosage monitors (bag 

samplers or absorptive charcoal) and continuously reading concentration 

monitors (Lovelock work-function detectors; maximum of ten in one 

test). Hall et al. (1982) reflect on the possibility that the dosage 

monitors were in error. since they typically provided integrated 

concentrations up to an order of magnitude smaller than the continuous 

monitors. Hall et al. also suggest that the time response of the 

continuous monitors may be between 0.5 to 5 seconds. as opposed to the 

50 msec quoted by Picknett (1981). 

Model Measurement Program 

Six of the trials were picked for reproductio·n at a model scale of 

1:25 by Hall et al. (1982). Table 5-1 summarizes the characteristics 

of the field and model tests selected. Trial 3 was carried out on a 1 

in 13 upward slope. and yet was at similar conditions to Trial 37. 

Trial 8 was carried out in a very light wind. so for modeling purposes 

it was considered to have been carried out effectively in still air. 

Hall et al. adjusted test densities to account for the partial filling 

apparent in the field cinema films. 

The experiments were carried out in the Warren Spring Laboratory's 

No. 1 wind tunnel. A model of the atmospheric boundary layer about 1 m 

deep was generated using a Counihan-type system followed by a fetch of 

rough surface. A model of the Porton collapsing tent source was 

constructed at a scale of 1:25 from square bellows material. which 

could collapse completely into a close fitting slot in the ground. The 

walls collapsed in a model time of 0.18 to 0.25 seconds which compares 
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well with the field equivalent collapse time of 0.17 seconds. Model 

simulant was the refrigerant BCF mixed with air. The gas concentration 

detector was an aspirated hot wire system into which air was drawn. 

Lower resolution was about 0.02% of BCF, accuracy was about +10% of 

reading, and the upper frequency limit of the detector was about 20 Hz. 

Each experiment was replicated three times. Smoke-tagged gas clouds 

were photographed to compare with field pictures. Wind speed profiles 

were measured with a pulsed-wire anemometer. 

Model/Field Comparisons 

Hall et al. provided side-by-side comparison of photographic 

sequences of the Porton release series. These photographs exhibited 

truly remarkable model reproduction of the shape and appearance of the 

field releases. The wind-tunnel model reproduced the size, shape, 

spread rates and downwind travel distances as well as detailed 

reproduction of the characteristic cloud features. The model exhibited 

the rapid initial collapse to a low, even, height: the curved, sharply 

faced, upwind face including a rotating vortex: and the 

horseshoe-shaped downwind edge. Measurements of cloud width and 

downwind travel times are also generally very good (See Figures 5-19 

and 5-20). Note that Run 33 is a strongly buoyancy-dominated plume, 

whereas Run 37 behaves like a passive gas cloud. Hall et al. concluded 

their model clouds were the same thickness as the full scale to within 

the "determinable level of accuracy." 

Direct comparison between model and field concentration data 

present a much more confusing picture. In some cases the agreement is 

good, but sometimes is quite poor. Consider Figures 5-21 and 5-22. 

During Run 37 the field continuous monitors and the model results are 

quite close, whereas during Run 33 the field measurements are 
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significantly lower than the model values. During Runs 3 and 8,. 

integrated doses from field bag samplers were generally of the same 

order as field and model continuous samplers when measurements were 

made at the same station. During the rest of the runs the Porton 

charcoal buttons generally produced dosimeter measurements up to an 

order of magnitude less than field or model continuous measurements. 

Post-facto analysis of the equipment showed the carbon buttons to be 

sensitive to temperature,. humidity. gas concentration,. wind speed,. and 

even direction. 

Differences also exist between the full-scale and model continuous 

measurements in both magnitude and variability. 

Realization-to-realization variations can explain up to an order of 

magnitude difference between the largest and smallest concentrations. 

Variation in arrival time of the experiments seemed to fall within the 

amount allowed by local cusp variations in the cloud shape. As quoted 

from Hall et al.: "With such large possible levels of variability in 

the concentration/time traces from both the model and the full-scale. 

almost any level of agreement levels within an order of magnitude for 

single realizations (sic) of the experiment might be classed as good 

agreement I" 

Two qualitative differences between the appearance of the model 

and full-scale concentration/time traces are apparent: a) a sharp 

high initial peak in conciantration appeared during the model 

experiments in locations near the source. and b) much higher levels of 

fluctuations occurred during the model experiments compared with the 

full scale. The high initial peak of the gas cloud is clearly 

associated with the gravity-driven head vortex. It was not detected by 

the field sensors; however,. the location of the peak is very sensitive 
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to field detection location and field detection response time. The 

model sensor is believed to have excellent spatial and time resolution 

(20 Hz model scale. or about 4 Hz full scale). whereas aerodynamic 

characteristics of the field sensor alone suggest a full-scale 

frequency response of 1 Hz. and apparent smoothing of the concentration 

data suggest an actual response of 0.2 Hz (Hall et al •• 1982). 

The density of field and model data reported did not justify 

plotting pattern comparability. 

Both the Porton Downs and the following Thorney Island experiments 

considered situations where an initially quiescent cloud collapses to 

the ground. The collapse itself produces enough kinetic energy and 

turbulence to dominate the mixing processes. Hence. parameters such as 

approach wind speed. therm.al stratification. and surface roughness are 

unlikely to make significant changes in the dense cloud dilution rate 

over the distances monitored. Spills of LNG which result in generation 

of a vapor cloud over a finite period of time produce clouds which have 

small depth/width ratios. 

5.2.5 NMI Thorney Islands experiments 

Field Measurement Program 

Between 1982 and 1984 a series of 29 experiments were performed at 

an airfield at Thorney Island. West Sussex. U.K •• in which 2000 m3 of 

gas of various densities were released in both unobstructed and 

obstructed configurations (Barrell and McQuaid. 1985). The data 

obtained were very comprehensive. including concentration. turbulence. 

visual records. and detailed meteorological information. Up to 100 gas 

sensor records were obtained in individual trials at distances up to 

750 m from the release point. The fully developed field of 45 
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measurement stations carried a total of 215 transducers. 183 being gas 

sensing devices and 32 environmental sensors. The standard gas sensors 

used an oxygen depletion concept to cause variations in an 

electrochemical cell. These sensors had a frequency response of 1 Hz 

(McQuaid. 1985). 

The field release volume was a twelve-sided polygon tent which was 

about 14 m diameter and 13 m high. containing a total volume of 2000 
3 m • During a release a flexible top cover was withdrawn by raising it 

into a bundle above the gas tent cylinder. During some tests both 

permeable and impermeable vapor barriers of various heights were placed 

downwind of the dense gas releases. Only part of the Thorney Island 

data has been made available to the scientific community at this time 

(Roebuck. 1984); hence. only a few physical model comparison 

experiments have appeared. 

Model Measurement Program 

Three organizations have reported model simulation experiments of 

six of the Thorney Island trials (Hall and Waters. 1985; van Heugten 

and Duijm. 1984; Duijm et al •• 1985; Schatzmann et al •• 1985). The 

details of the trials selected and the model scales used are recorded 

in Table 5-1. Scale ratios used varied from 1:90 to 1:164. The 

collapsing tent source was simulated by a .cubical volume with a 

collapsing bellows (Hall and Waters. 1985}. or by a plastic truncated 

cylinder which was retracted downward by gravity beneath the tunnel 

floor at the time of release. All laboratory investigators used 

aspirated hot wire anemometer systems to detect continuous gas 

concentrations. Model experiments were replicated from 3 to 5 times 

each. 

Hall and Waters (1985) compared three of the tests performed by 
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Hall et al. (1982) to Th.orney Island trials 7, 11, 13, 15 and 18. The 

field tests selected for comparison were chosen because they had 

dimensionless bulk Richardson number parameters close to the model 

values examined by Hall et al. (ie. field to model variations of 

about ~10%). Trials 13, 15 and 18 were at sufficiently close 

Richardson number conditions to be considered repeat runs of the same 

operating conditions. Since from earlier tests the Richardson number 

seemed to be the major dominant parameter during the Thorney Island 

trials. deviations in field/model surface roughness, slight deviations 

in release configuration, and the lower source aspect ratio during the 

model tests were considered insignificant. These tests thus provide an 

additional test of the sensitivity of the comparisons to such 

variables. 

Van Heugten and Duijm (1984) and Duijm et al. (1985) simulated 

Thorney Island trials 8 and 13. Unfortunately the intake velocity of 

the aspirated probes they used was about 2.8 m/s. During post-analysis 

of their data Duijm noted that when a probe is mounted at 4 mm above a 

wind-tunnel floor, where the wind velocity is less than 0.8 m/s, the 

probe will smooth out the strong concentration gradients near the 

surf ace, and the concentration recorded would be systematically less 

than the actual concentration at probe position. 

Schatzmann et al. (1985) reported results from model simulations 

of Thorney Island trial 15 in their open circuit meteorological wind 

tunnel. Details of their experiment were not described, but they did 

perform measurements with both equal and distorted specific gravity, 

while maintaining constant Richardson number. 
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Model/Field Comparisons 

Considering that in the Hall and Water (1985) comparisons the 

model was not an exact representation of the trial either in source 

form or operating conditions, the general level of agreement was 

remarkably good. Dominance of the cloud dilution by turbulence 

produced during intial collapse may explain the 

comparison. Photographic comparisons between 

tolerance 

field and 

of the 

model 

displayed similar size, spread and travel rates. Figure 5-23 compares 

model results for travel times and spread rates to Trials 13, 15 and 

18. Concentration measurements are also comparable, but not in all 

cases identical. Overall, nearly all the peak concentrations in the 

model are within a factor of two of the field trials. Figure 5-24 

compares model and field concentration decay behavior for Trials 13, 

15, and 18, while Fig 5-25 overlays concentration time histories for 

comparable model and ~rial samplers. 

There is one comparison between model and full scale results 

where consistent differenc~s occur. In Trial 7, the model 

concentrati.ons within the cloud are lower and the model cloud persists 

over the samplers considerably longer than for the field case. Hall 

and Waters attribute this difference to the larger surface roughness 

in the model experiment, low plume Reynolds numbers. and deep boundary 

sublayers. The effect is very similar to that seen during modeling 

experiments performed by Neff and Meroney (1982) for the Burro series 

when a model scale of 1:240 produced high model shear rates and lower 

near surface wind speeds than during full scale conditions. 

Since during the Duijm et al. (1985) experiments. ground level 

concentration measurements during model tests of Thorney Island trial 

13 were systematically lower and elevated concentration measurements 
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were systematically higher than the full scale measurements, it would 

definitely appear that the model measurements are flawed by an 

excessively high aspiration rate (See Figure 5-26). 

Schatzmann et al. (1985) provided time duration plots for only two 

locations during their model tests of Thorney Island trial 15. These 

plots were previously considered in Section 4.2.2 as Figures 4-12 and 

4-13. The time of arrival, departure, peak concentrations, and 

fluctuations are all similar for undistorted density scaling. The 

peak concentrations are similar during the distorted density scaling 

(Alternative 1) situation, but the arrival and departure times are 

distorted. 

5.2.6 Shell Maplin Sands experiments 

Field Measurement Program 

In 1980 Shell Research, Ltd. performed a series of controlled 

spills of LNG and refrigerated propane in quantities up to 20 m3 on 

the sea at Maplin Sands in the South of England (Colenbrander and 

Puttock, 1983). Release of the liquid was either continuous or 

instantaneous. Continuous spills released liquid at a steady rate 

from the end of a pipe at or near the water surface. For 

instantaneous spills the liquid was poured into an open-topped 

insulated octagonal barge, 12.5 m across, which was then submerged, 

creating the spill as water flowed in to displace the liquefied gas. 

Model studies of only two of the continuous spills of propane (Runs 46 

and 54) have been described by Puttock (1985). These cases used an 

open pipe release at water level for the source. Spill 54 was 

performed at a moderate wind speed (3.8 m/s) for the Maplin Sands site 

and displayed strong lateral and upwind buoyancy dominated spreading, 
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whereas spill 46 was released when the wind was 8.1 mis. and was only 

marginally affected by the density of the gas. 

Instruments were placed on 71 floating pontoons equipped with 4 m 

masts. There were about 360 instruments in the array. 

used was a device based on measurement of the heat 

The gas sensor 

loss from a 

filament under free convection. The sensor had a time constant of 3 

seconds. and all data was smoothed by a three-second moving average to 

eliminate high frequency noise spikes. A fast response thermocouple 

was also placed close to the lowest gas sensor. and the spills were 

photographed from two land-based towers and a helicopter high 

overhead. 

Model Measurement Program 

Shell Laboratories in Amsterdam simulated spills 46 and 54 in 

their wind tunnel. These tests were selected because it was expected 

that heat transfer and latent heat release from. condensed water vapor 

would have minimal effect during the field dispersion situations. The 

experiments were designed to emphasize the effect of molecular 

dispersion versus turbulent entrainment in the model mode. Specific 

concentration data was not available. but distances to LFL were 

reported. Projected model and field conditions are summarized in 

Table 5-1. 

Model/Field Comparisons 

These data were discussed earlier in Section 4.1.5. Table 4-2 and 

Figure 4-7. No tabulations of model data or comparison figures are 

available in the open literature. 

5.2.7 HSE water spray curtain tests 

Field Measurement Program 
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Full-scale dispersion experiments of dense gas dispersion in the 

presence of water curtains were performed by the Health and Safety 

Executive. U.K •• in 1981 using co2 vapor (-79° C) at an estimated 

spill rate of 1.1 kg/s from a point source (Moodie. Taylor and 

Beckett. 1981). Two of these tests were selected for simulation in 

the wind tunnel at a scale ratio of 1:28.9. Trials HSE 41 and HSE 46 

were chosen because of availability of model-size water-spray nozzles. 

practicality of scaling ratios. and apparent quality of the data. 

The average field wind speed recorded for HSE 41 was about 

3.2 m/s for the no-spray and spray intervals. Significant field 

concentrations were measured at large lateral distances; this was 

puzzling because the buoyancy length scale ratio. lb/L. was very 

small. and projections from results by Britter (1979) and Neff and 

Meroney {1981) for continuous and finite time releases always produced 

narrow plumes under equivalent conditions. A mas11 balance performed 

over field measurement stations for HSE 41 failed to agree with the 

source strength provided by HSE. 

personnel revealed that during 

Further 

subsequent 

communications with HSE 

tests the recording 

anemometer was found to produce large errors. It was likely that the 

wind instrument uced by HSE was in the wake of other test equipment 

during this test; thus. field and model data for this case are 

inconclusive. 

The wind speeds at 1.25 m for HSE 46 were reported to range from 

2.9 to 1.7 m/s over the test period. 

wind directions varied from 293° 

The wind field was variable. and 

to 340°. Shear measurements 

suggested that local surface roughness. z
0

• was about 6.5 mm and 

u*/u10 = 0.06. Ground level and elevated measurements were made of 

co2 concentration at six stations up and down-wind of the spray 
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curtain. 

Model Measurement Program 

The HSE tests were modeled at a scale of 1:28.9 by Meroney. Neff. 

and Heskestad (1984). Vortex generators and a wall trip at the wind 

tunnel entrance produced a boundary layer about 1 m deep over the test 

region. with z
0 

= 4.3 mm and u*/u10 = 0.068. A miniature source was 

constructed to reproduce the radial exhaust characteristics of the 

source used by the HSE researchers. Sampling points were located at 

equivalent field locations. and an additional crosswind ground-level 

sampling array was placed just downwind of the HSE field sampler 

array. During HSE Trial 46. the model spray curtain consisted of 20 

nozzles discharging at a 10.4 cm height. spaced 5.66 cm apart. and 

directed vertically downward. The source gas used in all runs to 

simulate the cold co2 was a mixture of 68% co2• 3~% CC12Fl2• and 1% 

C2H6 • Concentrations were measured with a flame··-ionization detector 

to values less than 0.1% with an accuracy of q5%. Measurements were 

made both with and without the water-spray curtain in operation. 

Model/Field Comparisons 

Ground-level concentration isopleths for the no-spray and spray 

configurations are shown in Figures 5-27 and 5-28 for HSE Trial 46. 

Vertical concentration profiles are displayed in Figures 5-79 and 5-30 

respectively. Linear and logarithmic scatter diagrams of 

concentrations measured at equivalent points produce correlations of 

0.87 and 0.97 respectively. 

Figures A-13 and A-14. 

Pattern compari~ons are included as 

5.2.8 Discussion of fluid modeling versus data comparisons 

The twenty-four field experiments simulated include releases 
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exemplifying a wind range of heavy gas dispersion behavior. 

Continuous, instantaneous, and finite time release conditions are 

included, as well as cases which include topography, dikes, and 

water-spray curtains. Comparison of the model predictions with field 

observation is facilitated by the classification of the tests with a 

Release Richardson Number (Havens and Spicer, 1985). Richardson 

numbers are defined for continuous and instantaneous releases as 

follows: 

Continuous Releases: 

Instantaneous Releases: 
and characteristic frontal velocities 

Continuous Releases: 

Instantaneous Releases: 

Ric = g'Q/(uu;n) 
0 2 

Ri1 = •vl/3/u* g . 
0 1 

are: 

v f = /giH = lg 'Q/ (uD) 

v £ = I g • H = lg• vf 3 

Table 5-2 shows release Richardson numbers calculated for the 

twenty-four cases modeled. 

Britter (1980) suggested that the plume downwind of a release 

should be passive from the source for less than about 1, and 

significant lateral and upwind spreading would occur for greater 

than 10 and 40 respectively. Only one of the releases has a 

Richardson number near 1, nine have numbers between 10 and 40, and one 

has a Richardson number greater than 40. 

Havens and Spicer (1985) propose that when Ri1 is greater than 
0 

1000 the flow and dilution processes which dominate down to average 

concentrations of about 5% are buoyancy dominated. Most of the 

Thorney Island tests and a few of the Porton Island tests exceed 

values of 1000. 

Predicted and observed values of the upper flammability limit, 

UFL, lower flammability limit, LFL, and LFL/2 (15 I 5 I 2.5% for L:OO, 
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10 I 2 I 1% for propane • and arbitrarily valves of 15 I 5 I 2.5% for 

the inert gas mixtures) are compared in Table 5-3. The observed 

values were determined from the reported experimental maximum 

concentrations on each radial arc by drawing a visual best-fit 

straight line on 

log-distance plot. 

the respective log-maximum-concentration versus 

The percentage deviation of the predicted from the 

observed distances for all of the experiments simulated are also shown 

in Table 5-3. These data permit the assignment of a 90% confidence 

interval for the predictions of distance to UFL. LFL. or LFL/2. For 

example. the Burro comparisons indicate a predicted maximum distance 

to the LFL gas concentration which would be from 25% below to about 6% 

above that observed. (Note. since Havens and Spicer (1985) provided 

the same format for their numerical verification exercise. examination 

of their report and this report provides a comparative perspective of 

the capabilities of physical and numerical model methods.) 

Pattern Comparison Plots 

Appendix A contains the individual Pattern Comparison plots 

prepared from the peak concentration contours at ground-level 

contours. Table 5-4 summarizes the values of Theta. e. at which there 

exists 100% agreement between field and model data at various 

magnitudes of N ratio. In no case is a Theta value greater than 15° 

required to provide agreement within a factor of 2 between field and 

model results. Figure 5-31 provides the same information in a bar 

chart format. Figures 5-32 and 5-33 display the percent of measured 

data predicted exactly for each test in terms of Theta values varying 

from o0 to 15°. 

To place these values in context of modeling alternatives one may 

consider pattern comparison plots for one of the more complicated 
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numerical models. The FEM3 model developed at LLNL which includes 

terrain. and heat transfer effects is among the most sophisticated 

primitive equation models. Chan and Ermak (1983) published ground 

level concentration contours for Burro series tests 8 and 9. Pattenl; 

comparison plots are provided as Figures A-15 and A-16. Theta shift 

values of 45° and 12.5° are required to produce 100% agreement with 

field data at N = 1 for tests 8 and 9. respectively. This compares 

with Theta values of 20° and 15° for the best comparable physical 

model effort. Hence. the most advanced calculations predict 

concentration isopleths of about the same order of spatial accuracy as 

physical simulaticn. 

5.3 Indirect Evidence for Physical Modeling Similarity 

Confidence in a physical modeling approach can also be obtained 

through secondary evidence that physical mechanisms have been 

appropriately simulated. Laboratory experiments can be performed 

which eliminate nonlinear interactions (examples are water vapor 

condensation. terrain effects. heat transfer. and meteorological and 

source nonstationarities) which confuse the understanding of the plume 

physics. Laboratory data can then be used to design and calibrate 

modules within numerical plume models. A short sUDlllary of such 

papers are included in Section 5.3.1. In addition many studies of 

neutral or buoyant plumes also substantiate the modeling approaches 

proposed herein. The reader is referred to this literature in Section 

5.3.2. 

5.3.1 Performance of calibrated numerical models 

Laboratory experiments need not be designed to reproduce a 
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specific field experiment to have predictive value. It sometimes 

seems that the number of analytic and numeric models exceed the sets 

of quality data available to evaluate them.. The latest models appear 

to be the most reliable, because they entail the least number of ad 

hoc assumptions, incorporate the latest understanding of plume 

physics. and are calibrated on the basis of more reliable experiments. 

Indeed, when a numerical model is calibrated on the basis of only 

laboratory experiments, and then the model is found to accurately 

replicate field experiments, one may justifiably infer that the plume 

physics was correctly simulated in the laboratory. 

There are a number of models whose model constants have been 

completely specified based on laboratory experiments (Meroney, 1983: 

Meroney and Lohmeyer, 1984: Meroney, 1984: Meroney and Neff, 1984). 

Other predictors use laboratory models to specify particular 

sub-modules of their numeric codes (Havens and Spicer, 1985), and for 

many years entrainment algorithms used in most codes have been based 

on laboratory data (Germeles and Drake, 1975; Eidsvik, 1980). Oilly 

model comparisons completely based on development from laboratory data 

will be considered herein. 

Meroney and Lohmeyer (1982) released suddenly small volumes of 

dense gas at ground level into a turbulent shear layer. During these 

tests, cloud Reynolds nWQ.bers based on approach wind speed, R'l>a• 

varied from 0 to 5133; the gravity head Reynolds number, Ref• varied 

from 2226 to 7962; roughness Reynolds number, Re*. varied from 0 to 

0.08; Richardson number based on friction velocity, Ri1, was infinity 
0 

(for calm conditions) or varied from 26,000 to 445. These Richardson 

number conditions cover the •entire range of available field data for 

instantaneous spills. They used this data to calibrate a box style 
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model (DENS4) which was compared favorably against the Porton data of 

Picknett (1981) Runs 3. 21. 28. 29. 33. 36. and 37. The model 

reproduced cloud travel times and spread rates. and the box model 

results differed from the field data in the same manner as the 

physical model experiments of Hall et al. (1982). Since post analysis 

of the field data suggested these differences were due to failures in 

field instrumentation. this is not serious. Meroney (1983) used the 

same model with improvements to allow for heat transfer and water 

vapor condensation to predict the decay of peak concentrations with 

distance for the Burro series measurements; agreement was within 

experimental scatter of the field data. 

Neff and Meroney (1981) examined continuous and finite time 

releases of dense gas from small circular areas on the floor of an 

atmospheric wind tunnel. The continuous release Richardson number. 

Ric. ranged from less than one to 270. which includes cases of 
0 

passive dispersion. buoyancy driven lateral spreading. and buoyancy 

driven upwind spreading. This range covers all field situations 

discussed except Burro 8. Later Andriev. Neff and Meroney (1983) 

examined continuous releases of dense cold gases in an environmental 

wind tunnel. They released methane. nitrogen. and carbon dioxide at 

cryogenic temperatures at continuous release Richardson numbers. 

varying from 27 to 245. These two sets of experiments were· used to 

calibrate continuous- release versions of a box model (Neff and 

Meroney. 1983) and to select specifiable constants in a depth 

integrated model (Meroney. 1984). 

The continuous release box model (DENS6) was used to calculate 

concentration isopleths. temperatures. cloud velocities. etc. for the 

Maplin Sands Spill series. Calculations were compared against LNG 
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Spills 15. 29. and 56 as well as Propane Spills 46 and 54. The field 

data were predicted within experimental scatter of the field data. 

A depth integrated model (DENS20. DENS22) developed by Meroney 

(1983) from an earlier version reported by Meroney and Lohmeyer (1982) 

used the data discussed above to specify constants. The model has 

been compared to the Porton trials, the China Lake Burro series. and 

the Maplin Spill series. Table 5-5 compares predictions of LFL 

distance for the Maplin Spill series to predictions by HEGADAS, DENS6, 

and DENS22. The latter two numerical codes produce the highest 

correlation coefficients when compared against seven of the LNG spills 

and eight of the LPG spills (r = 0.83 and r = 0.89 for DENS6 and 

DENS22 respectively). 

Fay and Zemba (1985b) u~ed the laboratory data of Hall (1979) and 

Neff and Meroney (1982) as well as the field experiments of propane 

plumes at Maplin Sands from Colenbrander and Puttock (1983) to specify 

constants in a q116si one-dimensional flow model of an isothermal dense 

gas plume. They observed that the laboratory data was taken prior to 

the Maplin Sands data and did not even cover the same regions of 

parameter space. Nonetheless. when the different sets of data were 

used to specify undefined constants. the result:i.ng values were nearly 

equal. Thus it is not necessary to replicate a field experiment to 

define the coefficients in an analytic or em.perical algorithm. In 

addition within the experimental scatter of the measurements. which is 

less for the laboratory than for the field experiments. there is no 

dependence upon physical scale or Reynolds number for any of the 

variables compared in their study. The Reynolds number at the source, 

U
0
H0 /v • did not vary very much among the tests in each series, being 

80-500 for the Neff and Meroney experiments. 400-1500 for the Hall 
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experiments and 4xto4-2xto5 for the Maplin Sands field tests. Values 

of Reynolds number of the 0(100) seem to be adequate to assure 

turbulent mixing in wind tunnel tests. The agreement found between 

the wind tunnel tests and the field tests confirms that a model 

properly posed physical model can relate data which scales over a 

factor of 100 in length scale and Reynolds number. 

5.3.2 Laboratory/field comparisons for neutral density plumes 

The very earliest analysis used for plume rise and dispersion 

were based on laboratory experiments performed by examining smoke 

behavior from model stacks in wind tunnels (Bosanquet & Pearson. 

1936). Since that time almost every conceivable dispersion 

configuration has been considered in wind and water tunnel 

facilities--neutral. buoyant and negatively buoyant plumes; aerosols, 

heavy particles, and chemically reacting gases; stable and lapse 

conditions: building interactions or terrain perturbations; area. 

line, point. and volume sources: ground level sources. tall stacks. 

and cooling towers; and over smooth surfaces. urban models. forest 

The data have been used to canopies. and model agricultural crops. 

define physical models. plan field experiments, verify numerical 

of verification models and mathematic~tl analysis. etc •• A numl>er 

exercises have been completed. Laboratory data have been compared 

with the Prairie Grass field experiments by Davar (1961). Poreh (1961) 

and many others. Recently Li and Meroney (1984) compared plume spread 

rate in turbulent shear layers against the field data compiled by 

Draxler (1976). Poreh et al.(1984. 1985) have compared dispersion 

data from laboratory convective bo·undary layers against the field 

experiments of Briggs (1984). The list is so extensive that it is not 
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profitable to continue: rather one can positively:assert that there is 

ample evidence that. under broad but still specific conditions. many 

atmospheric dispersion phenomena have been and can be adequately 

simulated in meteorological wind and water tunnel facilities. These 

constraints are described over a wide range of situations for neutral 

and passive plumes by Snyder (1981). 

5.4 Summary and Recommendations 

Seven field experiments which included 26 separate releases of 

dense gas have been compared with physical model simulations in 

Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.7. In Section 5.2.8 the ability of fluid model 

methods to predict UFL. LFL. and LFL/2 levels is examined. Results of 

the Surface Pattern Comparability Approach described in Section 5.1 

are also reported in Section 5.2.8. The following observations are 

appropriate: 

a.) The level of agreement obtained between model 
experiments have been examined. The model clouds 
similar in appearance. they spread and travel 
rates. measured concentrations compare very well. 
concentrations are usually predicted to within a 
two or better. 

and field 
are very 

at correct 
and peak 

£actor of 

b.) Model simulations where specific gravity. volume flux ratio 
and Froude number equality have produced successful 
predictions of field concentrations are limited to 
situations where mean prototype wind speeds exceed 3 mis. 
scale ratios do not ,exceed 250. and Pe*/Ri* ratio exceeds 
0.15. 

c.) During model simulations where Volume Flux ratio and Flux 
Froude number equality are stipulated. peak concentration 
isopleths are preserved if mean prototype wind speeds exceed 
2 mis. scale ratios do not exceed 100. and Pe*/Ri* ratio 
exceeds 0.15. However. in this case. the time of arrival 
and departure of the plumes are distorted. 

d.) The recommendations with respect to scale ratio in parts b.) 
and c.) above are constrained by the range of field/model 
experiments actually performed. Other arguments are 
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advanced in Section 6.4 of the Volume I Report to specify 
the performance range permitted for scale ratio. 

e.) Field/fluid model comparisons suggest that LFL distances for 
LNG spills are predicted within a standard deviation of 23% 
with a 90% confidence level. 

£.) Field/fluid model comparisons suggest that ground level 
concentrations are predicted exactly (N = 1) for theta 
increments of less than 20°. and within a factor of two (N = 
2) for theta increments of less than 15°. 

g.) The most advanced fluid modeling effort and the most 
sophisticated numerical models appear to predict plume 
concentrations within comparable levels of spatial accuracy. 
It may be that this is associated with an inherent limit to 
the prediction of single realization field experiments. 

h.) It does not appear that strict specification of Richardson 
number, Ri*, is necessary to obtain adequate simulation of 
most aspects of a field trial. However, accurate 
specification of friction velocity, u*. is so difficult for 
both field and model measurements that it is difficult to 
resolve this point decisively. It does appear necessary to 
roughly match velocity gradient over the plume depth. 

i.) Strict obserirance of the roughness Reynolds number criterion 
(Re* > 2.5) or the source Reynolds number criterion (Re ~ 
3000), does not seem. to be necessary when simulating flows 
dominated by gas release configuration. The roughness 
Reynolds number may be important during simulation 
experiments when one is concerned with decay of 
concentration to le'11els less than 0.1%. 

j.) Very few field experiments have been performed which include 
the effects of obstacles, fences, water curtains, or other 
mitigation devices. Wind tunnel experiments are underway 
to model the Thorney Island obstacle trials; however. no 
published data are currently available. Since among the 
most appealing capabilities of fluid modeling· is the 
possibility of examining many mitigation alternatives 
economically, it is important that these and other 
field/model experimental comparisons be made to validate the 
simulation process. 
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TABLE 5-1 a 
PROTOTYPE AND MODEL CONDITIONS 

CONTINUOUS RELEASES: PROTOTYPE: 
----------------------------------------------------------------------· -------------------------------------------------

TEST NO. I Specific Q(cu.m./s) D(111} u(11/s} u*(11/s) u*(•/s) Zo(c•) P.G. (Cpo/Cpa)* Humidity 
CONFIGURATION Field I Gravity Stab. % 

--------------------------------------~--------------------------------, -------------------------------------------------
AGA Capistrano 44 1.55 40.0 * 24.4 5.4 0.22 l* C* 1.22 45 

(Meroney et al. 1977) 

China Lake (Avocet) 18 1.55 14.9 20.0 * 6.7 0.28 0.02 c 1. 22 16 
5 cu. DI. LNG 19 l.55 20.1 20.0 * 5.1 0.21 0.02 C-D 1.22 29 
(Neff & Meroney, 1979) 20 1.55 13.3 20.0 * 12.4 0.51 0.02 D 1.22 15 

21 1.55 18.0 20.0 * 4.9 0.20 0.02 c 1.22 21 

China Lake (Burro) 4 1.55 46.0 24.6 9.6 0.40 0.30 0.02 c 1.22 2 
40 cu. II. LNG 5 1.55 44.1 24.0 7.8 0.33 0.37 0.02 c 1.22 6 
(Neff & Meroney, 1981) 7 1.55 55.8 27.0 8.8 0.37 0.29 0.02 0 1.22 7 
(Meroney, 1985) 8 1.55 60.8 28.2 2.0 0.07 0.14 0.02 E 1. 22 5 

1.55 60.8 28.2 2.0 0.07 0.14 0.02 E 1.22 5 
1.55 60.8 28.2 2.0 0.07 0.14 0.02 E 1.22 5 
1.55 60.8 28.2 2.0 0.07 0.14 0.02 E 1.22 5 
1.55 60.8 28.2 2.0 0.07 0.14 0.02 E 1.22 5 

9 l.55 69.9 30.1 6.1 0.25 0.28 0.02 D 1.22 12 
1.55 69.9 30.1 6.1 0.25 0.28 0.02 D 1.22 12 

Health & Safety Ex. 46 2.35 0.4 17.0 * 1.7 0.10 0.65 D* 1.28 
Water spray tests no spray 
(Mel."oney et al. 1984) I 

46 I 2.35 0.4 17.0 * l. 7 0.10 0.65 D* 1.28 
with spray 

I 
Maplin sands Tests 46 I 1.90 11.3 15.1 * 8.1 0.28 0.03 D 1.14 71 

(Puttock et al. 1982) I 1.90 11.3 15.l "' 8.1 0.28 0.03 D 1.14 71 
I 1.90 11.3 15.1 * 8.1 0.28 0.03 0 1.14 71 

54 I 1.85 9.3 13.8 * 3.8 0.13 0.03 D 1.14 85 
I 1.85 9.3 13.8 • 3.8 0 .13 0.03 D 1.14 85 
I ______________________________________________________________________ ....., _________________________________________________ 

I INSTANTANEOUS RELEASES: PROTOTYPE 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- ·-------------------------------------------------

TEST NO. I Specific v (cu.•.) D (11) u (11/s) u* (11/s) Zo(c11) P.G. Hu11idity 
CONFIGURATION I Gl."avity Stab. % 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Porton Downs. U.K. 3 2.30 40.0 3.9 5.5 0.25 

40 cu. .. 8 l.00 40.0 3.9 0.5 0.02 
(Picknett, 1981) 21 1.30 40.0 3.9 4.7 0.21 
{Hall et al, 1982) 29 ~.56 40.0 3.9 4.3 0.19 

33 ~.08 40.0 3.9 2.0 0.09 
37 : •. 89 40.0 3.9 5.1 0.23 

Thorney Is., U.K. 7 l. 78 2000.0 14.0 3.2 0.13 
1000 cu.11. 8 l.63 2000.0 14.0 2.4 0.12 
(Hall & Waters, 1985) 11 2.03 2000.0 14.0 5.1 0.26 
(Duijm et al. 1985) 13 1.96 2000.0 14.0 7.5 0.38 
(Schatzaan et al, 1985) 1.96 2000.0 14.0 7.5 0.38 

1.96 2000.0 14.0 7.5 0.38 
15 \.41 2000.0 14.0 5.4 0.27 

1.41 2000.0 14.0 5.4 0.27 
1.41 2000.0 14.0 5.4 0.27 

18 1.87 2000.0 14.0 7.4 0.30 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
+ : Reanalysis of Burro velocity profiles 

(Ri)c = g*(SG-l)*Q/[u-3*D} 
(Ri)i = g*(SG-l)*V-.33/u-2 

(Ri*)c = g*(SG-l)*Q/[u*(u*)-2*D] 
(Ri*)i = g*(SG-l)•v-o.33/(u*)-2 

(Vol. Ratio) = Q/(u•o-2) 

(Re) = u*D/n 
(Re*) = (u*)*Zo/n 

Pe*/Ri* • (u*)-3/(g(SG-l)*D} 
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Table 5-1 b 
PROTOTYPE AND MODEL CONDITIONS 

!CONTINUOUS RELEASES: MODELS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------· 

TEST NO. I NO. SCALE SPECIFIC Q(cc/s) D(c•) u(cm/s) u*(cm/s) u•(c•/s) Zo(c•) P.G 
CONFIGURATION Field I TEST RATIO GRAVITY + Stability (err 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------i------------------------------------------------
I 

AGA Capistrano 44 I II 106 1.4 340 23.0 52 2.13 0.02 D 
(Meroney et al, 1977) I 

I 
China Lake (Avocet) 18 I 18 85 1.38 186 23.5 60 2.70 • 0.02 D 

5 cu. .. LNG 19 ,l 19 85 1.38 251 23.5 46 2.07 • 0.02 D 
(Neff & Meroney, 1979) 20 I 20 85 1.38 166 23.5 112 5.04 • 0.02 D 

21 I 21 85 1.38 225 23.5 44 1.98 • 0.02 D 

China Lake (Burro) 4 4 240 1.38 44 10.2 55 4.56 4.94 0.01 D 
40 cu. .. LNG 5 5 240 1.38 42 10.0 45 3.76 4.29 0.01 D 
(Neff & Meroney, 1981) 7 7 240 1.38 53 11.2 51 4.23 4.88 0.01 D 
(Meroney, 1985) 8 8 240 1.38 58 11. 7 11 0.91 1.29 0.01 D 

1 240 4.18 164 11. 7 32 2.65 3.26 0.01 D 
3 85 1.38 760 33.0 18 1.22 0.81 0.01 D 
A 85 1.38 760 33.0 18 1.22 0.81 0.01 D 
B 85 4.18 2195 33.0 52 3.47 3.47 0.01 D 

9 9 240 1.38 66 12.6 34 2.82 3.27 0.01 D 
2 85 1.38 874 35.6 57 3.87 2.52 0.01 D 

Health & Safety Ex. 46 28.9 2.35 87 59.0 32 2.18 0.01 D 
Water spray tests no spray 
(Meroney et al, 1984) I 

46 I 28.9 2.35 87 59.0 32 2.18 0.01 D 
with spray 

I 
Maplin Sands Tests 46 I M46-l 110 1.90 89 13.7 77 3.08 • 0.01 • D 

(Puttock et al, 1982) I M46-21 110 4.18 167 13.7 147 5.88 • 0.01 • D 
I M46-22 110 1.90 72 12.6 55 2.20 • 0.01 • D 

54 I M54-l 120 1.85 93 13.8 38 1.52 • 0.01 • D 
I M54-2 120 4 .18 180 13.8 75 3.00 • 0.01 • D 
I 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!INSTANTANEOUS RELEASES: MODEL 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------

TEST NO. INO. SCALE SPECIFIC V(cc) D(cm) u(c•/s) u*(ca/s) Zo(c•) P.G 
CONFIGURATION ITEST RATIO GRAVITY Stability (ce• 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ ------------------------------------------------· 
Porton Downs, U.K. 3 T3 25 2.30 2744 16.0 110 6.00 0.02 D 

40 cu. .. 8 TS 25 2.00 2744 16.0 0 0.00 0.02 D 
(Picknett, 1981) 21 T21 25 1.30 2744 16.0 94 9.60 0.15 D 
(Hall et al, 1982) 29 T29 25 3.56 2744 16.0 86 4.50 0.02 D 

33 T33 25 2.08 2744 16.0 40 3.00 0.40 D 
37 T37 25 1.89 2744 16.0 102 6.70 0.40 D 

Thorney Is., U.K. 7 T33 90 2.08 2744 16.0 40 3.00 0.40 D 
1000 CU.II. 8 TN08 107 4.18 1633 13.0 53 2.80 0.02 D 
(Hall & Waters, 1985) 11 T29 90 3.56 2744 16.0 86 4.50 0.02 D 
(Duij• et al. 1985) 13 P3 90 2.00 2744 16.0 84 4.40 0.02 D 
(Schatz•an et al, 1985) TN013A 107 1.96 1633 13.0 73 3.90 0.01 D 

TN013B 107 4.18 1633 13.0 132 7.20 0.01 D 
15 P3 90 2.00 2744 16.0 84 4.40 0.02 D 

UH15A 164 1.41 450 8.5 42 2.10 • 0.01 D 
UH15B 164 4.18 450 8.5 117 5.87 • 0.01 D 

18 P3 90 2.00 2744 16.0 84 4.40 0.02 D 
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Table 5-1 c 
PROTOTYPE AND MODEL CONDITIONS 

!CONTINUOUS RELEASES: DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS 
--------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------- ·-------------------------------------------TEST NO. I (Ri)p (Ri)m (Ri*)p (Ri*)p (Ri*)11 (Ri*)• (Vol. (Vol. (Re)• (Re*)11 (Re*)• Pe*/Ri* Pe*/R1• 

CONllIGURATION Field I : Ratio)p &tatio)• + 

-------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------- ·------------------------------------------· 
AGA Capistrano 44 0.057 0.041 34.l 24.6 0.013 0.012 7973 0.28 0.16 

(Meroney et al, 1977) 

China Lake (Avocet) 18 0.013 0.014 7.7 6.7 0.006 0.006 9400 0.36 0.26 
5 cu. .. LNG 19 0.041 0.041 24.1 20.2 0.010 0.010 7207 0.28 0.12 
(Neff A Meroney, 1979) 20 0.002 0.002 1.1 0.9 0.003 0.003 17547 0.67 1.72 

21 0.041 0.042 24.8 20.7 0.009 0.009 6893 0.26 0.10 

China Lake (Burro) 4 0.011 0.010 6.5 11.1 1.4 1.2 0.008 0.008 3740 0.30 0.33 1. 27 1.62 
40 cu. .. LNG 5 0.021 0.017 11.5 9.3 2.5 1.9 0.010 0.009 3000 0.25 0.29 0.71 1.06 
(Neff tr Meroney, 1981) 7 0.016 0.013 9.2 15.l 1.9 1.5 0.009 0.008 3808 0.28 0.33 1.01 1.56 
(Meroney, 1985) 8 1.455 1.389 1062.8 296.9 203.0 101.0 0.038 0.039 858 0.06 0.09 0.01 0.03 

1.455 1.335 1062.8 296.9 194.7 128.7 0.038 0.037 2496 0.18 0.22 0.07 0.12 
1.4e5 1.473 1062.8 296.9 320.6 727.4 0.038 0.039 3960 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.01 
1.455 1.473 106l.8 296.9 320.6 727.4 0.038 0.039 3960 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.01 
1.455 1.477 1062.8 296.9 331.6 331.6 0.038 0.039 11440 0.23 0.23 0.15 0.15 

9 0.055 0.050 32.4 26.2 7.2 5.4 0.013 0.012 2856 0.19 0.22 0.30 0.47 
0.055 0.049 32.4 26.2 10.7 25.3 0.013' 0.012 13528 0.26 0.17 0.78 0.21 

Health & Safety Ex. •16 0.063 0.060 17.6 12.8 0.001 0.001 12587 0.22 0.05 
Water spray tests no spray 
(Meroney et al, 1984) I 

46 I 0.063 0.060 17.6 12.8 0.001 0.001 12587 0.22 0.05 
with spray 

I 
Maplin Sands Tests 46 I 0.012 0.013 10.4 7.9 0.006 0.006 7033 0.10 0.22 

(Puttock et al. 1982) I 0.012 0.012 10.4 7.5 0.006. 0.006 13426 0.20 0.72 
I 0.012 0.030 10.4 19.0 0.006 0.008 4620 0.07 0.08 

54 I 0.102 0.102 87.6 64.0 0.013 0.013 3496 0.05 0.03 
I 0.102 0.097 87.6 60.3 0.013 0.013 6900 0.10 0.10 
I 

--------------d------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------· 

TEST 
CONFIGURATION 

NO. 

!INSTANTANEOUS RELEASES: 

(Ri)p (Ri)m (Ri*)p 

DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS: 

(Ri*)m (Re)• (Re*)• Pe*/Ri* 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
I 

Porton Downs, U.K. 3 I 1.441 1.473 697.4 494.9 11733 0.80 1.88 
40 cu. .. 8 l 134.116 83822.5 0 0.00 0.00 
(Picknett, 1981) 21 I 0.455 0.465 228.1 44.6 10027 9.60 33.38 
(Hall et al, 1982) 29 I 4.642 4.744 2377.7 1732.7 9173 0.60 0.40 

33 I 9.053 9.252 4470.5 1644.7 4267 8.00 0.28 
37 I 1.147 1.172 564.l 271.7 10880 17.87 3.83 

I 
Thorney Is., U.K. 7 I 9.397 9.252 5693.6 1644.7 4267 8.00 0.28 

1000 cu .•. 8 I 13.493 13.054 5221. 5 4677.0 4593 0.37 0.08 
(Hall tr Waters, 1985) 11 I 4.885 4.744 1879.6 1732.7 9173 0.60 0.40 
(Duij11 et al, 1985) 13 l 2.105 1.942 820.l 708.0 8960 0.59 0.96 
(Schatz•an et al, 1985) I 2.105 2.077 820.1 727.8 6327 0.16 0.70 

I 2.105 2.104 820.1 707.3 11440 0.29 1.33 
15 I 1.734 1.942 693.8 708.0 8960 0.59 0.96 

I 1.734 1.745 693.8 697.9 2380 0.08 0.26 

I 1.734 1.744 693.8 692.8 6630 0.23 0.72 
18 I 1.~60 1.942 1192.5 708.0 8960 0.59 0.96 

l --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
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TABLE 5-2 RICHARDSON NUl1BER CLASSIFICATION 
OF FJELD EXPERHIENT RELEASES 

CONTINUOUS RELEASES ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST HO. g' 11/5/5) Q lcu.1. /5) D 11) u (1/5) us 11/s) 1wo1c NOTES: 

CONf 16URATION ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ASA C1,i1trano ~· 5.4 40.0 • 24.4 • 5.4 0.22 • ll.9 

lfttronty et •1 1 1977> 

Chin. likt IAvoctt> 18 5.4 14.9 20.0 a 6.7 0.28 • 1.1 
5 cu. 1. LNG 19 5.4 20.1 20.0 • 5.1 0.21 • 24.1 L 
INtff l fteroney, 1979> 20 5.4 13.3 26.0 • 12.4 0.51 • J.1 p 

21 5.4 18.0 20.0 • 4.9 0.20 • 24.8 

Chini lib IBurrol 4 5.4 46.0 24.6 9.6 0.40 6.5 
40 cu. 1. LNG 5 5.4 44.1 24.0 7.8 O.ll 11.5 t. 
INtff • 11eronty1 1981> 1 5.4 55.B 27.0 a.a 0.37 9.2 L 

8 5.4 60.8 28.2 2.0 0.(>7 1063.l l • u 
9 5.4 69.9 30.1 6.1 0.25 32.4 

Ht•ltll l Sifety Ex. 46 13.3 0.4 17.0 I 1.7 0.10 • 17.7 L 
ll11ter spray tests no spr11y 
Uleroney et •1 1 1984> 

46 13.3 0.4 17.0 • 1.7 0.10 • 17. 7 l 
with spr iy 

rt.plin S•nds Tests 46 8.8 11. 3 15.1 • 8.1 0.28 10.4 L 
IPuttock tl il 1 19821 54 8.3 9.3 1u a 3.8 0.13 87. l L. u 

--·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INSTANTANEOUS RELEASES -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TEST NO. g' (1/5/5) Y lcu.1.> D 11) u 11/s) ut 11/sl IRi>o/c 
CONFl6URATIOH ------··--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Porton Do11ns, U.K. 3 12.B 40.0 l.9 5.5 0.25 • 691.8 
40 cu ••• 8 9.8 40.0 3.9 0.5 0.02 • ....... BD 
IH1ll tl il 1 1982> 21 2.9 40.0 3.9 4. 7 0.21 • 222.1 

29 25. l 40.0 3.9 4.l 0.19 I me.a BD 
33 10.6 40.0 3.9 2.0 0.09 I mo. a &D 
37 8. 7 40.0 3.9 5.1 0.23 • 555.6 

Thorney Is., U.K. 1 7.7 2000.0 14.0 3.2 O. ll 5596. 9 BD 
1000 cu.1. 8 6.2 2000.0 14.0 2.4 0.12 5288. 9 BD 
IH•ll ' llihrs, 1985) ll 10.l 2000.0 14.0 5.1 0.26 1835.l ~D 

n 9.4 2000.0 14.0 7.5 0.38 799. 7 
15 4 2000.0 14.0 5.4 0.27 674.0 
18 B.S 2000.1) 14.0 7.4 0.30 1160.2 BD -·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L1 LATERAL SPREADING IRi > 101, U: UPWIND SPREADING IRi > 40) 1 P: PASSIVE IRi < U, BD: BUOYANCY D0111JIATED IRi > lCiOO> 
h APPROXl""1ED VALUES 
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TABLE 5-3 
CD"PARISON OF OBSERVED VS FlUID-"DDEL PREDICTED llAUUll DISTANCES 

TO GAS CONCENTRATIONS IN THE FLAft"ABLE LllUT RANGE --------------------------·---------------------------------·--------·--------------------------------------·---------------
TEST NO. NO. OBSERVED PREDICTED C lPRE-085) /DBSl ( 100> CONFIDENCE UUERVAL (901> 

CONF16URAT10N TEST UFL LFL LFL/2 UFL LFL LFL/2 UFL LFL LFL/2 ---·-------------------------... -----------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------·--
A6A Capistrano 44 -- 100 220 300 110 270 600 JO 23 100 UFL : "HR X deviation fro• PRE 

'"eroney et al, mn ·9.0 l 
I Shnd.,d devi•tion a 

Chin• likt CAvouU 18 18 65 130 +22.8 I 
5 cu. 1. LNG 19 19 65 85 31 
&Neff • lltroney, 1979) 20 20 45 70 100 27 75 125 ·40 1 25 Lfl : llHn 1 dtwiilion froe PRE 

21 21 70 100 85 21 •0.4 1 
1 St,1nd1rd devi•tion • 

Chin. like (9urro) 4 4 60 180 300 65 190 325 8 6 8 +22.4 x 
" 40 cu ••• lN6 5 5 70 260 550 70 200 400 0 -2l -27 

!Neff Ir lteronty, 1981> 7 7 100 250 650 90 250 550 -10 0 -15 LFL/2: "Hll 1 dtvi•tion froe PRE 
("eroney, 1985) 8 i 150 400 700 100 300 660 -ll -25 -6 +7.8 x 

b 150 400 700 120 350 700 -20 -13 0 1 Shndard devhtion = 
9 9 lJO 280 490 90 240 450 -ta -14 -8 +32.5 1 

2 110 280 490 100 290 550 ·9 4 12 

Porton Downs, U.K. 3 13 10 21 36 
40 cu ••• 8 TB 15 13 22 27 -13 
Olill tt 11, 1982t 21 121 8 28 50 

29 T29 20 31 55 
ll m 14 25 36 
37 m 10 20 36 

Thorney Js., U.K. m 60 120 180 40 90 125 -33 -25 -31 
1000 cu.1. 11 T29 lOO 160 130 200 30 25 
IH.ll 1 Ir Miters, 1985) 13 Pl 100 160 50 110 180 10 13 

15 Pl 80 160 250 50 110 180 -38 -~1 -28 
18 Pl 100 140 50 110 180 '.10 29 

K1plin Sinds, U.K. 46 1146-1 245 260 6 
Propane spllls H46-2i 245 265 8 
!Puttoct, 1985> lt46-22 m 165 -33 

54 "54-1 452 270 -40 
lt54-2 452 485 1 

Health Ir Safety Ex. 46 15 25 22 30 47 20 
ltihr spr•y tests no spriy 
Uttrontr et 11, 1984> 

46 -- ( 6 -- -- (b .. 
•ith 1pny 

--·----------·---·---·--·-·-----·-·--·-----------·--··------------·---··----------------------------------------------------
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Tiblt 5-4 I Pithrn Co1p1ri son Plot Rtsults 

Configur1tion ID1h Run Sule Specific Points : Intercept of Theh, Degrets 
No. Ritio 6nvity Co1p1red lf-l f-2 f-5 f-10 

--------------------- l --------------------·---------------- :----------------------------
AGA C1pistr1no 

Fitld I ll974> 1.52 
llodtl : (1977) 44 106 J.55 10.0 7.5 o.o o.o 

Chin. l1k1 tAvoctU . . 
Fitld I '1978> 1.5 
llodel I (1979) 18 85 1.38 3 20.0 5.0 o.o o.o 

19 85 1.38 5 15.0 5.0 5.0 o.o 
20 85 1.38 4 17.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 

21 85 l.38 6 12.5 o.o o.o o.o 
Chin1 like IBurro> 

Fitld .11980> 1.5 
Radel 1 ll9Bll 4 240 1.38 B 20.0 15.0 12.5 7.5 

'119851 
5 240 1.38 6 15.0 12.5 7.5 7.5 

7 m 1.38 12 15.0 10.0 7.5 5.0 

a 85 1.38 17 45 15 7.5 5 

8 85 4.18 17 20.0 10.0 2.5 2.5 

9 240 1.38 13 17.5 15.0 12.5 10.0 

9 as 1.38 13 15.0 12.5 10.0 10.0 

HSE Spr1y Tt1ts 
Fitld .119811 2.35 
llodel : (1983) 46 No IMtr Spr1ys 

28.9 2.35 6 20.0 10.0 o.o o.o 
46 !tilt. !titer Spr1ys 

28.9 1.35 6 12.5 5.0 o.o o.o ---------------------:------------------------------------- ----------------------------
FE"3 Nu1eriul Prog. I 

HHt tr 1nsftr 
hrr1in included 

Chin • Er11k 111983) 
:Burro 8 13 45.0 2.5 o.o o.o 
I Burro 9 13 12.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 ------------------------···--------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 5-5 

Numerical Prediction of LFL Distances for Maplin Sands 
LNG and LPG Spill Trials Compared with Field Measurements 

.. u .. ... 
SPILL lFl LFL HEGADAS LFL dens6 LFL dens22 LFL dens22 
tiO. le> 11) 11> (1) (1) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
COlnlNLIOUS PRDPAliE 

4= 220•-~5 315 m 283 273 
43 215•-2o) m 27C• 270 216 
4o m•-35 m 248 300 m 
47 340•·80 m 370 378 414 
49 285+-25 210 m 296 382 
50 210+50·25 290 270 m 321 
52 201)+-30 3\5 m 385 315 
54 451)+-70 295 314 280 271 

CONTINUOUS Lt;G 

9 135+-15 90 120 77 77 
12 63+-4 45 1i> 52 52 
15 165+-15 lOll 155 100 184 
27 m+-w m m 110 110 
29 140+-15 m 17() 120 137 
34 !S~t-2\1 1&5 m 106 m 
35 J 75•-~5 2(15 m m 138 
37 1:v+-~·:. m 215 JlO 112 
Sb 1 Ji•+-3(• llS 14(1 90 65 

Correl. Coeff •• r = (,.62 0.77 0.69 0.72 
lwo Run 51) r = 0.69 l).8l 1).61 {).89 

•• Assume u*/uW • 0.034 

••• Calculate u* and Zo from logarithmic 
velocity prQf ile fit to velocity data 
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Figure 5-2. 
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8 8lDeorees) 

Pattern test result using the MATHEW/ADPIC numerical 
model against a typical set of field data. fN equals the 
fraction of data points covered within a factor of N by 
the calculated pattern expanded through an angle so 
(Lewellen and Sykes, 1985). 
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Figure 5-4. 

Test-run No. LNG-18 
( No. of grid points = 18) 
circled numbers are LLL field values 
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China lake scale (m) 

Concentration isopleth patterns for 5 m3 China Lake 
test LNG - 18 (Avocet - l)(Neff and Meroney, 1979). 
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Figure 5-5. 
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Concentration isopleth patterns for 5 m3 China Lake 
test LNG - 19 (Avocet - 2)(Neff and Meroney, 1979). 
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Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-7. 

Test run No. LNG-20 
(No. of grid points= 47) 
circled numbers are LLL field values 
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China lake scale Cm) 

Concentration isopleth, patterns for 5 m3 China Lake test 
LNG - 20 (Avocet - 3)(Neff and Meroney, 1979). 

Test run No. LNG- 21 
(No. of grid points= 91) 
circled numbers are Lll field values 
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Concentration isopleth patterns for 5 m3 China Lake test 
LNG - 21 (Avocet - 4)(Neff and Meroney, 1979). 
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Figure 5-8. 

Figure 5-9. 
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Peak plume centerline concentration decay with downwind 
distance at 1 m height for Burro 4 (Neff and Meroney, 
1981). 
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Peak plume centerline concentration decay with downwind 
distance at 1 m height for Burro 5 (Neff and Meroney, 
1981). 
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Figure 5-10. Peak plume centerline concentration decay with downwind 
distance at 1 m height for Burro 7 (Neff and Meroney, 
1981). 
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Figure 5-11. Peak plume centerline concentration decay with downwind 
distance at 1 m height for Burro 8 (Neff and Meroney, 
1981). 
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Figure 5-12. Peak plume centerline concentration decay with downwind 
distance at 1 m height for Burro 9 (Neff and Meroney, 
1981). 
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Figure 5-13. Concentration time history comparison between Burro 9 and 
Run 9, position T4 (Neff and Meroney, 1981). 
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Figure 5-14. Concentration time history comparison between Burro 9 and 
Run 2, position T4 (Neff and Meroney, 1981). 
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Figure 5-15. 

Field Results 

d 1 Results Mo e 

. between arison y . tent comp 38 (Merone ' tration ex S G = 1. d·level concen cale 1:85, . ·m Groun d Run Ba, s Burro 8 an 
1985). 
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Field Results 

Model Results 

Figure 5-16. ·son between . xtent compar~ 18 (Meroney, entration e S G = . 1 
cone 1 85 · ·m Ground-leve Sb scale : , 

8 and Run ' Burro 
!985). 
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Figure 5-17. Ground-level concentration extent comparison between 
Burro 9 and Run 9, scale 1:240, S.G. = 1.38 (Neff and 
Meroney, 1981). m 
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Figure 5-18. Ground-level concentration extent comparison between 
Burro 9 and Run 2, scale 1:85, S.G. = 1.38 (Neff and m Meroney, 1981). 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

There are three susinct reasons why fluid modeling retains its 

value in engineering analysis and health safety evaluation for LNG 

storage and transportaion. Duijm et al. (1985) prepared Table 6-1 

comparing potential performance of mathematical and physical 

modeling based on the present state-of-the-art. First. note that 

fluid modeling does some things much better than the analytic and 

numerical alternatives examined. McQuaid (1985. p. 20) believes at 

the present time "that the physical model is much more reliable than 

the 3-D numerical codes." Wheatley and Webber (1984. p. II.149) 

observed that" the complexity and expense of the 3-D numerical models 

are not yet demonstrably justified by more accurate results." 

Secondly. wind tunnels are. in effect. analog computers which 

have the advantage of "near-infinitesimal" resolution and 

"near-infinite" memory (Snyder. 1981). A fluid modeling study employs 

real fluids not models of fluids; hence. the fluid model is implicitly 

non-hydrostatic. non-Boussinesqu. compressible. includes variable 

fluid properties. non-slip boundary conditions. and dissipation. Real 

fluids permit flow separation and recirculation. All conservation 

equations are automatically included in their correct form in a 

laboratory model without truncation or differencitlg errors. and there 

are no missing tei1D.s or approximations. 

Third. the fluid model bridges the gap between the fluid 

mechanician's analytic or numeric models of turbulence and dispersion. 

and their application in the field. Fluid modeling may be used to 

plan field experiments. provide conservative estimates of plume 

transport. and validate modules of numerical code. Wind-tunnel 
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simulation is likely to be most useful for near source dispersion 

estimates where mechanically induced turbulence is present from 

structures such as tanks. vapor detention systems. water sprays. etc •• 

and where uncertainties in mathematical modeling of the complex 

dispersion process is greatest. 
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Table 6-1 POTENTIAL PERFOm.ANCE OF KATHE"ATICAL 
AND PHYSICAL "DDELLING (Hodified froa Duij1 et al, 1985) 

ASPECT BOX HODEL 3D - "ODEL t PHYSICAL MODEL 
------------------------------:-------------------------:-------------------------:------------------------------
"ain 1odel assu1ption :Rate of entrain1ent :Turbulence closure 

: assu1pti on 
lSi1ilarity of full-scale and 
:aodel-scale floN field 

Hodel results :Averaged concentrations :Averaged concentrations lVisualization lfil1/video> 
lAveraged and instantaneous 
: concentrations 

Spatial resolution llow 

"odelling Dispersion :Sood 
over flat terrain 

"odeling dispersion lI1possible 
over obstatl es 

Kodelling effects of :Fair to good 
ataospheric stratification 

Modelling effects of :Good 
surface heat transfer 

Modelling effects of 
ambient hu1idity :Good 

Ti1e needed, initialization :Less than one day 
of 1odel included 

Costs 

:Depends on grid size :Depends on 1easure1ent 
:technique 

:Good l6ood 

:Possible but difficult :Good 

:Fair to good :Possible but requires 
:special facilities 

:Good :Difficult, requires special 
lequip1ent. li1ited conditions 

16ood :Reasonable over li1ited 
: conditions 

IDays to weeks, depends :"odel taking: weeks 
:upon terrain co1plexity :Separate experi1ent: 1inutes 

to day 

IHediu1 to high :Reasonable in wind tunnel 
:Higher in water tunnel 

Presu1es probleas with grid resolution, gradient transport assu1ptions, and 
nu1erical diffusivity are solved. 
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Appendix A: Figures A-1 to A-16 

Pattern Comparison Plots: Field Measurements 
Versus Lab0ratory Simulation of Ground Level Concentration 
Isopleths. Figures A-1 to A-14. 

Pattern Comparison Plots: Field Measurements 
Versus Numerical Simulation of Ground Level Concentration 
Isopleths. Figures A-15 to A-16. 
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Figure A-1. Capistrano Test 44 - Case 11. 
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Figure A-3. China Lake 5 cubic M spills, LNG-19. 
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Figure A-2. China Lake 5 cubic M Spills, LNG-18. 
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Figure A-4. China Lake 5 cubic M Spills, LNG-20. 
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Figure A-5. China Lake 5 cubic M Spills, LNG-21. 
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Figure A-7. Burro No. 5. 
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Figure A-6. Burro No. 4. 
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Figure A-8. Burro No. 7. 
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Figure A-9. Burro No. 8 (1:85 scale, SG = 1.38). 
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Figure A-11. Burro No. 8 (1:85 scale, SG = 4.18). 
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Figure A-10. Burro No. 9 (1:240 model). 
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Figure A-12. Burro No. 9 (1:85 model). 
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Figure A-13. HSE run 46, Spray. 
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Figure A-15. Burro No. 8 - FEMS (Chan & Ermak, 1983). 
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Figure A-14. HSE run 46, No spray. 
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Figure A-16. Burro No. 9, FEM3 (Chan & Ermak, 1983). 
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